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Abstract 
Thia theais pweots three aspects of muioe propeller technology. 1) the t h e  
mlical design of small propellers; 2) some aspect. of msouCacturiog, in particular, 
propeller casting and 3) t e t r  on full Male MEIS. Although this work was done 
in the contoll of *mall fishing -1s. moat of i t  is applicable Lo ships' propell- 
in gencral. 
Two lining line theory propeller design programs were written ond trrted. Their 
uxfulnea wa. demooatrated by using test mu which innol~ed 1-1 ycsxh and ex. 
perimeotil t a t  resulta. Through development of lining surface mrrections, results 
can he produced, fmm the lifting line theory which cloacly approximate experi. 
mental test data; dm, pmpeller. for specific vasela have been designed usins the 
new programs. The liftiog line mdh& f a  piopdlm design, ss oaed here, ate 
uaeful methods for deigning propellers for small veaaelr for which few propulsive 
or resistive data ue available and for preliminary design of other suhcavitating 
propellera. 
A 115 scale model of the vessel WVSUGAR" was constructed lo do a set of 
model tnts: rniatance tnt r ;  open water pmpellcr and self propulsion testa; sod 
hot film ancmomcter wake meaaurementr. Although the modd was designed and 
conrtructed by the author, the tank testing was done by a visiting poat-doctoral 
fellow. Dr. ShuK Wu. The testing program w u  done to determine the prapulsioll 
and m i s t r o a  data r~quired for lifting lime propeller ddfaign and to con~pnrc model 
and f d l  acalo naulls. A graph of the Taylor rake fraction and thrust d d u c t b t  
fraction ea m e v v d  from the model are 6- in the appendix. Completc k t  
=It. am given io the mfemce. 
Sea trials wneperlormdteddumineveavl propukivepc&rmanceofthc "MV 
SUGAR" and ths MV BECKY A. by using a purpaae deigned and inslr~xmenled 
propeller stub shaft. Revlt. fmm both h l l  sale trials r c m  analyscd. T l n c ~  lcrts 
-.firm previova c ~ d m a  vuy pwr emriency for thwc V-SCI~. 
A method for mnrerci.lly producing a pmpeller cnaling w i r  developed. Tlmia 
method did not v.z;re the uae of a solid p.ttrm to produce tho mould. A 8tricklc 
gear aa. deigned and built to canatmet propellet moulds for pmpcllcr~ up to 21 
incha in diameta. An expert systnn wa. developed B ensure that casting quality 
muld be maioldocd through information -s on mould d~aign. The ayatcm w a  
t w r d  by producing a prototype pmpellsr mould and casting lor a rnodcl pmpcllcr. 
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Introduction 
Propeller design h a  evolved very quickly owr t h e  pat  thirty ycars. Much ofthis 
dmlopmcnt is a direct -It of the advances in di&d computers. Techniques 
vaed for deign have hecome more powerful with improvnnmls i n  the hardwlrc. 
The objest of screw pmpella design is t o  determino the propeller gametry audl 
that &do conditions of operation arc met; the main requirement ir bconvcrt the 
p m  from m en$ne t o  pmduce thrust to p o p 4  a vnnel. The primary require 
-1s which must be met by a propeller deign can be dacribcd in the following 
terms. The most important criterion is that the propeller and the primemow arc 
matched. That is, the diameter and pitch should be chosen lo absorb ail 
li~o power xvailablc at the correct operating a p d  of the verwl and pmpeiier shaft 
rpm (revolutionr per minute). Engins and machinery choicrr should he optimized 
lur the  highest posaiblo Efficiency hwed on reliable hull and propeller performance 
prediction.. This usually means that the propeller itself must have the highest 
~pmiblc ~fficiency, hut in some applications whne cavitation and radiated noire 
r~rluction are important, s lower propeller efficiency may be deemed acceptable. 
Alro, the pmpelb must have adequate strength over its lifetime; this is governed 
by the  initial blade thicknnr and raterial selection. Finally, from the perspective 
al the manufacturer it mtut be parihie to  wnomicaliy produce the design. 
When propellers w m  first used for pmpulaioo, very little war known about the  
operalionof thescrew propeller and why it worked. h r l y  designs vne the prodost 
o l  trial and error, and imeoation. T h e e  were fallowed by formalized empirical 
method8 which produced workable pmpclim when used conectly. Momentum 
theory wa. applied to pmpellers in the late ninetenth century; it explained t h e  
artion produced by the propeller, hut i t  did not give any insight into why these 
thingo happened. Diamcten were chosen more or I w  arbitrarily at fint and then 
thmugh thc use of the well known 8.-6 charts derived fmm model r d e a  testa 
(Burtner 1953). Cavitation inception was mntrolled to someextat  by using charts, 
r u d  as Burrill'scavitation diagram, to determine the minimum required blade area 
al. standard pmpeller blade (Bunill 1965). Blade r t m d h  was b e d  largely on 
experience, and then later on simple bcam thmry, to determine the minirnanl rout 
thisknes. and thickness distribution along the b l d c  span. Today. finitr doncnt 
analysis is used to anaiyse blade rtrcngth in grea detail. 
Theoretical analyais was fimt applied to propellera in the form oI  O I D I I I P X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ >  
theom This helped to explain the operation of a propeller in ha+ nnrrg: Lcrmr. 
hut it could not be used ar a direct design method. Today, tl~corclicnl rnrtls?d> 
for propeller deign consist primarily of diflemnt tmatmmts of cimuiation lhmry 
of a i r n d t  wing, for operation in water. Wu (1965), K e ~ i n  (1986), Glover (1987) 
and the Propultor Committeeof the 19th ITTC 1990 (International Tawing Tank 
Conference) give a gwd review of these methods lo dele. Sovcrd 01 tho difln- 
ent methods will he discussed in general t m s  ao that their basic appraachcr u e  
outlined. 
In his dissertation of 1910, Bete, a student d the t b m t i c d  hydrodynamicist. 
Pnndt l ,  firat formally formuWed the circulation t h w  of aircraft wing for uac 
with a m w  propellers (Beta 1910). The vorlcxthmryofpmpellen war developed on 
the  basic assumption that certain geanetricqualitiesof thcflw in which r propeilzr 
operates must cxiat if the energy Imae~ are lo be minimieed. That is, the shcels 
of vortica shed at the trailing edge of the bides  mu91 be of true itclicd shape. 
Goldstein (1929) developed this theory to mount  for tbc phyrical sharicteriatie 
of propdlers - the morl important being a finite number of blada. He rhowed that 
tllc (potential) flow past a vortex rheet could be calculated by relating the two 
theoretical c m  of a propeller with a finite number of blader and a propeller with 
nu inli~itc number of hiadn. This pmducd the "Goldstein fxtor' for periodicity 
of flow under conditions or optimum cirrula,lion. However, he neglected the efects 
(11 the pmpellcr hub. 
The problem of flow analysis ronairtr of determining the induced velocities at 
the propller bladn. The large number of numerical calculatioos involved in the 
implonentstion 01 the theories were r majar obstacle dudng early development, 
but have now mostly h e n  overcome by high aped d i g t d  cornputen. k r b a  (1952) 
simplified the calculations by intmduring the concept of induction factors. This 
mncept amounts to factoring the theoretical indued velocities into components 
and erpmsing them in terms of ratio. with resped to  the speed dldvaoce. Rigor- 
ously calculated, the induction factors depend only on helix gwmetry and thmfow 
can he calculated independent of loading; they am w a ruult, valid under all load- 
ing conditions even when circulation is "on-optimum. To achieve t b i ,  M s  made 
certain raurnptions: I )  The radial induced velocity was ~ m e d  to be negligible 
in the cases of light to moderate loading; this however, ia not the case for heavily 
loaded pmpcllers such ar towing pmpellers. 2) The calmlated hydrodynamic pitch 
approximate the shape of the atreamlinsl in the wake. Thsle are arsumed to d c  
pcnd only on the axial and tangential velocity componmtr. Lerbs' method became 
known as the lifting line mcthod for marine pr mpcllerr hccmlre the farrrr p r o d t ~ n l  
b r  the circulation are saumed to act along radial line in place of liar. blncics .lr 
in the similar theory of i r m e w r .  liawin (1936) explains that Prandtl (1918.11) 
deduced that the three dimmrional p m b l m  could be soircd by conantrating thr 
circulation around high ~spect  ratio blades on individual lilting lincs. Thrw liaa* 
produce vortices in the steamwive diredian, to account for cholg~% in rir=8mlatial 
along the blade span. 
Before high speed romputen bccsmc readily available, kkhardt and Morgan 
developed an "enginering" approach l o  the lifting line method. They asstnmcd 
an optimum distribution of circulation. and a reduced thrust, proportional to  the 
Coldstdn factor due to the number of blade . and proceded to calculstc the 
induced velaitlea. This mpcatly redurn the amount of cdculltlon invalvd. Thcy 
showed that their method pmdura only amdl nmra under light m d  moderak 
loading conditions and therefore ia a very useful design Lwl (Eekhardl and Morgan 
1955). The author haa ahown that, by writing m appropriate camputer code. this 
method is actually very useful f a  fishing veagd propeller deign and 3izing. Thcre 
computer proyams are in use at a local propeller snvidng %m (Hofmann 1S89h. 
1989s). 
C l ~ ~ s i c a l  momentum throry, aa applied to  pmpellcn, forma thc hackground to 
the  major asavmptions uaed in the theoretical velocity field analyaw. In general, 
rcrtain re1at:onrhips can be shown to be t rue  under wioun deg~rrs of propeller 
loading. That is. the rel.ationBipr between the  components of the induced veiod- 
lies, their eUwt on thc slipsImam and the degroe of loading. Induced velocities are 
thc mmponcnl%of thewlocity increase experieocrd by the fluid and imparted t o  it 
Ly the proprlier. firuppa (1961) g i w  a gmd explanation of mamcntvrn t h w ~ j ,  Hc 
concludes wit11 a definition of propeller loading in termsaf the induced docitiea. 
The axial component of the induced velocity ia usvmed to be: 1) much rnnailcr 
than the advance velocity for lightly loaded pmpdlcn; and 2) apprmirnatcly equal 
lo the advancc uclocity for heavily loadd pmpilers. Furthcmorr the ratio of the 
rqvarrs of the axial induced velocity and advaocc velocity is rmall in moderately 
loaded prapellcr.. 
Goldatein (1929) firat formulated Bete's (1910) vortex theory lor propellers for 
the real cruc of a pmpller with finite number of bladnr. He showed tbal t h e  vr  
locity cbaracterirtiu changed cdsubatmtially by m o v i n g t h e  -sumption of infinik 
blade number. His analysis was done for t h e  c u e  of optimum circulation dirtri- 
bulion of a pmpella with minimum energy 10s. By ulculating the ntio of the 
cirrulation with infinite and finile numbers of blades, the Goldstein coefficients, r ,  
for periodicty of flow were derived. 
Clauert (19,17) showed tbat tbe individual aidoil sections along the blade span, 
having certain characlniatica of lift aod drag, could be included dimclly in to  a 
lilting line calculslion to  deign r propeller. However, he u r d  momentolm tl>cwr). 
lo daermine the  average induced velocity at the lifting line. 
Lerbs (1952) produced a rigorous method for cdculating the indurcd velocitirr 
under non-optimum condilionr d riaulation. He thm cxtcnded Gtnurrt's rnrth. 
odr b calculate elemental .ontributiana t o  thrust and torque along the Illndc .pa(t. 
Th- rervlta xpre then integrated over the pmpeller blades to give uucmll I>CT. 
formance o i  the pmpeller. He ~ R d i v e l y  p i d u d  the firat practical nurncriml 
pmpeller d d g n  method which could be applied under wiour non-optimum condi- 
tlonr of loading. Lorbs'  method^ werenttended later to include corrcctiona for tllc 
e(lects of treating a three dimensional problem io two dimcnaions . lifting surface 
mmctionr (Uerwin 1986). 
Lifting line metbods me. very udul  for convmtional propelln deign and arc 
uwd extensively by M i n g  pmpcller manufacturers and naval nuthotitie for pm 
limiouy work (Paulwn et d. 1982: private ~ommuoiration, J.L.Kenndy, Dcput. 
men1 of National Ddcnse. DND, Ottaw*). The circulation dislrihution md hydrh 
dynunic pitch are determined, h e l m  Creedimenriond lifting rurfacc methods are 
applied (Kewin 1%). The required pitch didtibution un be con~tant or varied 
(snt, adapkd). Blade cmarrcctional l a r a c b r i a t i u  are incorporated by using d c  
taikd airfoil section data and lifl-drag mlationrhip. A atrcngth analyaia can dm 
be included by incaporating aimple beam thwry dimtly into the calculation to 
obtain the primary atressn (Muckle 1941: Morgan 1954). Although this method 
ha hcen very ruccealful, it d m  not directly account Lr threo.dimenaiond effects 
such n. rake, ~ k e w ,  oorr f lw and Row curvature (Kemin 1986). For many pm- 
pllcr designr, thew are of secondary importance, but  they do play a laser role in 
.pccial pmpcilers with wide, ungmmetris or highly skewed blader. where strength 
and vibrato?). considoations am much moreimportant. To help account for t h r e  
dimonriond cffectr the resultr of many lifting surfare salculations are applied In 
Ihc form of lifting surface pith and camber corrections (Cox 1961, Morgan et d. 
1968). T h e e  correetionli a t  one lime formed part of onpiing mrk ia lifting surface 
tlncory which were applied primarily Lo refine and optimire designs produced by ur. 
ing the lifting line design method. However, onpiog wak today fmun primarily 
on using pum liftin8 surface thcory and panel methods for desip. Thee methods 
am now used lor the d n i p  01 large propellm uaing iopul data fmm lifting line 
theory. Lifting surf- t h m y  is used for a three dimmsiood analysis of the pne 
pellcr flow which t a b  into acmunt the width of t h e  blades. It cm also ascount br 
blrdc thickncas c(lLctr by using source distributions on the  umber mrfrce. Pauel 
methods are used $r detailed analysis of particular rsions of intcmt such flow 
amund the blade mot filleta or acccuotiog fm the d l w t  of blade thickness on the 
flow &Id. 
Lining aurfsce and panel methods used i n  pmpeller deaign are the topie  d 
ongoing ruearch in this 6dd. Howver, due to the v e ~ v  limited dntn a>nilnhi+ 
in general, for amdi fishing verpeir, the input d a t a  nquired lor tltcse tccLniqacr 
vmld be difficult Lo obtain in the vast majority of cases. Lilting line t r c l ~ n i ~ ~ c ~  
on the other hand do not require much dolait and still yield useful rtwieits. 1s 
using lifting line deign and andyai. p m p a m ,  large advsnm in thr cicsigll of 
fishiug ves~el pmpellern cm be made without the detailed numerical input n.guirni 
for more aophirticded me!hods. Experiencegained using liking lino mctltoda could 
lead to fvrther development and the application of lifting surface mcthods lo Sahing 
propeller deaign. 
WAOPTPROP is theauthor's core mmputer progam for determining the idcnl, 
wske adapted, hydrodynamic dcaign of a propeller. By using the inputs: advance 
ratio, rasumed indued wlocityand numberd bladca, the  actual induced velocity 
mmponcots are calculated and the thrust, torque, ideal efficiency and pitch diam- 
eter ration M calcalated by using Lerbs' induction factor method. WAOPTPROP 
was witten keeping in mind the dnign appmacha uaed in previous delign pm. 
p s m s  baxd on lkkhardt and Morgan's (1955) methods (Holman, 1989h. 1989~). 
The second pmgam written w u  for the analysis d pmpcller pcrlormance over 
its operating range. This computer program (PPT2) cornhind hkhstdl  and Mor. 
gsu'~ (1955) design method with airfoil thmry t o  ewluate thr thrust, torque and 
efficienc).ofs pmpeiler at conditions other than t h e  design condition. Following an 
nppmach previously vrred by the author (Hofmmn 1990a). a lift and drag model 
lor airfoils war !,red to determine the operating angles d a t t u k  ol the blade sec. 
lions. Ilence, the thrust and torque values muld be determined. The two programs, 
WAOPTPROP and PPTZ, together farm r derigo tar1 which allow the complete 
evaluation and rlesign af a propeller under arbitrary leading conditions limited only 
to subcsvitating operation. 
Fuel cmts are the second highest variable cost to the rmdl vessel operator 
(hcsider crew). By making avallahle more cfficimt propellera which can help to 
reduce luel uata, fishermen and other operston can benefit from the immediate 
ravings. The aim of this work was to develop a capability for the detailed design 
of marine pmpcllers of higher efficiency far amaller vessels such sr fishing vessels. 
Although the technology exists within the larger maria= pmpeller manufacturen, 
it is nd in general available to amdl vusel operators. A omsequence d custom 
designed propelle~s is the difficultylnd high cost 01 purcharingnonatock propdlen. 
To thi* cud the question of m.nufacturiq was dso addreaxd. 
The ,nost economical way of producing a complicated s h a p  is by cmting. Trs- 
ditiond melhodsof cartingrequlre wooden (or other materiala) solid patterns which 
are u.ed to create *cavity in the cuting mould. These are inherently expmsi~e nd 
time consuming to produce. By being able to  produce a mould without the need 
lor a =lid pattern. production costs can reduced subtautially. The p m r s  can 
also be applied to makc patterns for stock or standard prapdlcrr. A rtrirkic gear 
was designed, built and used to make a caking mould (Ilofmann 19901) without 
requiring a pattern. A crude rcverhnatory furnace was huiit to melt n of 
metal and a propeller casting waa manufactured to demonstrate thc viahilily of thr 
system lor propeller.. 
A9 most of the know-how required to producesound castings is hased on rxlari 
ence, an expert system, PR,OCASTER, was developed to guide the user in chomiug 
the correct feeding and gating ayrtem for a particular case (Hofmann 1990d). Thc 
r y a t m  was written in the EXSYS PROFESSIONAL expert system shell, a unique 
information access and storage t w l  for the foundry was devlopd. It usa a n~lc. 
based inductive m n i n g  proceas to dctnmine appropriate riser and gating system 
dimensions m d  to retdeve "on-numerical technical infomalion thmugh user inlcr. 
active menus. 
To bckter understand the limilatiana d the design syskms dcvelopd Lcrc, test 
care vessels were equipped with apurpme dnigncd thrust and torque mcasurcment 
system inserted into the pmpeller shalt. By comparing the behind the veswi p n -  
formane curves as measured during ra t r ids ,  with those calculated by "ring tha 
performance analysis p m g r m  PPTZ, the validity of the pmgam could he guged. 
By using the results fmm calculations, model tests and aea trials, a ncw more 
efficient propeller could he  deigned lor a given vessel. 
Chapter 2 
Custom propeller design 
2.1 Propeller Design 
The first step in powering a given vesad is to determine the variation d hull re- 
sistance within the operating a p e d  range. This will determine the  thrurt power 
required and hence the thrust the propeller must pmduce, taking into account the 
thrust deduction fraction. The engine power u o  then he determined fmm the total 
thrurt requirement a t  speed, and the losses of all the mmpooenta in the system. 
Other dlowancca for power take..# for auxiliary machinery and service allowances 
for unsteady operating conditions md pnformlnce in mugh sear must &o be 
madc. Although them are many ways t o  deal with these pmhlma for large ships, 
the emphasis of this work w s  to  apply am of these engineerins tehhniqu- to 
smaller vessels such ar fishing boats. With large ohips, thcrr rxist many n~etl~eds 
lor resirlance prediction; wake data for single or twin or even triple screw <hip. arc 
readily atailable in the lileraturc. Thrust deduction mcarurcmenta have been mm- 
pleted fmm countlcrs self-pmpubion t n t s  by many towing tanks. For small. lteary. 
full form fishing vcsaelr, these dala arc rare and t h e  that arc avrilahlc nrr no, 
generally applicable. Therelore, highly complex methds for prapcllcr d~sign &re 
not practical and will oat give hetkr or more reliable results than simpler mdL- 
odr. By applying mdhods such as the lifting line methods lor propeller design. 
very p o d  results are achievable with much lrjs sophiltication than lining rurlare 
or panel methods. 
The object of propeller design is to determine the overall gmmetric clmnractct- 
irtica rvch rr diameter, blade  itch, blade ahape and area, cmsg-sodion s h s p  and 
to ensure adequate strength. The deign mud produce the required thrust at the 
design condition and yet not ovaload the engine at  oITdnign conditions. Pmpcllo 
desiln invalva the detailed analysis of the performance of the pmpcllm. That is, 
over its entire operating speed rang the torque and thrurl characteristics must bc 
determined so that the off.design performanre of the vnael can be predicted and 
optimizakd within the parametersdictated by the vessel design (Gem 1989). 
2.1.1 Lifting line theory - Lerbs' induction factor method 
This section is a review of Lerbs' (1952) paper outlining the method. An intraduc- 
lion is given to the deign program which was writtm in this study and which was 
I,ased on this approach. 
As has hccn stated pmuiously, the blades are replared by lifting lines whose 
~irculation, r. n r i n  omr thc radius. r. Variation of T acmrr the span requires free 
vorrica to  he shed b e t m n  r m d  (r + dr ) ,  of strength P = Bdr from Stoker law. 
The direction of the freevortexline is=aumed to coincide with the direction of the 
resultant motion relative to  the lifting syatem, therefore, for s pmpeller, the free 
vortex lines shed from the trailing edge of the blades are helices. The combination 
of all the vortex lines can be regarded u vortex aheetr. The flow induced by 
the free vortex sheets uo be found from Biot-Samrt'a Law. A difficu"~ d r e s  in 
that the ~ h a p e  of the f m  vortex sheets depends on the induced velocity and the 
induced velocity depends on the shape d the f m  vortex rhetta, t h e f o r e ,  certain 
a.sumptiona must be made. There me: I )  for ali&htly loaded propells the induced 
d o c i t y  influence can be neglected, which give  a true h e l i d  shape ( ic  s h a p e d  
the vortex sheet is determined by inflow velocity v, the radius r and the mtotiond 
velocity Y ); 2) for modetalely loaded propellera the i n d u d  velocity is taken into 
acmunt hut the eRetts of rrntrifugal force on the slipstream and fmm contraction 
are neglected: 3) for heavily loaded pmpellers the effects of sliatream mntractian 
and centrifugal force mu81 be included in the analysis (Ileaviig iondczl pmpril~rs 
were not conridered in this study); and 4) the vortex rhets  arc not unilarnn br.iirnl 
sheets. That is, the hydrodynamic pitch is not radially uniform. 
The vortex sheets connidcd in the Mlowiog are of truc hclicai rhnpc. con- 
sisting of cylindrical vortex line. of constant diameter and constant pitch is t ie  
axial direction. However, unlike pmvioua mrk (Schuberl 1910; Cuillotos I!)&!#) 
Lerba a.,oided any o p&wiasaurnptionr with respect to pitch. Thc problcm tlaerl 
became the independent Lalalation of the individual axid and tangantial velocity 
components 10. and w. 
In developing this method, therelationships betwmn thegmmetry and thc flow 
needed lo be determined so thal expmsiona for the velocity field of a rymmetrical 
hdical vortex system could be found. lo addition the influence ofthe hub cylindcr 
on the velocity field needed to be established. 
The velocity field can be found by uaing two appnchea. Uainz Laplaw's eqna- 
t im io the potential Bow outside the vortex, l e d s  to s :,oundary value problem of 
a partial diferential equation. The 0th- approach is to apply the Biat.Savarl law 
which reduces the pmblem to an integration rlool a vorler line. Both approache 
give the same rrault. The formu appmach in used hem. 
Lerbs u r s  theanalytical nprnaion for thevelosity potential .s give. by Mariya' 
'While ma.rhina Ihi. subject, it rw d k m r d  that thi. t d c r e m  u dtrd by krbs (IDS?) 
ru in-md. The author - T Moiiya ud not Karad., arm din^ to the Univmity 01 Totp 
to avoid tilt elahorale numerid integralion of the Biot-Sarart rv r lm integrals re- 
lor alhcr methods (Moriya 1933). Moriyds exprrsion is miid for a vortex 
ryrtcm vhlch ia infinitely iong in both dirertiooa. A ryston of 9 helical tip vortices 
is considered mrrerponding to a propdler with g number of blade. The potential 
e l  thc huh rortcx is subtracted fmm hlariya's poteotial lunction - s potential of 
mt infinitely long aymctricai ryskm 01 g helical wrticel of conrtani radius. r.. and 
constant pitch mgio. 8,.. For cylindrical coordinates the potential may be written 
ar follows ( M s  1952, quations 14 Ib): 
a) fa internal points rcr. 
+, = zi+xi$ + 2'.~- I (%)K' (%.)sinngul (2.1) 2 2" ka k* "=I "' 4 "3 ke 
b) lor external paints r>r. 
rbere, (i,#,r) an cylindrical coordinate; z=0 at pmpelier disc, positive in d i m  
tin3 of flow; $ L O  at the firat lining line; 4=r.b8+. is pmpottirmd to  the pitch 
ol the vortex line; and v = $-z/k.. The I , K  and F,K' am modified Bnsel fun.. 
lions a d  their d c r i ~ t i v u  with r a p t  to their ugumml. P is the infiniteaid 
circulation ol one ol the g vortex lina f = Sdr, aod r i a  the circulation at One ol 
the lifting lines. 
The object ru to determioc tbe indued velocilin, not in the a t i r e  field, but 
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at the lilting liner. In the expressions h and 4. the veladtirs at t l ~ c  lilting linr wcrt. 
found corresponding to locations z=0 and i'.=O. T h e  romrponded to n vortex 
syrtem extending from -m <I< t m  in two dimensional nor  rhilr tllr rortrx 
ayatem of the propeller extended from a=O to r=tm in thrcr din~enrion;li flow,. 
The potentials were written extending from -m to t m  with the hniws n h c d  s.1 
behind tho pmpeller being equal by the Biot-Savart relations. It follaw~d tftnt tibr 
axial and tmgedial mmponcnts of the induced vclority at the lilting line and thc 
bisectors were obtained itom :A m d  id.. However. Qd and .$< did not consider 
the radial component of the induced velocity of the vortex system, therefore, if 
the radial component is oceded the Biot.Savul integral must be u ~ d .  Ilencc, the 
analysis is restricted to lightly and moderately loaded pmpelien. 
By diffemtiatiog the velocity po.ential for the internal and extnnal flows will) 
maprct to the axial and tangential direction, tbc i n d u d  velocilim are found (Lerbs 
1952, equation. 5a. Sb): 
internal points: ui. = iQ and 4. = $3 
external poida: ur;. = and d,, = $% 
and u n d n  conditions of light to moderate loading, the radial components wcre 
usumed to be zcm: 
ui,. = 3 and sr = *=0 at the lifting line. 
The prcviourly mentioned Besad functions are replaced by Nicholson's uymptotic 
nppmximation'i which yield the final rerulta for the induced veiocitia at the lifting 
line ~i written below (Lcrha I952 page 82). 
The internal and external axial components were given by, 
utd the internal and cxternd tangential components were given by, 
where the constants Bll and A,,, are defined as. 
where R, is the angle, r = r/R is the radius fraction on the pmpeller blade 
and r. is the radius of the helicd vurtex line. 
Upon considerrtion of these equations, it ir apparent that ar y - y. then the 
induced velocit). mmponents tend to infinity. To avoid this difficulty, Lerba i n t r e  
duca the induction Jostors, i. m d  4, which ue defined by (Lerba 1952, equations 
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6, = P i ,  
4r(r - ve) 
"ja = P. 
4.p - '.)Ia. 
T h e e  induction factors are thn non.dimenrional parts d the indtlcrd rrloritirs 
which are related by i'/4n(r - 7.). They relate the velocity incl~tcd at r 11). a 
fictitious ~ l rn igh l  line potential vortex a t  4 parallel to tho axis nxtc,bding lrorn 
n=O to z=m. Thmugh this mathematical mmanipulrtion, a function (the indllclion 
factor.) WM found that did not tend to infinity nr the rcction radius approached 
the vortex radius (ie. the induction factors remain finite, M r-lo). I Icnc~,  tile 
induction factme are written explicitly M follows (Lerba 1952, equations I ) .  
Theae factors depend only on geometric characteristiui of the helix and not on the 
circulation (thU is, an the relative poailion of the reference r t o  the pdnt  r. d 
which the vorlcx is shed and an the pitch angle of the wrtex line). Therefore, thew 




'rile propellcr loub impors certain boundary conditions an the circulation at tbe 
lilting iinc and on thc induced flow. The circulation at tbe hub must be zero. 
(bduitively. the bub docs not produce any lift, so this must be true.) By imposing 
thr condition t i td  the circulation must be zero when approaching the hub surface. 
n riiscontinaous chulbe in circulation occurr. This would meao that no equalizing 
pressure would be possible at the hub, but in real terma, a flow between adjacent 
b i d s  an equalization in prrssure b e t m n  the prcanrre side of one blade 
and suction side of the next blade. A continuous change in circulation is thnelore 
possible a t  r r  = r*/R, the (non-dimensional) huh radius. The hub also requirs 
that the radial component of the induced velocity be zero fmm the impermeability 
mndition on the hub surfan. This condition doe. not enter into thcpruent analysis 
because the radial velocity component is nglectd. 
T h e  Velocity Field 
The velocity componmta induced by g equally spaad helical vortex lines am ob 
l l i n d  by integrating o w  the rspectiveelemmtary mmpnrent. 01 thevortexlinea. 
Integrating the free vortiva at a station r of a lifting line gives the components in 
&ma of the speed of advance. From 4 and i. and the non-dimenriond circulation 
G=r/#D\.. the following integral% can be written (krb8 1952, cquntioes I?). 
There integrals represent the induced velocity components and mrrespond to 
integral, which occur in the thory of airfoil reclionr ol Bnitc span. 
It is mnvenient to introduce a new variable 4 (not the same 4 urcd lo dufine 
relocity ptential in the previous dissusrion) auch thal at lhe hub, rh .  +=O and 
at the tip of the blade, r=l. (=n.  4. is alro defined in this way, hut it locatn 
the eorruponding point on the vortex line and rebmnm the influsnceof the other 
positions of 4 to the location unds  mnrideratitbn. The general erprcssion far thc 
reference radius is, therefme, given by (krb 1952, equation 14). 
The drcuiation 0, m a r  thespan, is replaced by a Fourier series appmximntion 
of the farm (Lerb. 1952, equation 15), 
lntmduring thi. into the expeaion l a  w,/v giver lhe complete component of lhc 
induced veiocity as the sirsulation is mntinuoua. 
The induction factor. depend on both 4 and 4- in addition to the number 
of blade and the pitch angle of the vortex linu. The induction f.cbra am dso 
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\\'hen tlnesc are inserted into the rrrpectivc erprariana for axial and tangential 
ikldured velocity ratios, the foliowingexprerrionr are obtained (Lerbs 1952. equation 
17). 
Glauert (1947) aolved theintegrals &" * d &  = I$$, 80 theequation for 
hk is written in series form, suitable for orumericdemluation ( k b s  1952, equation 
Ila). 
6: = &lainmdE~-l,I:(4)~sn4 t m r n b ~ ~ - + , l ~ s i c c n 4 I  (2.22) 
Similnrly for the axid component (Labs 1952, equations 18,18a), 
- w* u - 2- , - zhx-lrnGmhk(d) (2.23) 
h> ~ [ s i n m ~ ~ ~ l ~ ( 4 ) c o r n 4 t m b r n d E ~ = ~ + , ~ s i 0 n b ~ ~  (2.24) 
nn # 
h ,  becomes indefinite at the cndpdnta where 4 equdr 0 or n radians. L'Hmpitd's 
rule was applied to get the limits at t h e e  two end points (Lerbs 1952, equations 
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h$;'(O) = r [ r n Z ~ = , l y ( O )  + X6n+,n1L+(0)1 (?.25) 
h Y ( r )  = -ncar(mr)[mE~.l~(n)cw(nr) + S ~ , + , n l ~ ( r ) c w ( n r f l 2 . ? 6 )  
Hence, the induced velocities were related to  the circulation dirtrihution and 
the induction factors. Therefore, the induced velocities could be cnlc<!l;llcd tor .my 
given distribution of circulation. Succerriw approximations were nccrsary to e n e l  
the condition that the vortex rhcetr and the relative stream lines coincide at the 
lifting line, since, the induction fmlars depend on the direction ot the sheets and 
therefore on the induced velocities. 
2.1.2 Hydrodynamic propeller design - WAOPTPROP 
How were the erpresrimr derivedin the previous section used lo design a pmpcllm? 
The first slep wa. to dcMrmineLs design mditioon under which the pmpallrr war 
expected to operate. Once these had been established, the hydrodynamic duisn 
could be initiated. 
The charaeteristlcaof intereot were the diameter, the pitch required to  praducc 
a certain thrust while conauming a rpecified amount of powr and the propeller 
efficiency. The required thrust or the available powr anof len the governing critr 
ria. The diameter is determined by the aperture size or by calculating the optimum 
diameter from empirical mrults such as  the Wageninan Bp-6 screw ser ie  results 
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Figure2.1: Pmpiler da ip  p m p m  flow chart. 
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(Burtner 1963). The final diameter will often be optimized far k s t  elficiranc~ l a .  
"mire and tip-cavitation free operation on large ships. For rmrliei vessels the prc. 
liminary dsign proce.9 is not so detailed and is limilcd to a seleclian of dionavr 
according to aperture 6.2 and a checkan the likdihwd of cavitation urctnrring by 
using Burrilk chart. for example (Burrill 1914). 
The thrust and power (or torque) ooefficicntrwercsalculatcd in .on-dielcsriottal 
form for convenience and were wed to detmninc the fioai resuits - prapellcr sp~rifi. 
cations. The Lerhs liflinglinemethod forms the brais of the pmgrrm, OPTPROP, 
that war writtenar pan of thiastudy. It war then modifidto include wakeadapted 
propeller capability; WAOPTPROP ir the modifi~d version. The program war wril. 
teo using VAX FORTRAN, but ar the intended use is for personal rompulcrr, no 
standard mutiner are used. All the submutins were written in a form which will 
allow compiling using a simple PC FORTRAN compiler. 
Refer to figure 2.1 f a  the following explanatioos. The blade radius fractions 
were defined in terms of the angle ) a outlined in equation (17). Thc bencfitr 
of this t y p e d  definition, instead of the eanwotional mcthod of a perccnl of the 
radius of the pmpeller, w u  that the rnathematia can be handlcd more earily in 
polar form. This format rlw resulted in a concentration of stations a t  the huh and 
tip where the circulation dirtrihution varied more rapidly than around thc centre 
of the man. 
Civcn thc numhcr ol hides, the huh radius ratio and the advance ratio ("on- 
dimensional speed), the program WAOPTPROP calculated the ratios of the ref. 
cmnce location r. and the iocationr of the othn d n e n c c  points of influence to  
thc vorlcx. The ovbmutine INDUCT then calculated the cnrnponding induction 
lnctors, equations (2.11), (2.121, (2.131, (2.14), which are the solutions to the Iclt. 
hand side ol the Fourier seriex u given by equation (2.19). Equation (2.19) could 
be written in matrix form, (7x1 b s m w ,  there are sewn blade sections, at each 
of which the corresponding equation has six Fourier cefficienctr and a solution), 
which was then solved by using the Gaussian matrix inveraian technique in the 
subroutine GAUSS. GAUSS w u  written to  avoid fbe. 
tines which could hinder transfer of the program to a peraonal mmputn. To avoid 
the arcumuintion ofmc*uive rounding a r m ,  double precision computations were 
used throughout. llaving found the Fourier mefficienta of the induction factor se 
r ia .  the !.(dl values, the p w a m  pmceded to calculate the w i o u s  parts for the 
h 2  factors which were uwd to calculate the non.dimemiona1 circulation. 
To ~ d c ~ l a t e  th  circulation distribution in the form of r Fourier series with a 
limited numberoftnmr, thefoilowing Bystem of equations was aet up in the form of 
m augmented matrix (Lerbr 1952, equation 23). Having dculated h';' previously 
using equations (2.21) and (2.23) 
The factors h,, A, and r woe cdccl~ted and a value of ideal cfficiiiiy WLL a.sttmcd 
lo initisle the calculation. The system o f p  linear equations wcrc sol%,cd uairng the 
subroutine GAUSS to find the coefficients G. of the drculatbn serin cxpnssion. 
Hmce, the drcuialion distribution could he calculated by rumn>ing tltr lburicr 
serin at  each location rolr. 
where, j=number of locations, p=number of coefficients. 
Given the coefficients G, the axial and tangential velocity cornponcnts were 
calculated a. ratios of the advance velocity a. the following sum* 
The hydrodynamic pitch anglewar then calculated excording to the rrlation derived 
fmm ~ c t i o n  geometry, 
tanA = 3 (2.31) 
followed by the hydrodynamic pitch-diameter ratio 
Finally, the ided thrust and power coefficients were ulsulated by integrating 
the elemental thrust and power coefficients =mar the span of the blade by using 
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the trapezoidal rule. The elemental thrust and power caeffioimtr are. 
CP = /~GZT? (2.33) 
cr = / a c r 4 - ?  
A " (2.34) 
which lend to the propeller ideal efficiency 7 = CT/CP. 
The unlmed value of ideal efficiency made a t  tho beginning w u i d  not necer- 
w i l y  correspond la the actual v d u ~  r e q u i d  in the design condition. Therelore, 
it was necessary to ilerate fm a range of valurj and debmine the comct induced 
volocity mording to the q u i d  lhrust or p o r n  c d c i e n t .  
T h e  resuils were Lr the ideal case aiocc frictiooal d i e t s  were not yet taken 
into account. Frictional ellnts were incorporated into the fmmulstion by supr- 
imposing lhe empirical data fmm airfoil sections and accounting for the Iosrffi in 
thrust through adjustments in pitch. A atrmgth of the method waa that i t  could 
account for noruniform flow in the wake by allowiog for a radial variation of wake 
(ie. wake adapted). Other elTectr not accounted for in this method at- fmm 
neglleeting the blade width. Therefore, it could be stated that ul the pmpeller 
blade move away fmm straight, high = p e t  ratio mfiyrr t ions ,  the accuracy of 
the method decreases. However, this method is uaed by most leading dffiigners and 
manufaavrerr of marine propellers for preliminary design of large m special appli- 
cation propellers, erpedally wake adapted propellers, or for deigning oonventbnal 
pmpellm w h m  cxtenalw analysis b not r e q u i d .  
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Wake adapted propellers 
The wake behind the verse1 in the ngion of the propeller disc is nrr118nrd to mr? 
radially, and is spsumed to be conrtant over the circumference a t  e z l  radius. To 
determine the useful thrust of a propeller operating in the wake, thc circulation 
distribution must be determined by taking into account t k  wake d n t i o n r .  To 
express these characteristics mathematically, k r b s  (1952) dof ind the following 
terms: the "on-dimensiond circulation distribution G = &, t h e  advance ratio 
1, = %.the resistance augmentation dT = d& t A(d&) = dl l ,  t ldT whcrc. 
d& = n ( 1 - t ( r ) ) ,  and the wake h n t i o n  ~ ( r )  such that u = ".(I -to(=)). Bolls 1 
and ro arc considered functions o f 2  and arearnumed la conais t~i  two parts rrlcting 
potential fiow (sukcript p) and viamur flow (subscript f). 
With t h e  definitions, Lerhr oblained the power input and useful power mef- 
ficienta m the baais of the Kutta-Jwkowrki law (Lnbr 1952, equations 24, 25): 
The induced velocity ratios arc related to the circulation by the integrals ( h r b s  
1952, equations 26); these are similar t o  equations 2.16 and 2.17 except that ship 
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is suhrlitulcd for sped of advance: 
Tlsc non-dimensional circulation, G, was q i n  expraued ar a Fourier series ar i n  
cquatior, (2.18). The optimizationproblemto be solved wmto maximize t h e w l p u t  
thrv~t  paver, C,.,given amnrtant input power, C,r requiring that the incremental 
clbsnge in input power equslr theoutput power (hh 1962, equation 28): 
where k is s conrtant iodcpendeot of z, and t h e  wake and thrwt  dlduction are 
arrumed b be known. 
Subrtitulion of equations (2.17), (2.35). (2.36) into both (2.33) and (2.34) will 
cnabled the integral8 to k cdculakd. Equations (2.33) and (2.34) will have been 
trandoformd into Bums of polynomials of 0. and a m t c m  of m equations in rn 
unknowns (G, values). 
krbr discovered scvenl difficulties when he attempted Lo apply these eguatianr 
to actual propeller design. Firstly, these equations are not linear in G,; secondly, 
the multiplier k could not be eliminated, requiring several solutianr to be  found so 
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that k could be interpolated fmm C,G; thirdly, the thrurl dduction ww no, knnrn 
with sufficient accuracy to justify thc laborious calculations. 
Didimrn (1938) developed a reldionship between wake fraction and thrlmst (1.- 
dustion fraction analytically, hut it gives only the potential part of tilt incrcnsrd 
resistance obWncd from ~clEpropuirion test analyria, particularly c l l v u  rl,err is n 
large variation in wake (Lerba 1952). 
Van Manen (1952) g i w  an approximate relationship betwsn thrust deduction 
fraction and wake fraction hwed on calculations and experiments. Thc ratio of the 
local value and global value of each is related m followr: 
Van Mrnen dates that this relationship is justified as l(r) varies little over the 
outer blade sections and it dro implies a lo- blade loading at the inner radii 
where t(r) is p a t & .  
In previous work, Lerbs derived the optimum condition in term9 of the wake 
fraction, thrust deduction fraction and t he  id& propeller eflicicncy (Lcrbs 1952). 
He then auumed that the variation 01 thrust deduction could be neglerled to set 
the approximate optimum condition (Lerbs 1952, equation 31): 
fix) ia vvlmed ra be known from &denry diymna (for uamplc, K r m m  i938), 
or lrom wake rnc~uiemmtr. For a fmrunniog pmpeiler, Bdz's general optimum 
r n n d i t i ~ n c ~ ~ r e s ~ e d ~ .  lonB/lanB,,ia indcpendentofradiur. That b, thecmciency 
of an increment olcirculalion is independent of radius. Vao Manm (1952) deduced 
a drnilarrdalion r. (2.411, but in his ux, the erparent war ~ e t  s10.75 instead of 
0.5. 
Modilying equation (?.30) slightly to account lor a variable w&e giver, 
I1 -.(')I + t 
tan&= ,-, (2.42) 
* L 
Manipulation of equations (2.371, (2.38) and aubatitukn into (2.35) and (2.36) 
give an integral equation lor the ="ation of circulation with w i t i on  doog the 
a p  ( k ~ h r  1952, rqlutiar 32). This i n t qs l  is m r i t t m  i n  Foarier s d w  form 
lo give aayrtemd iimrequstiom ia  m ulmowz,. This la aoivd w b c h  at m 
atstiom toobl in  the eaefficiicntsC. fortheEirmlstion. The induced veMties are 
then u l ru lhed using the upanions (2.31) rod (2.38). Theinput power mefficient 
ir calcaialed and checked agdn.1 the required d u e  l o  d n s  the catimaled ided 
dfirienqasurnd in equ&ion (2.41). On. the induced mlocitia m e  cdmlated, 
the hfl arficimVrhord imgth rdo could be dcuhted according to 1herrlati.m 
a given by Lcrhr. 
which determines the scction characteristics and hence thc haric praprllrr l~intlc 
geometry. 
Giwn the computer program WAOPTPROP, the prapclier design prorednrc is 
straight forward. The wake distribution i* mcwurcd or estimated lor the given 
design speed and the requimd input power mefficient ir caiculntcd usitlg cqaaliaa 
number (2.35). The program then iterates from an asrumcd low wlac ol ikicai effi. 
eicnsy to  arolution by progmrively closer approximations t o  the rrquircd C,, h,wd 
on incrementaol a..umed ideal pmpeller efficiency. The final rmhr olthe program 
are the p o w  and thrust power mefficients M calculated, the hydrodynamic pitch 
distribution is given in termsol the pitch diameter ratio. Figurn 2.2 gives s sample 
output from the program for a single iteration. The circulation distribution $=a 
the distribution of loading along the blade span. Ths induced velocity rstim ue 
printed out next fallowed by &he deaign results. C, is the required vlluc of p o w  
d c i a t ;  CT and Cp are the calculated d u e s  of thrust and power cafficicntr; d 
is the propeller diameter; pitch, ia themean pitch in uniform k w ;  md EPFir the 
~ m ~ ! i n  drrl efficiency. For wake adapted analysis there would be foilowcd by the 
radial pitch distribution. Appendix B gives the FORTRAN listing of the program 
including all the subroutine. 
CIRCULATION WITH INTEMCDIATE POIWS 
INDUCED VELOCITIES 
m( 1 )- 0.2327480 V I V C  1 )- 0.1689260 
HN( 2 )- 0.2137835 VAVC 2 )- 0.2056853 
h'N( 3 )= 0.1646122 VAV( 3 )- 0.2444799 
YIV( 4 )= 0.1125691 WAVC 4 )- 0.2472781 
YN( 5 ). 8.37737558-02 YAVC 5 )= 0.2439426 
YN( 6 1- 1.0740819E-02 YAY( 6 )- 0.2422469 
m( 7 ). 6.7371133E-02 YAV( 7 )- 0.2430193 
86886888888888888888686886868888888B68888868888888B68866886888888 
iterations requzred 0 
CPI- 0.7840000000000000 
dramstar- 1.00OOOOOWOo0000 pitch- 0.7448814712329811 
CT- 0.7355737 CP- 0.9658955 
EFF. 0.7615458 
888888888888888888888MI88888BB88888888888W8888888888888888888888 
Fiyx 2.2: Sunplcoulput frm WAOPTPROP. 
2.1.3 Results from propeller design 
The design program WAOPTPROP wm t ~ ~ t a d  by reproduci~>g the published cal. 
rulation results in Lerbr' (1952) paper. It war then urcd t o  addrcsr a typical 
of engine and propeller mirmatching. 
As the various sections of the program were written, they wcre t a t d  Ig w- 
producing the examples givm by Lmbs (1952). Inw~iahly, the calculated vnluea 
d i k e d  only in the third or burlh decimal place. Lcrba' origlnal cdculations were 
done by hand while the enmdel calcvlationa were done in double prmiaion to avoid 
munding and truncation ermrr. However, there war still romcdouhl a to  how c l l  
the program could predict the required pitch distribution on an actual prop~ller. 
The opportunity 0 usethrpmgam on aapdficvuwl arose during thespringof 
1991. Theowner ofa 75 It. (23 m )  long, slcl,ahelter d n k  a tnn trawler, MVBEAR 
COVE POINT, consulted with the l o 4  propeller firm Avalon Propulsion Systems 
Limited. (APS), about reconditioning the vuad's pmpelln. Duriry diacumionr 
the owner complained of poor pelrmance at sea. T h e  -1 had appamntly 
aevn performed b apecPcationr m n  though i t  had a large amount of installed 
power. The trawler war a lengthened 65 It (about 20 m )  deign and had a fully 
enclosed processing deck installed. There modifisationa increavd the displacement 
substantially. No olhn rtrudural changes were made to t h e  original dosign exrep1 
that the  main engine p m r  wa. increased. The resalt w u  a -el that cotdd 
not achieve the design  peed of about 10 knots. The maximum w e d  recorded 
waq ahout i knots in port departure condition. The original propeller pupplier 
atlcs~ptcd to correct t h e  problem, but failed. Some time latar anothn attempt war 
made by another pmpelln compmy which also failed. Thmugh consultation with 
APS, it rusnmniaed that  the poor ~ ~ I p c r f o r m a ~ c e a t  s  was attributabletothe 
existing propcllcr. T h e  vnael war inspected while in drydmk a t  St.Jahn's. It war 
found that the singlc chine, a t e l  hullexhibited a very full midship section and that 
the maximum propeller diameter w- very restricted f o r  the installed power and 
shaft =p-d (rpm). As with molt wselr  of thir t y p  in the  region, very few vcaael 
perlormance data were available. A uniform steady flow design calculation war 
urried out using WAOPTPROP to determine the correct pilchjdiameter ratio. A 
similar calculation was o n i e d  rmt byusing WAP (Holmann l989d) and by using the  
slip method for determining pitch (Dm 1989 and appendix A). Rom experience, 
the ioat&lled power was rpnsidered suf6cieot for pmpelling the verd 10 knots 
in the fully l o d d  mndition. There were no d u n  for wake or true slip available 
lor thir or 9imilar vcaselr. Again, from experience with full fmm fishing vesvls in 
Newfoundlmd, the wake fraction wvu estimated to be about 0.40 (~ee  for 
Wu and Bore 1991) m d  the true slip about 0.45 (Gm 1989 and appendix A). All 
t h m  of thnc caloulationa yielded taaentially the  same resull: a pitch to  dimmeter 
?&ti;. P/D=o.84. 
WAP uses the Eckhardt and Morgan (1955) deign mctl~ad. Thc drsign rondi- 
tian to be i n  this caw was the required thrust. This prr.sr.ntr.d n pmhlmt 
because resistance d a t a  do not exist far tllir vessel: therefore, an estirnnlr mz5 mnclc 
based on model tests on s very full form 20m vesnel done by Nordco Lld. (11190). 
This pmgram led to  a pitsh/dismeter ratio of 0.825, From experit,ncc of preriot~ 
u x  at Avdon Propulsion SystemsLtd. (APS), WAP lends lo undercstintatcpitch: 
this la borne out by the  comparison with other methods as ahown in table 2.1. 
WAOPTPROP war used in Lia case lo calculsle a range of powcr and thrust 
mcfficients. By incrementing the assumed ideal pmpellee eIciency, tho dcpendcnce 
of thrust coefficient, Cr. and power coeffident, Gp,  on hydrodynamic pitch nnr cal- 
culated and piolbd. Figure 2.3 rhows a plot of the thrust and power eoefkients 
s a function of the hydrodynamic pitch. Which curve is used to determine the 
r e q u i d  pitch depends on the  chosen design point: e i t h n  the required thrust, to 
propel the vessel at a certain s p d ;  or the amliable power for propulsion. The d e  
sign c d c i e n l r j  wre determined fmm the following relationships which ca,rmpond 
to equations 2.35 and 2.36 for useful and input power, rrrpcstiveiy. 
(2.14) 
w h m  T is the required thrust; Q is thc shalt torque a t  mldiond velocity w ;  VA 
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Table 2.1: Comparative results for P/D: MVBEAR C01'E POIXT. 
is ~ r n l  of R is the propeller radius; and p is the ra ter  density. Thc 
prapcller elficiency wa. defined a. 7 = Cr/Cp. These valuer are related t o  the 
usual ti, and ti, by: 
The curvca were used t o  dctermine the required propeller pitch by drawing a 
vertical line through the design point power or thrwt coefficient and reading OR the 
corresponding pitch. In this w e  the d d g n  point chaen was a power coefficient 
equal lo 1.i41 which gave a pitch of 1.45 m. 
Another problem for- io this m e  was insdequste blade area. Due t o  the 
rrrtricted diametnrind inoersed poweoutput, the standard p~opellninstalied ww 
inef l~t ive  in converting all of the power. ln~pection of the b i d e  surf- indicated 
a rublantial amount of surface cavitation on the suction side which would have led 
t o  a reduction in thrust. It was also reported b y o b i p L 1 s p ~ n n e I  that theengine fuel 
rack position did not wach full throttle except when auxiliary l o d a  rm high. The 
w d a  l a r n r E L p  
Figure 2.3: MV BEAR COVE POINT pitch determination. 
thrust loads were estimated and found to be high; avcragchladc loading war around 
18 pourtdr per square inch (psi) ( a value of 6 psi is rubgented ar r maximum meall 
prenrure, Burrill 1943-44). 11 wa. nweuary to incre- the expanded blade awa 
ratio to  lower the mean loading and Lo avoid thrust break-down due to cavitation. 
A solution war recommended which involved a major alteration to the cxirtin8 
propeller. The diameter was increased by t w  inchen la 1.178 m (70 inches) in 
diameter. This war the maximum diametmr allowed by apcrtum size plus clcarancc. 
The pitch war altered to 1.525 m (60 inchea) and the blade area war incroared hy 
201, from 0.54 to 0.68 to reduce the mean blade loading to below 6 psi. To 
help increase the propeller efficiency the tip loading was incmased by altering the 
distribution of area toward the tips. Tbat is, the t i p  were squared-OR more bom 
the srandard ~ l l i ~ t i ~ ~ l  design of the original Vibration was not a concern 
will, this vossd. 
'rile work was done as r u g p t e d  by APS. Thc owner reported back after his 
first tl~ree moyngrr with the dtered propeller. There ~ - a r  no appreciable change 
is the r~oiro levels experienced in the work area of thc lelterdcck. Therefore, thc 
rrductior~ in tip clcarsncc had not increased the propeller indvccd hull vibration. 
The design sped had now been achieved in port departure condition (urualls a 
lull load of icc and fuel and provisions for ten days a t  sea). The lranrit speed 
had increucd from 7 to  about 9-9 112 knots under lull load. The owner was quite 
plcased with the results. The gain in .peed had reduced his steaming time to  and 
from the fishing gmunda by 8 to  10 houn. This raved him fuel and other costs 
hecauae or quicker tum-amund aod f e w  hours st sea. 
A new pmpdler was subreguently purchased (after the skeg was l o w e d  to  allow 
a further increase in diameter) which had nominal dimensions: 1.830 m (72 iochea) 
in diamder: the pitch was qua1 to 1.525 m (64 inches) as belore; m d  an expanded 
bladc area ratio of 0.70. The altered pmpeller rsr retained ar a spare. 
The levcl of confidence in the results fmm the new pmgram increased substan- 
tially becaasc thi* case was successful. The results described show that by applying 
sound enginwring U, difficult propeller problms, workble solutions c m  be found. 
The use of thr program as an independent design tool l o o h  very pmmising. The 
wake adapted feature h a  ar yet not bcen u r d  for actual cl~bign macr. It 
should be noted  hat although it can potentially produce n brtlcr drrigs, the clv- 
tailed wake information required is uruallp not availrhls. Thc program is cv~rrrtcd 
l o  become mare urcful when more detailed wake and resistance data hcroxnc m i l .  
able. 
2.2 Hydrodynamic propeller performance 
The l~ropeller designer is interested in the performance a1 a propeller operating 
under ofl.d~.~ig~~ condgtions for several rearena. T h a ~  include the need to optimize 
~~osai ler  dcrilns lor particvlu applications 1e.g. towing); the a\,oidance of "oxr -  
pitching,", and hwcc ensine overlarding; and to  ensure compliance with design and 
performance specifications such ar ballard pull and trial or design spcrd. 
Initially, an attempt war made to write a mmpvter program ar suggested by 
Lerbs (1952) using the induction factor method previaurly explained. However, 
after considerable ellort it became apparmt that the complexity of the numerical 
procedures, required to  rimultancourly solve two interdependent sets of equations 
iteratively, far outweighed the potential gdnr in accuracy. Tbir may be the rearon 
why no refen *cer me found in theliterature in which Lerbr'su~ested methodwar 
used in computstiona. In owes where high accuracy is required, a lifting aurlace 
pmgram can he uaod (Gmly m d  Kmvin 1982). Therefore, based on previoua 
experience (Holmsnn 1991)a) and on published material by K m i n  (1959). Burrill 
(IIW3-44) and Bore(1983), inewpmgram was written to aodyaethe hydrodynamic 
performancr of n propeller throughout its range of operation. The method u x d  
war from !he propeller dnign method by Eckhardt m d  Morgan (1955); this is s 
lifting line mcthod which asaume that circulation is optimum. The method war 
developed to avoid the complex rdculationr q u i d  by Lcrbr' method for deign 
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ro that reasonble results could be obtained by hand. It makes rr of Coid.tcie'r 
faclors for periodicity offlaw for a finite numbcrofbhdes. Thc authors showed that 
h: avoiding high propeller loading, only *mall errors wcrr incurred a t  the design 
condition. 
The question could bcaskcd: why was this work justified rhcn thcrc r r r c  !nnlrlt 
more sophisticated methods =\ailable for propdlm analpis? The prima,). rrasa,ns 
w m  simplicity and scarcity d specific information. 
During the arurac of this work thc lifting m r h  ateady flow analysis pmgram 
produced by G d y  and Kerwin (1982), MIT-PSF-2, ws. uwd for verification of 
the new program's results. Six test pmpdlers fmm the Wageningen B-wries were 
analyaed: two 3 bladed, two 4 bladed and two 5 bladed propcllerr (van Lammeran 
et al. 1969). It quickly became apparent that PSF.2 quite cumbcraomc to u a .  
For each advance coefficient of interrat, a new data file nrrded to be written. For a 
minimum of three values of a d m e  coefsdent an the thrust and torque cofllirient 
curves for the nix lest c-, the 18 runs required tmk two days to complete. 
The performance analysis program written as a part of this p m j a  is cdled 
PPT2. Using PPT2 and another pmgram. BKTKQ, written to nlcul&tc thc re- 
gression polynomials of the B - m i e  experimental results, a full range of points 
were ~dculaled for d l  the propellers in about one md one half hours. A half of 
r day was required to plot d l  the reaultr. These are aubr(mt1al savings in time: 
lir3tIy, of cornputer time reqvired to run the programs; and rcondly.of timerpent 
by a qualified cxpcnsive) designer. This is a major consideration br n =om- 
~rwrcial rnltcrpriac. Other conriderations include the awkward w-y in which the 
program mud irc run (using data fiics etc.) and the possibility of transferring the 
pn,grnn~r to micro-computers or peraond computers. The hlIT program is dim- 
rult to vrlc clni n rsicro~omputcr because of larm memory requirements, while the 
prnenl pmvams have only a limited memory requirement which maker them ideal 
for micro.eomputer use. As they were written without using library programs suc6 
ar thme for matrix invnrion, they can be easily compiled for the appropriate FOR- 
TRAN system with only minor adaptetiona. Finally, theurer keyboard input makes 
PPTZ much mom user-friendly a d  do- not implicitly require a good understand- 
ing of propeller design or of lifting aurfaoc techniques. For mnventioosl pmpdlers 
MIT.PSF-2 is in general too sophisticated; it producer very detailed output that 
would rarely he u s 4  lor day to  day work on small propellers. Its high commercial 
purchaw and operating coat. cannot be justified in r smaller sommndal setting; 
the pmgrrmil were wailable a t  a reduced rate with the retriction that they could 
only be used for uni.,cnity research. 
A serious drawback of previous analysis progams (far example, Kerwin 1959, 
Burrill 1943-44) war that they aarumed an i d 4  liR CurM for the blade *dians 
witltaut ailowingfor stall. Stdl w a  allowed for by B m  (1983), in his windmill anal- 
ysis program, by implementing an idealized lift and drag model which rrlrrtdr rrll 
beyond the rtall region of airfoil section operation. BW'S spproilch wm adapted 
to marine propeller performance analpis as part of earlier work (Ilofmuts IB!IUa). 
In the Iatert version of the program. PPTP, this method w a  relined Iq lnkillp 
into account different type. of airfoils and their spedfic lift chnracl~t~sl i r~ .  ,\lr<,. 
by uring an improved modular programming techniquc Ihe carrcct nnglr of alack 
of an iodividual section could be more xcuralely determind. Thc lift model and 
methods are explained in the aubscguent sections. 
After running the MIT-PSF.2 program for the B-seria pmpellers it w r r ~  fvllnd 
that in some ewe. the rerults produced at low advance cwfficient difired gcntly 
from the experimental rerults. Thee dircreprncie. were possibly due (o limitations 
in the potential lifting surfae theory which cannot account for Row reparation. 
because there is no viscosity by definition; although viscous drag is includsd by uring 
r constant drag value. PPT2 however, accounts for flow mparation by modelling 
the ~ t s l l  region of the rwtions and t b m f n e  produces a more rational rcsult at low 
advance coefficients. This w a  an important feature becaure many amall vnala  
operate a t  relatively low advance coefficients (1-5 than about 0.5). By developing 
appropriate corrections for PPT2, thediAerences in the caiculaled thrust and torque 
coefficientr could be reduced so that the program reproduce. B.reriu data. 
2.2.1 P r o p e l l e r  p e r f o r m a n c e  a n a l y s i s  program - PPT2 
'l'1,e propeller performance analysis program PPT2 calculated the thrust and torque 
c~cscicnts and the propeller efficiency over the full range of operation of a pm- 
pcllur. The santurical design method of Eckhardt and Morgan (1955) war adapted 
10 calcttlatc the alrloil rvtion lift at a radial blade Iocatim. To determine the 
npproprtale angle of attack at which individual sections operate, the calculated 
lift war compared with the lift poaaihle fmm the section (a. given by a liR model). 
When thc correct valttc ru determined, the lift of the section w u  recalculated. The 
thrust and torque lor the whole blade wa. found by integrating the recalculated 
valuca u the blade seclian~. 
2.2.2 Main program 
PPT2 is r. FORTRAN program written on r VAX 8530 computer. Again library 
progruns were not used a, u to make transfer to other computers and mism's 
ar simple ar possible. The main program handln the data input md rentrola 
the function of the various auhmulinea and outputs the readts. The following 
paragrapha dncribc in detail the program operation. Figure 2.4 gives the Aow 
chart of the program PPT2. 
The title m d  mknowledgmnb pages were followed by data input from the 
keyboard. The data which werc r e q u i d  as input to run the program m e  ar 
follows: propeller diameter, number of blade (3.1.5, or 61, exga~drd blade awn 
ratio, propeller shaft rcvolutionr per minute. and thc overall (Taylor) mlc Ira<. 
tian. Wake analysis could be chosen if the data were availnblc. Thr pitch 
diamctcr ratio was then typed in at the prompts. The optiou far rpcrlfyiug thr. 
type of airfoil section followed. Thc current version of PPT2 had thrcv qtionr: 
NACA a=I.O mean line, NACA s=0.8 mean lint and circular arc rcctioris with Ilat 
face. The geometric properties of the propeller : chord/diametor, thickn-r/chord 
and camher/ehard ratiw we= incorporated into the geometry rubmutino CEO ex- 
plicitly. GEO took the geometric propnt ie  at arbitrary locations and tlwough a 
m o d  mder regtenion pmcedure calcdstcd the properties a t  the required radial 
locations. 
The actual calculations wereinitiated by setting the fin1 valueof advane= coem. 
cimt, I .  At each blade section the &ace angle and pitch angle wem delcrmind. 
An eagle of attack was rraurned initially. The submutine NUMLW wa. cdled to 
calculale the theoretical lift coefficient, CJ. At the same angle of attark anothcr 
rubmutine, TRULFT, was &led to calculate the lift, Qu at  lhal angle arcording 
t e  s lift modd. There two value were c a m p a d  by finding the diRcreno hetwern 
them. A, the value of O was always gnarcr than Q, when the iteration waa begun 
(Hofmann 1990a), by stepping up the angle of a t t ~ k  and recalculating C, and G,. 
the point at which the difference became a m  or negative could h determined. 
The submuline ATTACK war then called lo deermine the angle accurately. 0.05 
dugree wa. found to be sufficiently accurale lo pmduce a smooth k; output carve. 
When the angle of attack far that ~ c l i o n  wsr determined, the ideal incremental 
thrust md torque coeffiricntr were calculated using the following equations: 
ti;, = r3z=6a'(1 -a ' )  
t i& = i.li;$ tan fl 
where r is the radius fraction; x is lhe Galdrtein factor; a' is the rotational inter. 
lcrence factor; and B is the advance angle. 
Thc aubruutine DRAG war called to  calculate the .&ion drag coefficient a t  the 
angle of attack. Thc dng/lift vatio, r ,  was calculated to  account for viscous Bow. 
K *  - ,. - K+,(I - .tsnB.) 
K b  = K b . ( l +  L) 
tanA 
(2.45) 
whcre A was the hydrodynamic pitch angle of the section. 
The lotal thrust m d  tarquecocfficicota, Kr and K g ,  of the blades w m  found by 
intcaating theincremental n l u n  anmr thespan by using Simpon's rule. A simple 
lifting aurfacr correction ta KT md Kg war then applied to better approximale the 
experimental results. Ahs calculsling the propeller efficiency, the next value of J 
war c h a m  and the entire procedure repeated. The program output war in table 
form where the ti , ,  KO, and efficiency vduc ate printed out corresponding to ship 
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r lwd a d  J ~ l a e .  Figure 2.5 shows the output from PPTZ for the analysis of the 
<xisting propeller on the MVSUCAR. 
The u~chll operating range of the pmpellec can be read of at a J ?due mm. 
apollding to whcm the thrust coefficient changes sign to  negative. Negative thrust 
stcans thc propcllcr iq mler  milling and ir thcrrforc not useful lor propuirian he- 
youd that valucofJ. Plotting thc valueof thrust, torqueand efficiency with rrspcct 
to J giver the pmpeller curves. 
2.2.3 The subroutines 
NUMLFT 
This submutine wm used to calculate the theoretical lift coefficient according to 
tbc Eckhardt and Morgan propeller deign method (Eckhardt and Morgan 1955, 
Bmc 1983. Hofmano 1990a). 
I'bc lift coefficient is given by: 
c, = 4ro'rr 
nbS(1 - .)-
where rr before, rr ia theGoldstein factor; .'is the rotational InterIerence fsctm, 
r is the radius fraclion; n is the revolution per s-d; L is the number of blader: 
c / D  is thc chord/diamder ratio 01 the section; and 8. is the hydrodynamic pitch 
angle. 
OPERATING CONDITIONS: 
OI*METPI . 0 56 I 
- - -. . . . .. - 
PITCH MTIO: 0.44 
NUNBRI OF BLADES : 3 
SHAFY RPH: 1326.00 
WIPNW SHIP SPEED: 21.35 KNOTS 



















Figure 2.5: Sampleoutput from PPTZ. 
Fiere 2.6: 1d.d lift model. 
TRULFT 
  he idealized lilt model wa. represented in this submutine. Figure 2 1  shows the 
lih curve of rhia model. 
The lib model was ide.1i.d to incorporate ,-".able lift characteriatiw for 
a widc range of lift curves comapooding to varying angler of incidence. Fmm 
thin airloil thmry it is known thaL the prestall lift curvc hui r slope d about 
2r for airfoil shaped sections. The stall redon generally varies considerably with 
angle of attack while the pat-stall region of the curve Lr thin airfoils can he 
nppmxinlatcd by tile equation C, = 2ainocoao (Hoema and Bont 1985. Abbott 
and von DocnhoA 1945. 1959). As an upper limit on lift Base(1983) chareCc = 1.2 
as a con,ert.ativc average value. The initial accrion lift is linear =cording to thin 
airloil theory and miier lmm wrmc $ d u e  (if thc angle of nltnrk ir Ir-r tltarl 
the zero lift angle) to the maximum w.1~~ with L slope appr~ximat~ly to ?z. 
From analysis of experimental data br circular arc airbil sections. thr I111 rla,l)r 
for the- sections war acunlly found to  be lcrr than this value: I.snr (SC.,, nrtiotn 
on subroutine STIYTYP). The stall region r o s  then deflncd m l~v!rret> th,. .s~qIt,. 
ol attack corrcrponding to C, = I.? and Ci = 0.6. Thc lift in the .;tall ,%ion IS 
t a k a  as a straight line between these two values with 1 negstive alopc. Thc pmt- 
atall region is as define4 above. Thia region begins where the angle correspmtdr lo 
C, = 0.h 
The subroutine STNTYP is called from within TRULFT to give the wro lift 
angle, e.. and the lilt slope, dC,/do, depending on thc section type rhurcn Buring 
the input stage. The type of section chaxn can b varied along the span. 
The atall angle lor the section is calculated, 
and togsther with the zero liR angle sets the polition of the modol. Therelow. 
having determined the appropriate lift model for the rcction, the lift coefirient is 
calculated a t  the current angle 01 attack. 
STNTYP 
T ~ C  Inn, n choice of three airfoil section types. In this mbrouline. the char- 
.+rturistir ,c.ro lift asgle, a., the ideal lift cafficient, G., and the lift slope $ are 
~b.fincd. 'The first two choicer are NACA meanlines commonly used in propeller 
I I L ~ ~ ~ Z , :  S,\CA r=1.0 and a=0.8 (Abbott and von Doenhall 1915, 1959). The third 
choice is circular arc rcctionr. Although the circular arc sections are obsolete for 
aircraft, they am still used extensively for standard propellers. For example, the 
Il.serin pmpcllcrs have airfoil sections on the inner radii and circular arc sections 
on the muter mdil. Very little published data were available for circular arc sections. 
During thc first quarter of the 1900's a large number of ryskmaticand arbitrary 
airfoil scctions wcre tn1.d a t  Glttingm, Germany. Among these w u  a serin of 
mundback rctionr which w e n  tested under varied cavitation oumbus. Riegelr 
(1961) published the mmpiled ruults of many tests. T h m  sections, the G6 xx K 
circular back sections, included data in tabular and graphical form. These data were 
rmt useful for pmgramming purposes in their pblished form and incompatiblewith 
standard wa?s 01 representing airfoil data  for deign p u p m .  
By first plotting the experimentally m ~ u r e d  lift coefficients wilh rwpect to 
the rnngle of attack and fitting a second order curve to them, the lift curves were 
fovnd for each section type in the series. Figure 2.7 shows some typical lift curves 
for these acctions. 
Figure 2.7: Erpcrimeotal lift curve for typical Gettiwen circulat arc airfoil rcc- 
lions. 
The .em lift angle w- then determined with m p c t  to thc rambcrlchord ratio 
and plotted a. shown in figure 2.8. A lineat relationship .a. found bctwwn tile 
rcm lift angle aod the camberlchord ratio for the* mtionr. 
The l ib  correrpandiog to an angle of incidenceequal to zero wao termed the de. 
sign lilt coefficient, Cli, fm pmpellerr, u propcllera are usually d s i g n d  for shock. 
l e s  entry. By yloltiog C!; with rnpect to csmber/chord ntio, m/c, for all the 
sections in the seria (omitting the "fat" r d i o n a  with rounded OR ends) and thcn 
f i t t i q  a straight line to the data through a --ion mutine, a linear relationd>ip 
wa. established h d w o  C8, and mlc. This muld be cxpmled since thin airfoil 
theory assumes a linear variation oi lift with camber. The actual nluca are plotted 
alrmg with the straight line thmugh them in figure 2.9 for thin and thick rd iana .  
Cllrvllr Bar, *,.(Oil *.,a", G. I.,, X rm. 
. - . . -. 
.I. 
-2. 1 
Figure 2.8: Zero lifl angle m r i e  linearly with c a m b s  ratio 
The lint straight line la lor thin sections m d  the smood line with a lower slope ia 
for thick sections .w defined belov. 
This subroutine uru publirhed datadireetly lo. the NACA .=tion=, but for the 
circular arc xctions. it uses the lollowing equations: the eno liR angle in deer- 
is. 
For thin sections (m/c < 0.055) the ideal lift mefficient is, 
while lor thick sectionr (mjc  > 0.055) it is. 
&6! 
i 
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Fig"" 2.9: Design lib c d c i e o t  variation with cambar ratio. 
where m l c  is the section camber ratio. 
ATTACK 
Once t h e  int-I bar heen determind where the model and the theoretical lift 
mff identr  arc similar, t h e  submutine ATTACK is called t o  dctcrn~ine the angle 
mom accurately and then calculate the corresponding lift coelfioicnt. 
The procedure used waa aafollowa. Having found theone d g m  i n t n d  within 
which t h e  sign of the diK-cr changed t o  negative, thc angle lor whirl) lbe  1-1 
pmitive dillclena war calculated was taken aa the starling point. The angle wui 
then a t e p p d u p  by 0.05 d e m  and the lift mefficimta re-cdculatcd hy calling 
NUMLFT and TRULFT rubmulines. At each increment t h e  diflerencc w a r  "rod 
Figure 2.10: Thin airfoil drag model. 
to find Ll~e craring point. The exact angle of attack wlc taken u the average of 
thr  two valuer bracketing the step where the diIInence again went negative. The  
final lift rorffieicnt.C~. war then calculated fa that angle. Therefore, he angle 
of attack was dclerrniod within 0.05 degrees dong with the corresponding l i e  
meffieicnt. 
DRAG 
This rulmutinecalculoted the drs~of  an airfoil wcliou. For the KACA thinai:foils 
an idealized model war "red (Base 1983). This model is ahown in figurr 2.10. 
The initial drag% up to the an& whereslall occurs. war taken ar the Prandtl. 
Schlichting Bat plate friction which depends on Reynold's xnbsllwr. 
c, 3 
(fog Rsl'M 
In the  stall region. the drag is approximated by s straight linr h r l w < ~ ~  tlnc rlnll 
and the beginning 01 the p ~ t . . t a ~ ~  regio. at an nlrre.rl,c,l,,~lap. 
toCd=0.6. In thepost-rlall redon, thedragcurveis @run hy Cd = ?ril~'e (ll<wn~t.r 
and Borrt 1985, BWE 1983). 
For circular arc &ions, data published by RiegeI$ (1961) was urcd. Thc unial 
way C is represented for airfoils is an equation of the farm 
where a.b.and c are coo.tant.. The first term is t h e  drag duo lo ecrtion thicknv3s 
and the second is that due to lilt and angle 01 ittadi. Figure 2.11 shows thc  drag 
cwfficient variation with angle of attack form the first lour arrtians in the  %cries. 
T h e  curves are typical lor the entire serin of airfoils. 
The published data in Riegelela d m  not state a t  which Reynold's number the 
t a t s  were done. Thmfore, Reynold's numbcr could not hc scalcd. Thc Cd fur 
Glttingen series airfoils wm plotted with rerpect Lo thicknculchard ratio. I/=. 
Fiyre  2.12 ahowr the linear dependence 01 lhe msnirnum drag coefficient on the 
section thicknesalchard ratio. A linear equation war derived by rgrmion analysis 
I t . rnwk.4  
Fiyce2.11: G5 xx K drcularuc section drqdata. 
lo (It the dda so that the drag could be oalcuiated dimtly. 
By calculning md plotting the difference in lift melcient and derign lift m- 
eniden1 with respec1 to the incremental increw in drag. a qoadratic relatiomhip 
ru found. 
Thetatal drag coelrient due lo  both thickness and mrialionof angleof attack for 
CGttingcn drrular arc airfoil nctian, urar dedrird ar: 
C4MI.r B.L NrM Go I,U.il Y m$ 
I . . Milt 
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F i y r e  2.12: Drag variation with th iAnus ratio. 
The form of this equation w a  the same ar far standard thin anions ,  but it cork 
l a i d  an extra term in (CL -CLG). This implied t h a t  thc circular arc aection drag 
ia more senrilive to changes in angled attack than the ntreamline airloil scctiorw. 
This equation war applied in p l x r  of the 8.1 plate formulation in the prcatnll 
optrating condition and was m m c d  for d l  circular arc rirbils. The rcrt of the 
d r q  curve was define4 m br the NACA scelionr. 
Thia rubmutine is called whenever the Goldstein factors, r. for pcrialicity of flaw 
ate required. They are calculnkd .6 a function of blade numbcr, advsncc r u i v  and 
radial location of the  section. The r vduen are puhliahrd in the lorm of curves 011 
a graph for easy refncnceduring hand calculations (r for cxample, Erkhardt and 
Uorgan 1961). To make these curuer more usehl numericallfi regrearion malysis 
was done on the curves to produce aecond order equations of the  form. 
for blade numberr 3.43 md 6 and radilrr fractions 0.3 t o  0.9 (a.b and c are mn- 
*mu). 
The propeller blade geometry could he supplied to the program a t  arbitrary radial 
locations in the l a m  o f  camber/dord, chord/diamelu and thicknns diameter ra- 
tios. The rubmutine GEO took these v~luluer and using t h e  least nquarea regresion 
routine LSQUARE redefined Il8.m a t  the appropriate section radii. LSQUARE 
used lhr subroutine GAUSS t o  wlve the sptcm of quatiooa which pmducd, for 
each net of data. a second ordn polynomial from which the desired valuer were 
calculahd. 
2.2.4 Results of propeller analysis 
To enluate the accuracy of PPTl rrsuiu. a serin of six Bseries pmpellns w n e  
analyrd by using t h e  program. The six propellers vm: 83.50, B4.40, B5.M) with 
pitch/diametn ratio. equal t o  0.8 and 1.0. The m e  s ix  propellers were alw anal. 
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yxd by using a pm6ram,BKTliQ, written to calculate t h e  prapcller~or.fli~~err fn  
the B-cries propellers from t h e  multiple regression pdynomirlr of tl~ecrperin~cstal 
rcrults (Lewis 19SS). Thethrust md tarquecurver were plotuvl b7 hlATL,\ll 
rollware produced by The Math Works Lc. All results for a pnrtlculnr ~rrop~llcr 
were piolled on the same graph lot em? comparison. It r a a  mnlilg ilppnrrnt thal 
the lifting line theory urcd in PPT2 under.eslimdcd t h e  experimental rcsalts. li, 
w i l y  that the diRmenrn muld be attributed to tilling limeand blade width eflcds. 
the same six propellers m e  analred at three v a l w  01 advance rallcicnt using 
the M1T.PSF-2 lining surface program. These results were n1.o plotted on the aamc 
graph lor each propeller. In mast - the liltingsurface program results coincided 
u r n  clmly with the experimental ruuba. At low advance mcflicienl (J=0.15). the 
PSF-2 raullr di(lcred f m  t h e  erprrimeotal ~ u l t r  lor both the  83.50. P/D=0.8 
case and the B5.W P/D=l.O cax. Appendix H give. t h e  perlormanmcurver for all 
the propellers anaiysed. However, at higher calculation pointr, J=0.4 and 0.8, the 
PSC2 points fell vmy c l w  t o  the curves lor K, and K,. The two four hladcd pro- 
pellers shoved the best apemen1 between the PSF.2 a n d  threxpcrimcntal rmult.: 
the data points minsided elmorl cxlctly (Appendix H). Thcre plats showed that 
the m o t s  I? thsPPT2 mulls  were primarily attributable lo diflemncn in the two 
lhcodu. Figurea 2.15 and 2.16 rhow the mul t r  d a l l  t h r w  p r o p m a  on the ram 
graph. The solid mrver with the  rlars show the aperimcotel renvlta whilc the cir- 
cle.iahaw the points calculated by usiring the MIT-PSF-2 program. The broken line 
ct~rvrr .haw thc lifting surface cormtcd results of the PPTZ calculations. Thec 
calrulation~ rcre  donc for all six propellers. The results lrom BI.40. P/D=1.0 and 
R5.60, l'/l)=O.R demonstrate the bet  and worst care, in figutn 2.15 and 2.16, 
rapcdivelb 
An atte~ept w r  made togencrate asel  of lilting surface corrections lor PPT2. 
Therc corrections would also he valid for the lifling line d a i p  program, but in the 
design care thnc would be applied u a pitch and/or nmtioo camber correction. 
'Pheqproach taken to find suitablecorrections war to first compute the difference 
lor all the thrust and torque mfficient data pointa available from the analysb of 
the six propellers. Thac differencai were normalized by dividing them by the d u e  
calculated bom P P R  (called differme f ~ t n a ) .  Thcsediffermce factora were then 
plotkd with r c s ~ t  lo the advance mefficicnt. For thrust, figre 2.13 shows the 
grouping of Ihr facton for P/D=0.8 and P/D=l.O. Theecurveclearlyimplynamc 
relalionahip dependent on advance cmffirient and pitch/diamcter ratio. The thrust 
diRerenccr between experimental and PPT2 reaults knded t o  increare with higher 
J dues. Propeller blade loding inmeasen with advance coefficient; therefore, it 
could be expected that t h e  lilting line apprmimstion will be aff-ted more under 
higher loading conditions. That is, therotational effecls have r larger influence; the 
radid induced velmitier, which are .rsumed zero in lilting line theory, have lapger 
.- -mkl I 
F i y m  2.13: Thrust difiermre factors 
valuer. The cubic nature of the diference factor curves werr produced by dividing 
the differences by increasingly small valuer 01 thmrt eoemcient during normalizing. 
As the difermre factor curves were p u p o d  by P/D, varyins a maximum 
amount of about 15-20%, the cv- lor all the propellora with the same P/D were 
combined. This produced a aingle relationship which could b e  wed in d im1 cab 
culatiosr to corm1 the thrust coefficient of PPR, depending essentially on blade 
loading. 
As a first approximation. the thrust differences were averad  lor each goup 
o l  P/D rurvn and curve fitted in a leaat squarer smse to s third order palyn- 
mid. There were then applied a. two equations which modified the PPT2 Lhrust 
--.I 
Fipre 2.14: Torque diferencc factors 
mcfficients. For P/D=0.8 the diference lactor is given by: 
Ah', = 21.6211J3 - 16.2iSSJ' + 4 42365 - 0.1558 
and lor P/D=l.O the factor is given by: 
where thc difirenre factor AK, is defined ar 
- K,PPn 
Ah' = KPP" 
and tlw carrcclcd value of Kt nr fouud from 
The torque factondidnot ahow anyobriaus~larrificnt~un. Figurr?.I I r11nn.r tlw 
rariationofthetarquc factors. It war not dear born thr rcrulrsofthr six 
i i ~  what way the lifting surface corrections for torque should bc bm~ulntcd. ' I ' o ~ ~ ~ I L ~ .  
ir largely dcpcndent an the component of drag wltirla rarics wit18 anplr of ;htlark 
I the (CL, - C'L) terms in equation ?..I6l. Tlic drag cornpnnlru! d t ~  ( ( I  I I I I G L I I ~ .  
har a smaller cflccr over thc operating rauge of a propeller. i\ mtirh I.hvpv~ ~ ~ u t ~ ~ l ~ r  
of propellers need to be analyaed to determine the best these corrertionr alwl 
their dependancc can he formulated. 
As a fir31 atrcrnpt, the torque correction war taken ar the nwan of the d i f i ~ c t ~ r r  
factors lor d l  the propcllcrs, producing a single third order eqttation 
which w a  applied la the calculated values of torque in the same way rq lor tlnrljr~. 
The r-ults of t h e e  calculations showed a substantial improvement in thr thrt~rt 
estimates. Figure2.15 and 2.16lox. the results for RI.40, P/I)=I.O and tbv 135.60, 
P/D=0.8 propellers. 
The thru*: corrections reduced the errors between the ti, curvo  of tbc cxper- 
imental results and PPT? points. In all carer torled. the thrust cueficie~~t rtrrver 
were under astimated with PPTZ. The diffcrencca varied from about 5% lll5.60, 
P/D=I.O) to over 3 0 1  (83.50, P/d=0.8). The largest errors occurred at ltigll 
advance cwffident and the smallrjt errors s t  low advance cocficicnt. The error 
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F88urr 2.15: ti,. R, and 1 currs  for propeller 84.40. P/D=I.O . 
"'i 
.1 ar at a4 u aa n o i  
Fmsure 2.16. I<,. li. and ~l curvcs lor propeller 85.60, P/D=0.8 . 
distribution increased with J values in  some can .  Hy applying thr lilflll~ x~ r l . ~c~ .  
corrections a. described. the errors were reduced to hetwm~t 0%' nud rlloal 111';: 
IIOHTVC~. t h ~  l i f t ing surfacc cuncrtrcl thrurt curves producvd wcrc IN,, rstlllstll 
curyes. I t  may be porriblc to producr m,aoth curves, wlnicl~ 1,t.n~~ illlllr0~illllltl. 
Ihc cxpcrimentnl curves by least rquarcs stling the clilirn,ncr I.wtsrr ,l~n.~.11~ ill 
stead thcir nrcragc dues.  This approach ma). prad,,rc I l r l t r r  rc.n,l,r il;, ,,11,1~1, 
larger wt 01 data paint9 were available. Alternatively, the corrwtrd rcruhs could 
he approximated I,? fitting a curve to produce a sngoothcd rcsult. 'L'bir may hell, 
reduce some of the arithmetic inconrirlencies in  thc numerical work. 
The torque curves showed similar trends u ttre thrust cun.c. bctwcvtt the. c.x- 
perimental u l d  the PPT? rrrullr. The dillerenre incrcmed wit11 J vnlac The. 
rmsl ln t  difemnces, =curring at low J, w m  about 3% (undcr.nlimatc) and the 
largest difercncer at high J values were about 100% in  the hcst and worst cnres 
respectively (81.40. P/D=0.8 and P/D=1.0). The crude correrUo!n 1,- torque was 
applied to the PPTZ rraults. The points produced now over estimated the Il-~cricn 
K - p curves i n  all the propellers t e e d  exmpt for 84.40. P/D=0.8. This could 
he expected because the dillerence factor curve in  figure 2.14 for this pmpdlcr is 
substantially dillerent from the others which wcrc lwmly grouped together, As i$ 
apparent i n  figurer 2.15 and 2.16, the lifting rurlacc corrections formulated i n  this 
way do not produce aa gmd sgremmt did the thrust corrected curves. The 
conluc corn.r now ovcr.ertimatcd the B.series reu l t r  by about 10-15 "A lor the 
115.60. I'/Il=o 6 prapcller. and under-ertimated the torque by rr much ar 40% lor 
tllc, l11.111. 1'/1)=1.0 propeller at high advance ratior. However. ar the propellerr 
\ur~<lcr n ,~nr lc~~t iu tn  oorually do not opcrale a1 advance rwflicienta abow 0.5, r e .  i t  
~.ualcl III. nrgaad that the errors ma? bc accepted u conrerratwc enginwring e.ti- 
tmnlr3 rbvll t r k r . ~  ar a first approxin~ation in the colnlnt o i  conventional proprllcrr 
lor fishing mscis. 
This nppmacb to lifting surfare cmctions smmr promiring lor thrun. but a 
much enlarged body of data is n d c d  to produce a comprehenrivext of corrections 
lor s:m~rml work. Lifting surface corrections lor torque require further work on a 
much largcr aeries o i  propellen. 
2.2.5 Discussion 
I.ihisg line perlormrnce andyris of a propeller introduces another level of complex- 
ity over initial design in  that the propeller blades, while usually being deigned for 
ahocklcar entry, do not nec*irarilyaperatc under shackles conditions. That is. they 
usually have some angle of attack vliich will vary dong the apm. The performance 
01 the drlai l  rectiona and their individual contributions to the propeller thrust and 
brgue muat be =counted for. The lilting surface npp rmh  on the other hrnd mn- 
s idm the cntirc =wing" at once. This is the fundcmentd difference between the 
two spproachcr. Each has its limitations. 
By introducing thc airfoil liP and drag rnodcls. and hy allorlllg n ~n r i . t t i ~u  17, 
the typu of rwtion ncrmr the span. a bettrr n t i s t av  uf rr<tios ~prrl~~ro~~;lnrc 15 
arhicved over llnc ct~tirc operating range of thc propcllcr. 
The program PPT? was rhocu to prod~lrc remosnltlr n,all* Lr  m~~rc .u ! i ~ r~ r l  
propellers. I t  calculated the thrurl and torque cocRcicstr and ~lr. pn~l,~.lIvr vlfi. 
ciency by taking inlo account the type01 airlail sccliot~r. tltr gcvron~elri~ propertin of 
the sections and viscous flow. B? ralcvlaling thranglc of attack nt r h i d l  ih~clividunl 
mtiana operate, ,he l i f t  and r ~ a l l  charac~erirticn were nccumtcly prc<lttcrl. The 
dis~repanricr helrecn lilting lineand libingrurlacc t hmr i n  were nppmxin~ntc:ly w- 
munted lor hy deriving appropriate corrr.cLionr. Ilence. the propeller ~,crkrnmu~re 
was calculated over i ls entire u.elul ~ange. 
Chapter 3 
Propeller tests 
3.1 Scale model construction 
'l'hc AIVSUC,IR wi. built in 1986 by Jackson's Boubuildcrs at Whiteway, Trinity 
Ilay. Newfoundland. 11 is I typical inshore fishing boat hull of about 1 h  (36'- 
0") in overall length built with some minot adjurtmcot of the frame templates to 
reduce tlm dradveisht capacity of the boat. Thc owner, Mr. Max Clarke intended 
thc v n d  br pleuurc use only; themfore, he did oot require the dirpiacemmt 
t~omsliy found in these veaaels. It wsa built of aprtlu planking over sawn frame. in 
thctypicsl robust Newfoundland tradition. Theengine wsr a65HP Kubota marine 
d i e d  driving a three bladed bronze pmpdlm through a rigidly ronnecled shaft and 
a reversing reduction gear. For furlhm detaila about the v e d  see Appendix E. 
As part of an undcigraduate workterm project the author srmurrrl t l r  11t~11~1 
thc vessel while il was hauled oul lor the winter (l lofmmn IBS9b). z\ l i na  ntal 
hody plan was dram from thee measuremntr to 1/?'=1'-0' rralr lo  drlertt8i!ar 
the basic hull charactcrirtics and ntimatc rnidancc. The eriginal l i ~ c *  .x~I.m n r  
expanded to 115 scale dttring the fall of 1990 u d  w-faired I,? l h i l q c l .  I t  ~ n , n ~ l  10 
he n difficult task la  fair the larger scalr l i ne  and still maintain thr. rbainc.ts.rirli? 
shape of the hull. This was due to inaccaracicr i n  thc measurements 01 the oflrets 
from the small scale l i n n  plan and the magnification of thcre errors. 
A 115 scale model was <onrtrucMd from pine laths over plywood fruntr-. and 
covered in  glass reinforced plastic (GRP) in  the spirit of cold mottldcd boat huild. 
ing (re. thc photqraphs at the end of the scrtion). To lacilitatc the x t ap  nnrl 
construction of the model, a common datum for all lramn was chosen in line with 
the atemhead. The frame. were then cut out and chsmfncd mmrding to tl,c r c -  
lions from the badyplao. They were precut leaving tabr so that the centres of thc 
frame could be removed after complotim of the hull leaving the rkoldon i81 place 
(photo I). The frame. woe w t  into the keel about 314" and theu located and 
screwed to the work table. The plywood laminated keel was slotted to receive the 
copper s tan tube. Once the coppa lube was ;o pime the dot was filled in  with 
epoxy filler. The reull ing skeleton was lathed over by glucing and atapling the 
pine lather to the r dgu  of the framer (photo 2). The slaplea were r e m w d  aftor 
tbc gllrc lhnd dried and the surface then hand-planed to remove cxposcd edges and 
a r c u t  ruugllrlesr (photo 3). The rough lathesurface wrr filled and smoothed with 
filler and tllun n,rcrcd with a single layer of woven glass fibre clorh and weltcd out 
with polycstrr resin. Thc hardened shell was qdn filled with autohad? filler and 
the nltirc < e r f n c ~  rn~ldcd to a very smooth surface (photo 1). \!'hen rrcrything had 
carcd. the hull ra* rclcaxd lrom the table and set into the cradle. The centres of 
the frame panels were remwed by cutting out the tabs holding them in place (photo 
5). The interior w s  cleaned and sealed with thinned reain. It was found that the 
hull was vrr). fragile to puncture, so a Ia,wver of CRP wa. applied on the inride panels 
hctwrrn frames to strengthen them. The top edges of the hull were strengthened 
and finished by laminating r wooden rubbing bar on the outside along the edge 
and fittings gunwalc a.ound the top dong the inaide edp. T h a e  vcre then olro 
fibreglased into p l m .  This helped to atiffen l b  hull and provided surfacer lor 
mounting the towing pat.  The model war then apray painted to a gloary smooth 
finiah with four coats of white CENTURlepoxy paint by an autobody shop (photo 
6.i and 8). 
There wa. some dif5culty in obtaining s good scale pmpelln br the self propul- 
sion teats. Iiowcver, it was possible la borrow a four bladed pmpcller fmm the 
NRC - Institute for Marine Dynamics. This propelln war a m d e  one intended for 
UK by hobbyists. It wa. remnditioacd to improve its pcrfomsnce. Reconditioniog 
Tablc 3.1: hlodel prapcllcr characterirtira. 
Diameter 90 mm 
Pitch/dmameler ratio (P /D)  0.82 
Expanded area ratio 0.62 
number of blader 4 
blade outline shape elliptical 
turbalcnm stimulation 1.5 mm ,trips along I..!<. 
both rider of bla<lc 
consisted of trtmming the blades aa required to make them reasonably uniform8 in 
rimand shape. The pitch WM adurted on twoof the blades so that all of the blades 
had a uniform pitch. The propcller war reworked no the thicknew 01 tlte bldr- 
umreapproximatcly the ramcand thcn statically balanced. A cloth wbrvl waa ouu.d 
to  the propcller t o r  high glai,. 
To help in scaling the Reynolds number by inducing tvrhul~nce at thc Iceding 
edges, a 1.5 mm wide strip of fine grained whik sand wa. glued to the leadixlg 
edger of the blader OD both the prersure and suction sides extmding from the 
hub to about the 0.95R radius. The two part epoxy u ~ d  in the bonding 01 the 
sand to the blade worked quite well; however, the rand needed lo he renewed after 
about t w  week3 01 testing. The rcmditioaing work u t s  done by the author by 
using the facilities a t  Avaloo Pmpulsioo Syatems Ltd., St. John's. Madcl propeller 
chuacteristio after reconditioning were a. given in table 3.1: 
Both open water propeller tnita and xlf propulsion tests and mistance twts on the 
PIV SUCIIt model rcrc  done by Dr. SLrkai Wu, a port doctor fellow (\VC 1991). 


















3.2 Existing propeller analysis 
An analysis war done an the exisling propciirr of the MVSUCILR to dclrrrninc itr 
performance charcteriatiu by using the performance pmgrsm PPT%. Thc propcllcr 
\vas a standard Onborne Propcllerr Ltd. design for small craft and w a  rt8.irvrn.d 
detail M, that accuratc section profiies could be drawn and Ihe rcquirrrt r e l n t i n ~ , r l ~ ~ ~ s  
far program inputs could be determined. The seclions of the pmpellcr hlndea werc 
mewured and drawn. The pmpelier characteristics and rction proflle~ are given 
in Appendix F. The peculiar shapes of the protila is appawnt. The maximum 
thickness iieo well back fmm the mid-chord instead of ahead of the mid-chord ns 
would be upccled for many airfoil sectionsar a t  mid-chord for drc~nlarsrc sections. 
A pwaible explanation muld be as follmra. The pattern from which this propeller 
was cant was an aluminum, thrmbiaded one. i t  originally had cirrularsrctian~ wilh 
maximum thickness near or d mid-chord. However, at  aomc point a pmpeiler w u  
requirad with a lower blade area, ao the pattern w u  trimmed a t  thc trailing edge. 
This left the add antion shapes. Although this ir standard practire, becaur  it ir 
much cheaper to d t e i  patterns where potsibie than m& new ones, it underlines 
the lack of understanding often encountered in the small v-l equipment industry. 
A much better approach would have brrn t o  trim the leading edge. Thia would 
have resulted in a better airfoil shape and may even have impmvcd pcdormancc 
(or at least not reduced it). 
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Figure 3.1: MVSUCAR pmpdier curvea. 
The basic rcction data were used u inpub to the  computer program to  generate 
the performance curves in o p n  water (zero wlke). These prlormance curves were 
generated using the pmbram PPTZ (figure 3.1). 
The pmpdler rum- shovo in l y r e  3.1 are the uncorrected PPTI raulta as oo 
lilting surface correctionr are yet available lor pitch ratios other than 0.8 and 1.0. 
3.3 Instrumentation of the propeller shaft 
To enable the mcasurrment d thrust and torque on a full scde vessel, a propeller 
stab shaft was deaignol and manufactured. In the thc case of the MVSUO.4R a 
new propeller shalt with a m o v l b l e  section ww dro manufactured and iogtdled 
while on thc WVBECKY A. the stub shdt  was inserted inlo the existing shalt line. 
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The stub shaft contained strain gaagn; themfore, the average prapelicr Ihntst and 
torque could be measured diretiy while the vessel was under my.  The rignnla 
from the Wheatstone bridge circuits xrrc tranrmitted to amplificrp tllmtngi~ slip 
rings to that the variations 01 thrust and torque with shaft remititioss (rpn,) and 
ship speed could be morded. Rom a serin of trial runs at dilTerenl rpmls. tbr !per- 
formance CU~M of the pmpelier in operation behind the vessel could h r  gencrnted 
and plotted. Theae results could then be compared with the cdculated values. 
A shmt hdlow stub r h d  was deigned, to which the atrain gauges w m  bonded. 
As space w a  very restricted an board, a set of slip ring. were h b r i c t d  to fit 
over the inatrumentatcd segment of shaft to lorm a mmpact removable unit (w 
Appendix D). The final desigo used two independent Wheatstone bridge circuits 
each of which wsr made up of two atrain gauge rosetles (four rmctter in total). 
Each bridge wm therefore m d e  up of Iovr aiogie strain gauge l a .  The hridas 
were n s i l d  using a Virhay Muauremmlr Gmup 2100A strain gauge conditioner 
and amplifier system. The aigoalr m e  transmitted through eight copper slip r ing  
vias ix tm modified carbon machine tool brusher. The thrust m d  torque data were 
recorded on a two channel pen recorder. The whole system was powered on hoard 
the vessel by a HONDA EX650 podable generator supplying 120 VAC at 60 IIz 
with a 550 VA output rating. 
3.3.1 Strain gauges for torque measurement 
Tiic U'heatrtone bridge for torque measurement consisted d two 2-clement 90' 
rorctlcr IUirmmerrrurcmentr typeCEA.06-187-UV.350) mounted 180'apartan the 
hollow horrd section ol shaft. The shaft section uu dimensioned to giw adequate 
shear ~tra18, dtlr to angrriar deflection under load. Drawing number 994290-23 in 
Appendix Dshaws thearrangement. Thcinrideandoubidediametnsofthehollow 
shaft rcction were determined iteratively by using the direct surface equation 
derived lrom Mdlr's circle analysis of a cylindrical section under tonionai load. 
Tilc total strain r h s  determined from the relation 
where, r = T R I J ,  ir the shear rtrers; E is Young's modulus; r is the strain; v is 
Poisson's ratio; T is the applied torquq R is the r d i u s  to the outer surface; and J 
is tile polar moment of inertia o l  the adion.  
For s Wheatstone bridge where all legs have equal resistance, the following 
relationship ran be derived for the change in output voltage in termsol the supplied 
voltage (Dally and Riiq 1965). 
a E = V ( R ' - R z + R s - g )  
2 R, R, Rs R, 
Aa the strains can be assumed to be equal. 
and therefore the changer in reislance of the strain gugcr are rqual. 
~ R I  AR, AR1 --R 
-=--=-- 
R, R, R3 f f i  
then the output to input voltiyc ratio is. 
% = s,< 
where, S,, the gauge factor, ha. a valueof approximately 2. 
The ratio AEIV is called the sensitivity. This d u e  wa.  used to detcimine 
the signll amplification required to achieve an acceptable full scale output signal. 
which was thm recorded. Figure 3.2 shows the Whcrtstone bridge wiring of thc 
meauring and recording tystem. 
3.3.2 Strain gauges for thrust measurement 
Thruat war measured fmm the compressive or lensile axial strain in the hollow 
shaft section by using a Wheataone bridge circuit similar to  the one shown in figurc 
1. H m v e r ,  in this c u e  twe 2.elernmt W D  'tee' n a e t t u  were u r d  (Micromea- 
rumrnents type CEA-06125-UT-350). Thax r l ~ o ,  were mounted 180. apart on 
the same section of shaft aa the torque gauge. The correct a h d  dimensions woc 
determined such that wffidcnt strain could bc produced at the operating lhrurt 
valua according to the formula for u i r l  st,*. 
= E< - P 
. - A  
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Figure 3.2: Strain gauge meuuring and m a r d i q  ryatem. 
where. on is the axial at-; 4 denotes the axial strain: P is the muimum thrust 
and A io the crasr--1ion.l area of the hollow shaft leclion. 
The strain v u  calculated and the autputlioput voltage ratio determined aa be- 
low. It turned out that the t h m t  load war the limiting c a m  because the amritivity 
ol thc thrust strain g u y  wls vny lau mmpued with that lor torque mesure- 
mcnt. Calculations s h o d  that the maximumstrear could easily r r d  the yield 
strength of the material and still give an output eignal only about 10% of that 01 
thc torquc strain gauge bridge. Thmlore, fairly large amplification w u  required 
lor the thrust (about 2500) while Lr the torque I*u amplification w u  r e q u i d  
250). This made the thrust recording more s u a q t i b l e  t o  dectrical noise. 
Table 3.2 Results ofs l re~r  and strain calculations 01 the hallow rtntnlrsr rlcrl rlraft. 
Strain gauge senritivty for thrust m d  lorque are given. 
OD. 32 nlm 
ID. 19 mm 
thrust torque 
desicn load maximurn toroue 
10000 N 700 Nm 
compmrsive stress shcnr %tres, 
192 N/mm2 125 I /mm'  
strain 
99.6 pr 8:IY.d pr 
sen(iitivi1y 
O.lcl9 q 1.68 $ 
olaximum principal streaa 249 N/mma 
Table 3.3: &laterial Properties: mucalcd 316 stainless s t a l  shafting 
ultimate stress 620 Njmrn' 
yidd stress 276 N/mm2 
Young's modulus 190,OW N/mm' 
shear modulus 73,WO N/mm9 
Table 3.1 giver the m u l l s  of cdculalionr m d  table 3.2 gives a short summary 01 
the rbait material propeclies. 
3.3.3 Slip rings 
When meaauring propeller shah strain, the declrical power supply and the oul. 
put signals nnd to he  transmitted [ram the rotating shaft to the ststionary signal 
conditioning system and recording equipment. Two methods have h e n  ubcd r u e  
rn3fully lor this purpose: I )  the White Fish Authority instrumeotcd rcvcral fishing 
vcuclsin the United Kingdom by uringrlipring~ (Bcnnet and Hatfield 1966): 2) the 
Japanarc shiph~ilder~, llitachi Shipbrlilding and Engineering Company Ltd. 0101- 
aka urcd radio telrmctry method. (tiinorhila e t  al. 1962). Telemetry method8 are 
srelui for trnrnsmitting dynamic atrain fluctuations, but they arc quite expcnrirc. 
Thry aim havc the advantage that the rings, brushes and cahler can bc ciiminatcd 
lrom the circuit, thereby reducisg electrical noise and making it pmrible to move 
the cntiresystcrn from ~ h i p t ~ h i p  without altering any shipboard eguipmed. Slip 
ring methods arc less but they generate electricd noire which make d y  
namic mcarurcmcnts difficult. In the cares considered here, only steady thrurt and 
torque werc of interest; therefore, noise war not considered to  be r miour limits- 
lion. Thia assumption was later proven wrong. Noise became s pmblem ar the 
trials pmg=srd. Dirt contamination of the slip rings produced so much ::oirc a t  
the end ol the day so that the memrement signals for thrust were obscured. 
Due lo space restrictions on hoard, a nnv propell- shaft needed to he fabricated 
for the IV SUGAR to accomodate the removable imtrumented section; however, 
the MI' BECICI' A. did not q u i r e  another propeller ahaft. The stub shall war 
reduced in length to give adequate clearance by designing new shorter couplings 
md machining the shaft iWlf fmm eight inches in length to  aeven inches. 
The slip rinp were mounted over the hollow &ion rod strain gaugn to save 
space. This also allowed thc unit to be xlkontaincd and mmpact and bcililated 
installation and aligment of the brush holdn. 
Slip rings -.$re manufadured lmm slices of copper tubing, thcsc rcw muel!ltnl 
on a pol? vinyl ihloridc (PVC) hub with insulators separating then>. Thc armalgc- 
men1 is shorn in drawing number 991290.23 in Appendix D a d  in figan 3.:). I4 
gauge roppcr wirer (insulated) were used l o  lorm terminals at thc lorward I . I I ~  of 
the slip ring hub and to connect the slip rings lo the slrsin gauges. I:igurr :l:J 
shows the stub shalt ar installed an the MV BECKY A,. The brush holder hm 
been releeaed and turned down to expme the slip ring. 
Brushes with holders wrrrdifficult tooblain lacally. Findlg, 114" X 114" rarhos 
mashinetool brushes acre found which muld he fitted with minor madification into 
Bakelite holdera and then mountedon lo aluminum box frame. Seedrawing numhcr 
994290-25 and 26 for detail* of mountins and arrangement. The box frame w u  
movnled on 1 card ro that the hrusha m d  dip rinp wore digbed both axially and 
transvnrely with retractable adjuatmenl screws. Shielded cable. 01 two I8 gsugo 
wireaeach were then mnnccted to the brush- and the drain gaugc mnditioncr and 
amplifier and hence to the two channel pen morder. 
Figure 3.3: The stub shaft as lostalled on the MVBECKY A,. 
3.3.4 Pen recorder 
The pen recorder used to record the amplified strain gauge output signals was a two 
channel J.J. Lloyd Instruments Ltd., CR 600 recorder, with a maximum full scale 
deflection adjustable between 0 and 100 VDC and variablechart speed. This system 
was chosen, over computer data aquisition, because of concern about the reliability 
of power supply onboard the small vessel and as only steady state response data 
were of~mportance for the propeller p d o m a n c e  analysis. lo addition, small vessels 
rarely have a protected space where a computer could be installed and operated 
out of the weather; for example, on board the MVBECKY A.. 
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3.3.5 Stub shaft calibration 
The strain gauges were moanted on the hollow stub shaft by Intertechnology Lim- 
ited. Final assembly and wiring of the memuring and recording system was done 
by the author. The shaft wa. calibrated by subjecting it to axial loads from an 
hydraulic press and then checked by using weights. Torsional loads were applied 
by using weights on a double lever arm. The calibration measurements were re- 
peated several t i m e  to ensure reproducibilty of ruulta. The torque mearurements 
were very consistent with negligible variation between loading and unloading. The 
thrust calibrat~on showed more scatter. It was difficult to establish what caused the 
scatter in the teats done using the hydraulic press with a loadcell. There seemed 
to be some inconsistency or hysteresis in the digital load readout. To verify this. 
aw lb-I 
I'igure 3.5: Calibration curve for torque meaaument. 
timc shalt was cnd loaded using m i ~ h t s .  However, due to the inherent indabiiity 
of using hce weights an the a d  of the shaft, i* -Id not be loaded t o  hi1 scale 
by uaing wcighls. The revits of both calibration t a t s  were plotted together. I t  
could be nncluded that the scatter wm pmdused by the loadcell and not by the  
instrumentation of the  shalt, became the loading done with weighta was very son- 
ristcnl. The the torquc strain gauge readings aim produced a linear behsviovr for 
the strain gauge bridgerigmais, a. was expected. 
The calihmtion rnultr were fitted to a straight line (linear curve) using the  
mgrnaien and plotting routine* available in the  MATLAB software padiage. The 
curvca are shown for both thrust m d  lorque in fiyres 3.4 and 3.5. 
-1 Yb%,.,ian 
m w o  
Fiyre  3.6: Calibration curve Im thrust m e a w m m t .  
3.4 Sea trials 
Full scale tests were done on two typical 36' (lorn) long fishing boat hull$. The MV 
SUGAR on Conaption Bay and the BECKY A. in St.John'a hsrhour. 
The main objectivesaf the trials were toobtain dataas about the prIormanccof 
s propeller as it operates in the u o m  wake behind the vessel. To do this, a series 
of t o t s  were conducted whereby the propeller thrust, torque and revolutions wcrc 
measured under different conditions of speed rangin8 Irom bollard to full rpccd. As 
the intention was to generate a r t  of points dong the thrurt and torque cocnicicnt 
~ r v o  f r the propeller, specific RPM's were ehmcn to  give as wide a ran@ of 
advance coefficients, J, as pwnible within the limits of the vnrel capability. Thoe 
were calculated by using the ruultr d modd t o k  .iconductod on the previously 
desrilred model of MVSUGAR (Wu 1991). By,comparing the full scale speed 
and power prcdictionr for the hull and the cormponding RPM with the engine 
manufacturer's power curves b the main engine, it wm pmsibie to estimate the 
Ill'hl ~ ~ t t i ~ ~  which would give the rcquired value of advance coefficient J: 
J =  V- 
nD 
rherc, V. is the speed of advance of the pmpells, and n and D arc the re~oiutionr 
pcr recond and the propeller diameter, respectively. Table 3.3 give these calculated 
J values. It ws. noted that speed increased, the advance codficientx demeaacd; 
this wa, not thcexpectedmult. If-, upm reconaideration it b ~ m e  sppmnt  
that a, the boat rped (and mistance) i n m d ,  the RPM required by the engine 
to produce the higher power also increased which mduced the J value. Therefore, 
the J values actually do d ~ r e m e  w h o  the RPM ia i n m d .  This ir not the 
c u r  when RPM is held constant a, in pmpeller open watu testa and numerical 
perlormnnce analpis. 
Sutrirlr were conducted on board the MVSUCAR near Long Pond on Concep- 
tion Ray on June 25,1991. During theearly part of the b t r  on the MVSUCAR, 
an insulating ring hecame dislodged lmm between the dip rings, that tranrmitld 
the thrurt r ipa ls  fmm the strain gauge. Therefore, thrust m e u u m e n t s  made 
during the triala were unusable. Although this failure had ascurred, inexperience 
with this type of m ~ w r m o t  system prevented the problem fmm bring d i a p d  
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Table 3.1: Cdculatrd 3 valura and mmspmding ahah rpm iron) ro~~lparirolls of 
propeller thrust power (and reristancc) and mgine power outpul. 
Required boat engine comrponding 
thrust sped RPM J 
power Va 
(HP) (knols) 
8.5 4.6 840 0.363 
11.3 5.1 11W 0.307 
21.8 5.6 1400 0.265 
32.1 6.1 18W 0.224 
48.0 6.6 2604 0.168 
until P f t ~  dissasannbly of the measuring equipment. Time constmints rt the time 
d the trida would not have allowed enough time to  repair the dip ring8 and redo 
the tests at that timein any c u e .  An arsessmentof t h c d d a  mllccled revealed thal 
although thrust mearuremeat had h m  pmihle while maneouvring and sailing to 
the trials site, t h e e  meesnremmt* wne transient b-ul ateady alate conditions 
had not been reached. The speed trials were conducted near Little &I! Island on 
Conception bay. Engine RPM was varied in stcpa corresponding approximately to 
lhoae given io table 3.3. When stlady rtate conditions were rewhed, tbo timed run 
ao the meuured c o w  was c o m m d  and a continuous tccord of ahaft torque 
and thrust was recorded by uring the p m  recorder; pedodically, the ahaft RPM 
war measured. Theac result. could then be lndy~ed to give veracl s p e d  over the 
gmund; and propeller thrust and torque and hence efficiency. Several runs w r e  
made at  each speed in oppoaite directions so that wind and current cRects could be 
Figure 3.1: MV. SUGAR K, naulta a u p a i m p e d  on PPT2 perfomma m m a .  
averaged out. Bollard tlwtr were also conducted in both ahead and arlera giving 
the variation of torquc and thrv~t  with RPM at aem h a .  
Duc to failureof thr thrusl mearuriagrystem, the MV. SUGAR trial mauits m e  
limited to torque and veard speed Mlirtionr with RPU. In figure 3.7, calculated 
thrurt and torque NNU from PPT2 am ginn ar solid lines while the measured 
torque coefficient points are plotted by the smdl c ixlu .  The predicted value8 
are not lifting surface corrected and under-estimate (be memured vduea. This is 
cansi.tent with findings fmm performance analysis in section 2.2.4. 
A set of testa vnder hollard conditiooa wrr dao conducted in both ahead and 
artem. Asinin, thrurt m e a r u m a t s  were not available due to equipment failure. 
The measured torque c u m  fm ahead and artem operatio. under boliard condi- 
wg" 
Fiyre  3.8: Bollard teat reaultr MV. SUOAR 
tions were plotted in figure 3.8. 
The inffuense of wave md wind oo the o p  water prforvanre of I vcrsel w a  
readily apparent when the gaphs of ship sped with m p n t  to .haft RPM wcrc 
plotted for the two speed t~ials conducted oo the MV SUOAR. The first ~ p d  
run. were mnductcd over a m e ~ u d  courac in open water between Bell Island 
and Little Bell Island, a distance of 0.44 nautical miiea. The xcond set of rlwr 
was conducted in the inner harbour of Long Pond by wins  the cement wharf a 
the measured distance, d i r t m u  of 210m (fiyn 3.9). h protect l  waters, speeds 
varied fmm about 4 knots at idle to just over right knotr a t  full RPM. At sea, the 
speed varied fmm about 3.25 knots to 7.25 knotr. 
The aped. attained in Qe harbour were substantially higher than thrnc oh. 
Figure 3.9: Speed trial site : MVSUGAR. 
rained in open walcr. The maximum sped incresled from about 1.25 knela to 8.1 
knots,ar abovt 10%. Fiaure 3.10 $ver t h e  curvs. 
The MV BECKY A. was a wooden, 10 year old, 36' (lorn) long, open trap 
boat operating 1- Pmmr's Rodrrmalloaft harbour, St.John'a. This YLIPL~ u.= 
l o ren  .a the  amond t a t  use because: 1) it bud the same basic dimension$ and 
power u the IVSUGAR, but  with a different yet limilar rod mmmon hull form; 
md 2) the instrummtd *tub shaft muld be in& into the shaft line by pushing 
back the tail shdl md making new couplings. Drawing numbern 994290-31 and 32 
in app~ndix D ahow the new couplingr for this inatillation and appendix E giver 
dctaiia .b""t lhb vesrd. 
The sea trials were mndurted in St.John3r hwbour on Friday September 6, 
Wrp 
Figure 3.10: S p 4  trial wulta: MVSUGAR. 
lOgl alter preparations m e  made the previous day. Speed trials wcrc conducled 
by using similar values d RPM .a bcfom. The predictions made lor J values in 
table 3.3 mre considered nl id  baause both vessel, were w m e d  to have aimilar 
powering charact~ristica. The equipment was teslcd during the  mrly morning. 
Ailer some initial erratic m o r d i q ,  Ihe signals stabilized, presumably when thc  
brushes had beeo ~leanedand seated (lour new bruahe. had been fitted allor their 
wire bmk during the lsrt trial). 
T h e  wts of speed trials om the entire range of b o d  r p d  xcre conducted 
along the South Side Pien by using the enrt end ol the National Sea Pmduclr plant 
and the  west end of t h e  ESSO warehouse ar markers, a distance a1 635m (Sguro 
3.11). Figure 3.12 shows lbeahip aped with m p a t  to engine RPM lor the  BECKY 
Figure 3.11: Sped trial aile: MV BECKY A .  
A,. This rcsscl had a similar speed-mistance relationship in protected waters to 
the MVSUGAR. The sped varied betwen 4.75 knots d idle and 8 knots at ffull 
RPM. It was noticed during t h e  a p e d  trials that the engine war not attaining its 
maximum RPM at full lod. This indicated that the pmpclln wu slightly over 
pitched and did not m a &  t h e  engine .a d l  aa it should. A reduction in pitch 
muld be recommended Lo allow the full RPM to be reached. The M V  BECKY 
A.  seemed to  he more q o n s i v e  and cruiacr more smmthly, even with its h i g h  
displscemsnt hull, than the U V  SUGAR. A (actn which a u l d  contribute to thir 
is the finer, narmw t ranam alterbody design of this vessel. The trial. were done 
in li~htahip condition. 
T h e  khrust and torque mcarunments were successful thir time. All the results 
mrr plotted in thc lorm ofthrust and torque mefficicnls. These are given in fignrrc 
3.13. The ballard test results are included s t  J=0 withastraight line fitted thmagh 
ail the  data point, in a leuit squares en*. The amall range of J typical lor 
a pmpeller operating bebind a -el is readily apparent fmm the grouping of 
the points on the graph. Without drastically altering t h e  hull midance 01 the 
-el, a further increase in the n n g o l  J would not he pa$~ible. Figure3.11 given 
the mrmponding p m p d l r  efficimdw br the plollsd data  points. The very law 
pmpeller efficienoin indicatd h m  mfirm the law valuea of clAcicncy common on 
these verrdr. Pmpeller malyais by using PPT2 wui not pmrihle for this vealcl 
hause  it could not be taken out 01 remice to mearum the  pmpellcr in derail. 
The plotted values for torque and thrust eoefidents show some srattcr. The 
Figarc3.13: Thrvrl and lorque mffieienl mwa: MV BECKY A.. 
Figure 3.11: Cwrsponding propeller &dencia: MV BECKY A.. 
highest amount of srattcr war l a n d  in the thrult mading.. These varied 1 5  d o a t  
30% at  speed. but by much more under hollard conditions (150%). Ilollanl l e t s  
were conducted three timcs during the day The firat two tcstr c r r c  rond,,ctrd at 
midday aRcr about thrce hours of operation. ilowerrr. so much clectricnl ooirs \v.r* 
being golcrated by dirty slip r i n p  that it waa impoaaible to record tlna rorn lhrtlst 
p n  position. The 1-1 set d balkrd tratr wul done after thomughlg clensi~sp, lhc 
slip and the brwhrr by uling a brush atonc. Thrust readings were 
now pmaible, but pmpellninducdvibration waa still ~~uringsubslantial variations 
in t h e  recorded ~ignalr. The high propeller induced vibrations were cruse3 by Lhc 
dose proximity of the lo the  rudder aflrr insertion of t h e  stub shalt into 
the shaft lixle and the dirplacemrnt of the propeller ahan an. T h e  average thrust 
value wan difficult to ntablish from thew recordin.. Another probirm wplr that we 
were eluctant to operate the vead for extended periods under high bollsrd load 
because da recurrinr mglne ow~hcat ing pmblm and the h i h  levels ol uibralton. 
T h d o m ,  the length of recorded signal was limited. The torque readings were 
very stable throughout all t h e  teats done on both vessda making analysis straight 
forward. Diffmncee in torque measurement9 were consistently less than 10%. This 
can be aen by the dore g m u p i n ~  of the  measured points to the leu1 s q u a w  ntrve 
in figure 3.13. 
3.5 Discussion 
By analysinl the pcrlormance of the  MV SUGAR'S pmpclier, an idea of the  cf. 
ficicncy achievahle was demonstrated. Unfortuoately, only the  torque coefficient 
"alum were ahtaincd during full wale measuremolb. Full scale measurements were 
madcan thc All' BECKY A ,  u well. However, detailed mearuremcnts ol the pro. 
pellcr havenot hmn possible because thcveaseiia atill in service and this  precluded 
s tl~arretieal pcrlormance analynir. 
The shaft tbrurt and torque mearurement es tcm operated well except for its 
vulnerability to dirt mntmioation. As wla noted in the photograph (figure 3 4 ,  
t h e  slip rings are exposed and the brush hdder is separately mounted. It war not 
anticipated that a snrall amount of dirt could have a large effect on t h e  rneasurr- 
men13 nor that the slip rings would get contaminated ao easily. The *lip ring8 
required periodic deanjog during both sea tdaia because of the  erratic bchaviour 
c a u d  by dirty rings. Alter -nl hours of running, system perfomarm auffncd 
noticably thmugh increased electrical noise on the tbrurt m-urmmts. Even with 
thmc problems throughout the trials, some gwd results me obtdoed which gaw 




Propellers can be produced io several ways. Techniques have been developad 
whereby pmpellers un be machined from solid blocks of metal, fabricated by wcid. 
ing individually manufactured h l a d a  onto a machined hub or cmting 01 the  p m  
pelkr i n  r foundry. Cast propellera un be made in one piece or the  separably 
c a t  blader rsn be bolted b a h u b  (built-up propellen). The latter method was 
used extemively in inhe early days of luge ship construction when existing foundry 
sapsritiu were limited. Ailof these methods produce rrarkahle propellera, blit their 
reliability and economy of production can be quite diflereot. Fabricated pmpelleis 
are not common. Although they arc used for some commacisl appiiurlion~, they 
have questionable structural reliability and arc not uaually approrcd by clarsifica- 
tion rocicticr. Machined propllen can be produced to exceptional =curacy, hut at 
tremcndoes cost. Therefore, this method ir limited to very specia l id  applications 
such sr rcscarch ahips or naval v e s ~ c l ~  and model research propellera. Carting h by 
Irr the sirnplcrt and most cronomicalmethod to produce a complicated shape such 
a n propcllcr. 
Propcllerr. arc produced in several materials which combine p r ~ p e r t i n  such as 
Llgh structural strength, ductility, mrmian resistance, repsirability and ease of 
machining (AFS 1981. 1989). The materials consist of various . M s .  bronzes or 
aluminum alloys. Propeller. operaling in lrnh water which muld encountn foreign 
o b j ~ r e  (sand bar.. logs or ice) may he cart of rlcel for high strength and tolsrahle 
corrosion mistamoe given adequate cathodic pmtection. A similar propeller opor- 
atlng in salt water could be made fmm csat stainless a t e l  for improved mrrwion 
rcristance. However, rtaiolrar steel la moreexpensive and more difficult to cast than 
bronze and tends to fail in brittle fracture. Bmnzu have h e n  developed rpecifi- 
=ally lor marinc u s  and in aome case for pmpdlera. Msnganae hmnre is the most 
common pmpcller materid. It has mediumstrength and acceptable cornion resir- 
t m w  while being rronomical to produce and repair. Nickel aluminum bronzes are 
materials spmislly developed for marine propellerr. They are high tensile bronzer 
with very good cormsion md erosion mistance. Their tmsile atrenbthr ore con,. 
parable to stainless rtwl, but they are morc ductile and rill bend subatantially 
below fracturing. Manganese nlvmiaum bmnze is a derivation or nickel niun>in\bn! 
bronze, but has better corrosion and load bearing characterirtics which makes it 
suitable for machine parts exposed to w r  water such r. controllable pitch propellor 
blader and h u b .  Both these t y p a  of alloy* am more expmrivc than mssgnm~cw 
bmnze, but because they are easier to cast and machine than rtainlcsr stcel, lhrg 
are less costly than the latter. Propellem mad, of aluminum alloys arc prod~ccd 
primarily for ure with standard pmduction pmpulaion units such as outboard ma- 
tars and sterndrive. Most pmpdlem arc made of cast bmnre; therefore, the focus 
of this study war on the p d u c t i a n  of bronze uutings (Czyra and Nicderbergcr 
1915. KRIS etal. 1984). 
Propeller castings are pmduced by filling a mould with molten metal m d  allow- 
ingit to m l .  liaditiond uuting ledmiqua for propellen leas than about 2.5.3.0 m 
in diameter. start with the malting of n pattern of the propeller (or r single blade) 
fmm wood. Usually, this is done by using i technique known r. cant construction 
(Goudie 1921; AFS 1986). The p t k m  ir used to build a rand mould into which the 
molten metal is pourcd. Fm very large propellen, moulds are constructed by using 
BMP methods to form the helical blade surf-; the sectiooa are then built-up 
by using section templates and fillers. The manner in which the molten metal is 
supplied t o  the mould cavity ir critical to casting quality both during filling and 
during -ling, Tho filling ducls are called gates. Thcir primary purpose ir ra 
~lcan metal an quickly u posrible to the movid cavity in an undisturbed 
manner. Thc gate is .omposed of three mmponmta: the pouring huio or cup; the 
down rprue which ir sized la  regulate the flow rate; and the runner which Cedr the 
molten n~ctal a the cavil). itrelf. 
The second feeding pmceas ia the supply of liquid metal to the casting while 
it mols. An extra volume of metal is needed to make up for contraction; this is 
accomplished through a riser ayatem. The riser system consists of extra w l u m a  
of metal which are connected in such a way to the -ling ao that there is an 
!!ninlerupted flow of mdten metal lo all the parts of the casting while i t  mola. The 
necessary volume and placement of t h e  risers is dependent on the w m e t r y  of 
the eaating, the material and cooling rate. The riser must be the last part d the 
=sating to freae if mollen metal feeding i.i to take place. If a channel between the 
r i rn  and anothn section I-, then the supply of molten meld is cut off and the 
casting will be defective (Fiinn 1963). 
When mold,  the cantine are removed fmm the sand mould; that is, they are 
"shah-out". The solidified gating and r i m  sy~tema re m o v e d  for recyciiot and 
the casting is clcsned, muaured, machined and hished. 
To facilitate the election of gating and riser ayatnns and to pmvidemdy access 
to  important information mnsming the cuting p-a, a knowledge b e d  expet 
s,=tem "PROCASTER* was developed. The use can swk specific infonnalion 
with regard to riser requirrmmtr, gating selections, or other conidcrdiosr wi>id~ 
may he important, such ar the roiidification mechaoirm, cryatd growth or r u l e  of 
thumb. 
4.2 Propeller casting in non-ferrous metals 
Tho ~a. t ing of metala is a pr- t h d  ha8 changed little in principle since itr 
hcginning, hut it ha. had many refinements along the way. The physics of molten 
metal flow and cooling arc very complex. and to  date, founders still rely heavily on 
experiment and experience to  hdp them produv souni wtingr. 
Caating cm be described in crude tams aa the pro- whereby molten metal 
in poured into a mould and left to  solidify. The mould is then moved and the 
w t i n g  finilcd. The majority of product. produced by lodvstry ole a t  from 
one material or another and moat of thcae cannot br  a=nufmtured in any other 
way. One of the moat important parts d building a urtiog mould to produce a 
rpdf ic  product is the deaign of the duds which feed the molten metal into the 
cavity during filling and during molink Theac two items are elated through the 
dimemaions of the =.sting, it. volume and the arrangement of the mould. Row the 
metal is fed mquim motml of the filling rate and the cooling rate of the casting 
and mould mmhioatim while ~ o u n t i o g  for shrin!qe, avoiding i q m a  of foreign 
materials and gas ibrorptia by the melt. By proper deign and gmd practice, 
moat defects can be avoided or a t  l u s t  minimized (AFS 1984). 
The criteria ued to determine <=tin& daign, l a m  and dimenlioningia b u r d  
many yeara of experience, trial and error and snpcrimmtal work. Much of this 
knowledge ha. been documented, but every foundry still ha. its own techniquesand 
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practim which work for them, hut may he Ins  undcr other condition.. 
Aa new mstcrida m d  products are developed, ao must casting trrhnalah\. cvnln. 
A common thread war perceived by the author, while working in thc foundry at Oa- 
borne Prapdlen Ltd., lo be crucial to carting production and mrthodd rcfi~srmo8t: 
conairtency in produdion and practice can help to isdale problems and point lo 
ways in which they can corrected. 
4.2.1 The casting problem 
Cmting of metda consists of several major rkpa from ioceptin to complelion of 
a product. T h e  are: demand for a casting of specific shape and rim; production 
of drawings, pattnna or pmtotypu which will wide the d a i s  m d  building of the 
production mould; and the application rf simple nperienced.harcd rule  lo ansure 
gwd moltm meld hehauiour. All of these q u i r e  wme engineering to  produce a 
good =sating and i t  will often take several attempts before a aatiafwtory result is 
obtained wheo a new product ia developed. The pmcdudurea and techniques used to 
solve the varioua problem step8 d r p n d  on the -ling i t d l ,  the metal to  bc used, 
the material and moulding pr-r and the standard practice of the foundry (Flinn 
1963). 
An expert system u o  be vny uselul lor solving narrow scope well known prob- 
lems whichla" expert" con solve (aee for exampie, Williams 1987). The knwledg- 
bared expert rystcmr approach would be impractical and far too complex if general 
fuandry technology we* to he addressed. However, by applying it to a specific 
pmduct such a. marine propellers, the scope of the problem wan reduced to a man- 
ageable size. The range of materiala wan limited to non-ferrous, seawater rerirlant 
rnaterialr; and by eliminating very expenrivc oon-commercial alloy$ or apecidty 
alloys the scope could be narmwed further. (Specific materials could be included 
at a lalcr date without alterily the exdsting system, for example, aluminum.) The 
pmblcm wa. then facuvd further by rediring that monobloc (one-piece) propellers 
nre d l  a t  by using a similar mould layout, regardlerr of siae, which allowed certain 
generalizations to be made with rerpect b gating and riser requirements. Figure 
4.1 shows a typical propeller mould in cm-section. The main features are indi- 
cated: the mould cavity which hecomer the -ling; the gating syltem consisting 
of the down sprue and runner; rod the d v r  system which feeds maiten metal to 
the -ling during solidification. 
Special propellers such a. built-up rod mntmllahle pitch propellera were outside 
the scopeof thecotrent problem hecsuw they cons!rtofaeparately cart blader, hubs 
and other components. Altholyh the h-ic principles apply t o  cmtiog these parts, 
they are not included hecaure thne  types of pmpcllen are less common on amall 
verels and they lie outaide the experience available to the author. The acdio. on 
the source of knavledp give  details about sources used ta develop the system. 
F i y m  4.1: Typical propeller mould cmn-section. 
4.3 PROCASTER 
A branch d artificial intclligmce known as expert systems was identified as an ideal 
rnedium far the structuring and of cxperiena and knowledge to foundry 
practice by making it easy for foundry to get iinfomratianand tuhrtantirle 
rlortomary pruccdurer in the propclb foundry. In this way experimentation can 
1,. ntinint1.d during produdion and the rejection rate reduced. 
PROCASTER ir the result d the application of knowledge engln~ering tech- 
niques to foundry practice. It is the first attempt to make some d the empirical 
knowledge "red in r pmpellrr foundry available through the ux of a computer to 
aid in maintaining uniformity and quality in a "pmtotypd production industry. 
That is, a propclln foundry rarely produce more than one or two of the anme 
cnsting at my one time. T h e e  is no evidence in the literature d an application of 
exprt ayahma to this subject. 
Using the techniques of knowledge engineerin6 sud applying the EXSYS PRO- 
FESSIONAL aped eystem ahell to - and gating syatm deign, an expert sya- 
tcm was produced which helps to determineremmended dimensions for propeller 
esating gates and &err given metalmight and general dimensions. It ala, pmvided 
eary m a r  lo other non.numuical technical information whicb could be ac-d 
by the urn lo  a n a m  specific questions about t h e  topics. A real rtrenglh is the 
rapahility lo  update, expand i n d  modify the system without changing the ~ x i r m g  
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4.3.1 Source of knowledge 
The howledge bare for this e x p r l  r).stem w a ~  derived from two .sources: 
The primary rourcrof 'practical" knowledge war the autitor who had rrpcrirtse 
from same ten years involvement with ships' propellera in both mnnufact~~rir~g. 
service and repair. Tbia invollvedengineeringsndd khnical  duties as well ar manual 
work at Lipr B.V., the large Dutch bared manufacturer; Osbornc Propellen Ltd., 
the foremost wholly Canadian murufacturer; and Avalon Pmpuloion Syatcms LM. 
the only propeller repairer in the pmvinaol  Newfoundland. Many ronccptunl and 
practical considerations are bmed directly on experience gained whilc employed by 
them mmpaniea. 
Theoretical methods and technical data were obtained from Flinn (1963), AFS 
(1984) and AFS (1989). Furthaiofomation and background came from Chakravarly 
(1967), Hofmaon (19891, Laogham (1964) and Stone Manganese Muinc twhnice.1 
brief, No. 14 for example. 
4.3.2 The problem 
l'hc problem to be solved by the expert system is tvefold. Firstly. the qucrtians 
01 gating and risering must be answered. Secondly, the user must have access to 
information which may be important to  the werdi planning of the mould 
and urting praduct~an. The solution of the problem can take from 8 lew minuts 
for routine work up to sevcrai hours in the case of larger more complex shaped 
propcllcr.. 
A prablcm identilied a t  Oaborne Propellers was that ofmnsirtenry in technique. 
There XIXI a certain amount of experimentation done at times when the extensive 
cxpericncc and experlire avdlable in the foundry ahould have been applied more 
eanaciously. It is very difficult to isdale problems in foundry practice if pmcedurea 
arenot repeated or qe.table .  Aoexperlrystrmwhich wes astructured knowledge 
b a e  applies the same methods and rules every time it is used; therefore, it is 
inhomtly consistent in its rerulls. This can help to ensure conriatent quality (or 
crmr) and reduce experimenlation n, pmduction work. 
Additionally, by i o ~ ) r p o r ~ t i ~ ~ ~ a s t r ~ ~ t ~ ~ d i n f ~ m ~ t i o n  c~pability, it isesni  lor 
foundry personnel lo acaas important inionnation without the need for searching 
rekrence makial  which is both frustrating and time mnsumiq; therelore, the 
ryatem is more l ik~$ to be uacd 
Expected beneficiary 
This system might he an atlraclive supplement to s large foundry hccnare it 
.merally ha. (or has accns to) a metallurgical laboratory r h w  drtailcd s10111<1 nud 
carting designs ir csrriedout and tested, pmcedum could be actively devclolxd sit4 
Incorporated into the expert system. A smdl foundry with I'irited peraonncl and 
resourm could make uae of such s ayslem to help control ita production. Peraonncl 
would have easy access to technical information they would nd normally rce md 
could u- the system to  check the standard practice for routine work (if they had 
acca. to a mmputsr). The more likely situation might be whereby every job order 
har issued with it yidelioes f a  moulding bawd on theoutput of the expert ayatem. 
It also given the small foundry the capability Lo he flexible and adapt Lo new 
products by allowing modification and upgrading of the ayatem and thm applying 
standard procedure to new product.. 
4.3.3 Shell 
PROCASTER waa vritterr using the EXSYS PROFESSIONAL expert syatm shell 
version 1.0.3 produced by Exays Inc. 
4.3.4 Structure 
I'IIOCASTER w a  structured in the form of a tree which has two main branches 
with xverai subbrancher. The first branch was the dimenrioning section for the 
rrlsin componcnb of the gating ryalem. The aemnd branch had two large rub- 
I~rimchesdcnlingrith thcsizingofrirersand metalaolidificationwrpcctirciy. Much 
01 the system rasdedicted toioformation mtrievalcuveringmu~hthesamematerial 
as the technical apecta of this report. A detailed schematic of the tree is given in 
figure 4.1. The rule were written following the tree structure clmely. During each 
nm. Exsys evaluates all the rules to determine which ones apply, and then applies 
those to the problem add-ed. For detailed information sod rules, the reader ia 
mfccrd to the Ocean Engineering Report (Hofmaon 1991d) 
4.3.5 Running PROCASTER 
PROCASTERcan heused by fimt running thesystem ahellruntimefiieEXSYSP.EXE. 
It will then require the input d the pmgram name: the user types PROCASTER 
with the suitable location prefix. The program will then require the  ura to  answer 
questions by typing the appropriate answer number. 
To determine the dimendon guideiina for bates and riaen, the following infor- 
mation will be required as input: I) the casting volume. 2) the metal type, 3) the 
thickness of the blade section a t  the fifth radius, 4) the diameter of the propeller to  
Fiym 4.2: PROCASTEE expert system structure tree. 
tie cart, 5) the heightsol the  casting and sprue. If an item other than a propeller ir 
to bc c u t ,  instead ~ f r n t c r i n g  the 5th r d i u s  thickness and t h e  propeller diameter, 
thr UsEr ~ h ~ ~ l l d  entct the smallcrl dimension of the  srm%rectinn m d  the longest 
dislcndnn the part to be  a t .  The atrumption being, that thc part can be ap. 
proximated by a plate or bar shape. Far accersing "on-numerical information. the 
turcr follows the rtrudure t r w  lo answer the  intermediate s tep q~lertions as asked 
Iry thr program. The raul ts  will then be printed on the rcretn. The menu a t  the 
bottom of the scrrrn allows the user to determine how the reliulb w e n  achieved 
by printing the r u l o  used. Other optima indude rr-moning the pmgrm with 
modified input% and printing the rcsultn. 
Detailed instructions on running the system ahell are available at the beginning 
of thc run by typing YES when the question is ~1ked. 
4.4 Main features of mould design 
4.4.1 Gating system 
The gating aystem mnsida of a pouring basin, s down qme, a aprue bare (or well), 
a runact and a swirl chamber d the  bottom inlet d the carting (refer to figure 4.1). 
The horizontal runner is often replaced by a horn gat$ in amdl  caatinga because it 
r impl i f i~  the moulding proms somewhat. A horn gate mmkte d a curved and 
slightly tapered pattern which can be easily extracted from thc liniallnl nnould, ,\ 
horizontal runner, on Lhe other hand, requirea a channel to  be conanctcd ie thr 
mould r h t h  is mow iabodous, but it does not have the size limitation of the born 
gate approach. A horn gate become impractical to  use for largc castings. Ilnth 
thcse types are dirncnvioncd in the ramc way. The thin- critical ilrtnr, tlmr clurrn 
spruc, the  rprue bmc and the runner, must be dimensioned rucll Lhal the flcn\ of 
metal is controlled as it fill, Lhc mould cavity. The metal ahouid Row as quickly ar 
porsible to  minimine the heat lorr during deliwry, yet avoiding tvrbulcnt flow. High 
Row velocity will cauw turbvlrnce and erwion of the mould walls. The material 
removed fram theso warh-out8 will become inclusions in the carting. Excc~sivc 
defects of thia type rill cause rejection of the casting. This is particularly true of 
pmpeilers because inclurions tend to occur in the moat highly stmssed region of 
blade, a t  the blade root. 
The main dimeoslon to he determined ia thespruc exit diameter (in this case the 
sprue is assumed to  he an inwrled cone) which is sized to regulate \he now of metal. 
All other dimensions in the  gating ryatem are baaed on this n i l  diameter. One way 
this dimenrim is determined b by using an empirical formula which determincj the 
flow rate required for bronze (AFS 1984, Flinn 1963): 
,lm rot. = W:ll 0.086 + 1.091 
where W, is the total casting weight and 1 is the average thin section Lhickneae. Thc 
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"thin" acctioo is taken to be thermallest dimensionofa rms-rection La be fed with 
metal. In the case of a propeller the thickness ia taken to he the blade thickness at 
the 5th bladc s n i a n  radius (midpoint ofthe blade length). Experience has shown 
that better results can be obtained il this Row rate is modified by a dehorrylactar 
l o  account lor the variation in prensure head as the casting fills. Other dimrnsions 
ibre dctermirted from liuear empirical relalioorhips and proportions that experience 
has found lo be ruccesrlul (AFS 1984). 
Defects that could occur as a renull al the gating system or pouring should also 
he kept in mind when deigning r layout: cuts and washes due to too high velodtia 
or abrupt changes in direction (erosion); dirt and a l q ;  md ather inclusions. Other 
defecta such u expamion dekct.; miamna and cold shuta, open gralo structure. 
rough aurface, surface a rruburface shrinkage we also undesirable and should he 
avoided wherever possible. A list of casting ddecta is given in AFS (1989). 
4.4.2 Riser system 
The mend m d  most critical pa* of producing a <sating is the mntrolled aolidi. 
fi~ation of the moltcn metal witbin the mould. Once the mould is full, additional 
molten metal must be fed into the cavity pmgrmively to make up fot volume de6- 
cisneie due lo metal shrinkage during emling. Although feeding and solidification 
arc clmely related. they can be discurd separately. Solidification is the heading 
given to the many aspects which rpecificdly mncnn the mdallurgY of lhc frcering 
procnr of the metal. The feeding of moltm metal to the w t i s g  from a riser or 
several rims is given the heading. feding system. 
Copper-he alloyr fall rovghly into one 01 two gmupa. Theac groups xpmsr.nl 
extremes in bchaviour during c w l i n ~  Some alloys however. fall iblo an ialcrslr. 
d ~ a l e  category because no sharply defined line exists hetwcen the gruapr. Crutlp 
I alloy3 are those which f- by skin formation a t  the mould wall fallowed by 
dendritic crystal w w t h  at a specific temperature or s spesific temperature rmge. 
These are said to have nurow freezing ranger. Gmup I1 slloyr do not haw a a p e  
sific temperature (or tempnature range) within which adidification take plsce. 
These alloys tend to "gel" thmughout the melt io an approximately unilorm mm- 
net. k i n g  begins with the formation of myrtallita around the mould walls, the 
g a r l h  of these is almoat immediately retarded (or even halted) because lhey are 
cmaidaably p o r n  in alloying elemmk or impurities than the surrounding melt. 
Alloyiog element atoms are r e j d e d  fmm the crystallitoa when they fmm, thus 
enriching the liquid mdal  surrounding the cryatsllites and reducing the f tmlng 
tempmatun (AFS 1984). Furthn crystdlim form and are subrequenlly halted. 
This eyde continues throughout the molten metal uotil it hpr nurnemua cryatallites 
distributed thmugh it. The kmprature  gradient -9% the melt in "cry alight a. 
the entire melt cools a t  about the same rate. The soiidifisation praces- is anal* 
Tahle 4.1: Clarilication of coppr.hare alloyn uaed in marine applications by d i d -  
iflcation typc (adapted born AFS 1984). 
Cmup I alloys Gmup I1 alloys 
(short freaing range) (long freezing range) 
deoxidized copper tin bronze' 
manganese bronze' leaded bronze. 
ydlow brass red bras.. 
aluminum bronze semi-red braso' 
manganese-aluminum hmnx nickel.alummum bronze 
silicon bronze' 
dependent on precise mmpoaition and conditions of freezing. 
goua to rdting concrete. The material ia d l  liquid initially, then beromea mushy 
tltroughout and finally hecomes rigid. This type of rolidificdon producrr a uni- 
form, quiaxial microstructure commonly found in high strength melalr. 
Tbeac two pmrerru represent extrema io freezing mechamisma. In redity mmt 
c o p p e ~ b u e  allays fall bellsren them in mntinuour inteimediate mods of k i n g .  
Aa the alloy content incr-s fmm pure coppu, w, drm the tendency twml 
mushy rolidification. The actual freezing rate, which is wry difficult to  predict, 
also hm a great eRect on the type of freezing. Intermediate freeing alloys exhibit 
a micmtrudurc with dendritic ayatal gmwth at the aurliv of the cmting and 
more quiaxial gvaiainn toward the centre of the =lion. The proportion of one to 
the dher will dcpend primtrily on the cmling rate and hmce on the section shape. 
Table 4.1 summarim some of the marine h m n m  and clsssifies them according to  
group. 
As wlidificstian and ieeding sre clmdy related and inlcrdepcndcnr. lhc m t  o l  
the discussion here will be in terms of Croup 1 or I1 dloys and that in lernl>r of 
feeding versus didificalion. 
Other more practical concerns. upon which m n d  carling dcpotd are discassed 
in detail in the report an the expert system PROCASTER (Hofmatn~ 1BBld). 
Riaering pmredures 
Tho purpose of a riser ir to supply molten metallo the csating ar it cools. The r i r r  
must be large enough to make up volume 10s- due to rhrinkagc It mull also be 
s i ~ d  to msure that it freezes after the casting hm solidified ra thh i t  cm supply 
molten metrl. The aim and lourtian of r i ~ r n  is Imply bmed on expericncc and 
require9 a certain amount of experimentation wbm new pmduds are devclopd. 
As ahown in fiyre 4.1, most propellera are arranged with one large riser on top of 
the central hub whicb loeda ail the blada and the hub itself. Fot propellers cart in 
stainless steel this would be inadequate bnaweolthe reduced fsding range of thb 
m.tnial compared to bronze Cares like this are not  msidcrcd hen apccifically 
although the foliowinganalysi. resultsfrom demlnlopmenls in thc cut s t r l  industry 
which have been applied t o  copper-bur alloys (AFS 1984, Flinn 1963). 
\ Gmup I alloy. have similar frrdiq rrquimcnts lo rteel becsuse they haw 
similar solidification mechanisms. Gala  and riaen are loraled toensure directiond 
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Tahic 4.2: Approximate M i *  ranges for rome p u p  I hmnres (APS 1984) 
Feding distance 
Alloy Section ahape in t a m s  of thickncra T 
manganese bmnze aquare bar. 4 1  to lOT'l' 
a. thicknera incmaru 
plates 5.5T to ST 
aluminum bronze squam bus 8T'12 
ninckci-aluminum bronze aquare b m  < 8T'I2 
Note: about 213 of feeding range is due to a f r e  end. 
solidifieatim. This dcpenda an t h e  feeding distance (or range) of the  alloy. In 0th- 
wards, how hr dong a acctim cao ameta1 be fed before cut-off8 occur (Flinn 1963). 
In general, uae is made of the retarding eff-1 of the r i w   ma^ on freezing and the 
amletsting effect of externd cornen and edges to  form the  Vahaped solidification 
front with the opw end toward the  6%. The r i m  will only leed a limited didance 
and must be placed lo ensure B a t  it c a n  leed the mtire section. This may require 
mullipie r i m  if acctims ur very long and thin, for example. Table 4.2 give the 
approximate feeding rang- foi various pmpdln allop. 
Riaer shape 
Rirer "efidmey", in termwfilr capacity M supply molten mela1 and tostom heat, 
depends on its volume and it. surface area. To maximi= vdume and rninimiee 
aurfrce area (and thnefomheat 1-8) it c i a  bc shown that a cylindrical riser with a 
hcisbt todiameterratio eqd to one meet. tbb criterion. If theriser were insulated. 
even higher yields could be achinred. Yield is the percent weight 01 finished casting 
with rnpcct to the poured weight of meld. The rrdiated heat loaa lmn, tltc top of 
the r b r  has b- estimated to  be be much h 50% for a "on-iiiilatd rircr. but by 
insulating the top this d u e  can be reduced by half. It is therefore cssctllinl that 
risers are covered with an exothermic mmpound or insulation to  a minim~tn depth 
of 1/10 the riser diameter. Frene-over of the riser must bc prcvcntcd so that iiae 
feed metal is n d  isolated from atmospheric p m w e  (AFS 1984). 
Riser dimensioning 
Riser size and plaamolt is critical to the pmduclion 01 sound castings. Various 
m a b d a  have h e n  developed lor sizing risen, but the most popular has b a n  tbc 
one developed by the U.S. Naval M Labontory (NRL). This method u r n  
empirically derived relationships between the -ling to r i ~ r  wlvme rdio and r 
s h s p  fador bmed on the chsrxkieristic dimrnaionr of the casting: 
shop. fador = L+W 
where, L is thelength, W is thewidth and 1 is the thicknessof themction, Muchol 
the  published work in this topicia based on the NRL method (see for example, Flinn 
1963). Anothct method, the "modulus" method, bas w i v e d  p a l e r  attantion in 
reant  years. Although used moxluteosivdyforr t~l  crstings, itiasuikbhlor uae 
with short freezing nngc ( p u p  I) mpper.b.ae alloya as it ia r e ~ o n a b l e  to mrume 
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a similarity between the feeding r r q u i m m t s  oI materials with similar freezing 
mechanims. 
Pmpcilera arc difficult t o  describe in terms of linear characleriatic dimmsionr. 
Therefore, the modulur method, which daa not depend on a shape factor as above, 
was considered mare suitable to  dimension risen for propellers and is therefore used 
in the  cxpcrt sptem. 
Thig methodir derived from Chvorinav~ rule for the f rming limeT da casting 
(Flino 1963. AQS 1984,1989). 
where. M = V/A is the modulus of s casting d t h  volume V a d  surfme area 
A, and k is a constant. This  relationship is d i d  for any u s t  shape including s 
propella and ilr r ier .  The surface a m  msidoed indudes only those portions 
which mntribuk t o  molin.. Applying this equation to both the casting md the 
rim. (identified by subscripts c rod r, respedivcly) the following derivation can 
be made. The actual f m i q  time ir not of primary interest , but the d a t i v e  
time far solidification for riser and -tiny is. This means that T. > T. or restated 
T./T. > Fa > I for the c-tinz M be sound. 
T. = !L?gCF2 
T. k x M: 
M: = F" M: 
Practical experience has shown that for a te l  and ductile iron F=1.2 and lor 
group I copper-has. alloys s d u e  ol about 1.3 gives satisfactory results (AFS 
1984). In this way a riser is proportioned so that it freezer more slowly than the 
casting to which it it connected: however, theriser must also haw suRident volutnu 
to pmvide the necurary amount of feed mc1.l to the casting. To thin end. the 
volume ratio of rirer to casting is cdsulated to determine whether thc minimum 
K/V. criterion is met. This criterion ia b d  on experience. For propellers cu t  
in sand mouldri, K[V. r a n p  fmm about 34% to 60% by using risers of heighl 
[diameter ratio equal to one and aa much as 75% for riacn where the height is 
say, 50% pester than the diameter (Hofmann 1989, AFS 1984). If the minimum 
volume ratio is not met, then the riser height most he i n w e d  lmm the calculated 
dimension hued on volumetric maiderstions. 
Gmup I1 alloys mmpriac the greatest prccotye of moud c0pper.b-e -ling 
production. Soondnesa in these castings depmd on section thickness and unilor- 
mity. Experience bs shown that achieving wundnua in these cv t i ng  dependr 
on avoiding slow cooling rs tn .  Within the limitations of the moulding pmccssea 
available and casting design, there ave three vaya in which -ling rate can b. 
maximized: 1) minimize section thickness; 2) reduce and/or evenly distribute heal 
in the mdal entering the mould ravity; 3) use chills md mould malerids of high 
chilling pawr (AFS 1984). 
Souadnn. in 1he.c culings is generally judged by xhieving pressure tightness 
of thc rating. The cxtcnt of viaihiepomrity and maintainiogrninimurn mechanical 
propcrtics lor thc metal arc also important as indicators of quality 
4.5 Building a propeller 
4.5.1 The strickle gear 
The propeller founder is faced with the t u k  of producing a =*ling of complicaled 
shape an accurately and as cheaply w panihie. Owing to the possible infinite 
variation of geometry of curlom designed propellers, dmwt ail tltosc matt~>faclurcd 
are "one-off items. The aim is to reduce the  finishing time to s minimum r. this ia 
generally themwt sxpensiw operation during manufacture. Therefore, the canting 
muat be an d m  to finished dimensions an porrible; idrdly, it should require only 
polihing and machining of the bore to produce the finiahed propeller. 
Manufacturingpmtotypaof iightdloya using arvezpingmelhod can he adnpkd 
to a wide variety of propeller mnfiprationa without mmplnnumerical machining, 
and it eliminates the requirement fa wooden patterns. A ,trickle gear is a fixture 
used to  apecp out blade surf- i n  the moulding material. The mould ir built and 
then u u t  directly on the atriLle gear, which acts an a burr and mould box. Light 
alloy s w t  patterns, manufactured by uaing a atricklr gear, have the Idvantage that 
they ssn be m r k e d  and altered for uae with aimilsr futurc designs. thus avoiding 
the need to pmduce a new one i n  m e  cares. Plaster pattern9 are vulnerable to 
mechmicd dunage when thin m t i o n r  are rrquircd and thereforenot recommended 
in these c m  (Flinn 1963 ). In addition to thir, by moulding the pattern dimtiy  
Figure 4.3: Propeller Geometry (adapted fmm O'Brien 1962) 
i n  themedium into which it will b e  cast, the  manufacturer avoid, the intermediate 
step of u d q  a single blade d e n  patkrn, (or example, to pmducmd a full solid 
pattern without the dlmeoaimd and positioning pmbkma. This may not be of 
primary condm in lome dcaign, where dimenaioud accuracy is not critical, but 
i t  will definitely he required lo high precision pmpeUen or small diameter highly 
loaded pmpclkm. Dimensional accumcy is m n  mow rriticd in scale propellers 
deigned for mearch p u m a .  
The ntrickle gear provided s method to  pmdua a m u l d  from which a pattern 
or pmtotypc propells can be cast in either a light alloy such 19 aluminum or a 
prapcller bmnu. 
Strickle gear capacity requirements 
The dimensions of the atrickle gear were determind from the orcrnll dimensions of  
propellem which -to be manufactured. T h e e  lequimments far thc ntnnulsettsrr 
of wake adapted propellem were ss follows. 
The diameter is the molt important dimension of a mrrisr. screw prcrpvlicr. 
Upon conrultatbn with Avalon Propulsion Syatms Ltd.. it ra. dccidcd that thr 
maximum diameter would be restricted to  approximately 24 iindtn lor two remna. 
firstly, there is some difficulty in ordering custom propellers in the size ratlgc LO" 
to 24' in diameter; secondly, the gear should also be suitable for making model 
propellers. I t  wsn felt that a larger machine would make this very awkward. The 
normal model pmpller diameter that can be k t e d  io thc cavitation tunnel d 
NRC - lnatitute far Marine Dynamics, St. John's, is O.%m. 
lo moat full scde applications of propellers in tbia size range the number of 
blades does not exceed four. Although propellers with five, six or even scven blades 
are common on larger ship, they are not usually applied to ~msller vesris. The 
smoother operating charactcristiu of thme pmpllera may be of no groat bendit 
to smaller verrds Icrr subject to vibration problems, and the associated lorres in 
efficiency usually do not warrant the higher number of blader. T h n c  propellcts arc 
slightly more mmplicated in p m e t r y ,  but they are mstructcd in the same way 
as t h e  three and four blade cases. 

along the length of the blade which is designed to avit the wake in rllirlx i t  i s  
operating, The gear must therefare have the capability to produce a bindc with 
radially varying pitch and a cambered surface. Thia can be done by using a rvs to~x~  
rct of hdix plats u,hich am used to guide the a m  which awm-ps thc larr el the 
blade. In the experimental cvting discusad later in this chaplcr, n rillcir :,late 
was used to produce a uniform pitch hdix in the mould mnterinl. l'lir Clh-ger 
University gear could only make uniform pitch blades accurately, rad~ally varird 
pitch, though possible to make, required many adjuslmants and wt t inp of the hclix 
guide. Thia bmught into question the uniformity 01 the set e l  blades that could 
be produced. The maximum pitch.diameter ratio w v  l imi t4 to app~arim~lcl? 1.5
for a 24" diameter propeller. ta give a maximum pitch angle of approximately 38.5 
degrees. This maximum ratio wao decided upon h v d  on the records of propeller 
repairs and sales over the p v t  lew yew at Avalon Propulsion Systems Ltd. 
Other non-propeller specific requirements ol  the =trickle gnu were: i t  had to be 
of rubgd mnstructien, able to withaland the mugh handling of foundry and shop 
une; that is, i t  had to he movable even with a completed rand mould in piace - 
lifting eyes were provided. The drag was equipped with a quick ml- clamping 
arrangement for the helix plr?es thus avoiding two problems wen with the Clssgow 
Univenitymodei: firstly, the snews us4  for helix adjustment could quickly become 
damaged; and secondly, the repeatability of blade location and aweping i r  critical 
lor moulding solid multi-bladcpatterns. 
An additional fcature ineorporatcd i n b  the new strickle gear war titat it had a 
revcrrablc cope which allowed for the sompictc mould to be built and the c&ing 
poumd on tile rame unit. The mpcbox had built-in reinforcmentr for the cope re* 
tion. to cnwrc cn5c of rcmoval and mplamcnt  during auccnsive blade moulding. 
The gating to be used will be a typical runner or horn type gating syslcm with a 
partide trap at the hotlom end of the down sprue (Ho!mmn 1989a). 
Mould construction 
The drag 
A pmpeiier ir always moulded and caat face down to ensure that the metd flows 
upwa~ds to fill the mould cavity in a mntiouour and undiaturhed manner. This 
means that any amall amounts of slag can be skimmed while pouring and will not 
be trapped inside the csating. The fa= of the blades are mnatructed, with the 
spindle and huh cylinder pallern in place (ece assembly drawing in Appendix G), 
by sweeping out their ahape while using the helix plates la guide the arm. The hub 
cylinder pattern must be located a h  a plug of similar diameter which forms the 
swirl chamber of the horn gate (see f i p n  1.1). The runner itself is located ao that 
the metal fiowr around the outride of the swirl chamber and fill the mould cavity 
Imm underneath: that is, the end is directed only slightly inward along the tangent 
of the swirl chamber and not radially. lo the latter c s u  the metal would inlpingr 
on the opposite aide cawing turbulence which sm lead lo defed. such as pomity 
in the casting. 
The rake of the blades muat b~ set on the a m p  srm at  the beginning nf thc 
operation by adjusting the angleofthe arm. Thevaried pitch ofthe blades ikrrclll 
succesdvelely starting at the inner radius and working outward ns the inner radius 
will always have the steepeat pitch angle. This is the same procedure ar is used 
for very large propellers whne wlid patlmns are not practical due to  their aisr 
(Lsngham 1961; C h a k r a ~ r t y  1967). Ifthis wereattempted inwards from theouter 
radiua the ruccesnivr sweep. would destroy the previously swept rurfaccr. When 
the suceer~ive plater have been used and the surlace is roughly swept it must he 
faired to avoid uccaive finishing of the aurlace of the omling. It follows that thc 
larger the number of helix plater the more accurate the wept  surface will br and 
the leas fairing will be q u i d .  Before the mnoval of the last helix plate lhc blade 
generator linm m d  the radii at which the blade snlioos will be mounted must bc 
lightly mark4 to  ensure correcl positioning of the hl&. When the moulding 
m a t a i d  has rct (in lhe csle of concrete, pluter or COX smd) tile d r q  portion of 
the mould is complete. 
The mould material b a maDer of chaise and can be any one of gem sand. 
soncrete, or chemidlybonded sand. Dependingon the pmpller in gumtion 
one material may he more suitable then another. In the preaent study plater of 
psris was used, following the example of Glargow University. However, thia turned 
out to be a paor choice for two reasons: firstly, it was found that the plaster wt-up 
80 quickly (ahout (ive minuter) that the face could not be swept out compietely. 
Varicd pitch muld not have been mnstruded a t  all. The mould needed to bc 
eomplcted by using the woods" single blade pattern which war to he ~ p r o d u c d  
with the strictlo gear technique. Secondly, the plaater mould did not cure properly 
under shop conditions. It wa. dirrovemd later that plaatm m d d s  m u i r e  baking 
in an oven at ahout 400-500 *F br duminum a l 1 ~  and 1200 OF for mpper alloys. 
No even was amlible for thia purpoac. Although the mould performed its function 
and waa suc-ful, the high mmairlure mntent in the mould material itrdf cauaed 
u l m e  bubbling and spatter due to steam generation when the mould w a  about 
314 full. This was readily apparrnt when the cooled caatiog was removed fmm the 
mould and inrpectcd. The lower pottian of the casting waa a u n d ,  but t b t  upper 
p u t  and the rim were very pmous. If green sand had h e m  u d ,  the casting would 
have been a complete auccas b e u u v  the mould material does not require curing. 
Future maulda should be made from sand with suitable bonding agmla. 
T h e  cope 
The cope is the upper hdfof themould. It creatn the cavityaf the ~ u s l  shape 
of the pmpdler blades and their cmrs-xctional dimolaions. The blade outline was 
located and scribed on the swept surface of the drag by using a wmdcn hladc 
pattern as a template. The awept rurfwe w a  w e r e d  with plastic [oil wrap (a 
parting agmt such as starch or silica dust would be used when moulding with 
green sand) and the blade pattern was fixed on the awept surface properly located 
by using the blade outline and generalor line far guidance. The spaces b e l a ~ v ~ ~  thc. 
rcctioru were filled with plaster. Templatea, if needed for a pattenl, uuuld 1mr.c 
had incorporated inte tnem a double o h r i n k  and finishing allowance auch that 
the pattern would have adequate material fw hinirhily to  the required dimenainna 
and an allowance for ahrim@ of the prototype. 
With the blade now completely defined, the cope could be completed. Ahcr 
placing retaioing boards in the cope around the defined blade, the cape was filled 
with moulding material (plaster). If rand is u ~ d ,  it should be  suitably packcd to 
mmre that no cavities are Idt  near m on the %dace of the blade and lhal thc 
surfices which are formed by the boards are alao completely intact - particularly 
a1 the mating s u r f ~ s  with the drag. 
It was at this s l q e  that the down lprue was installed. This w,ar done by usin8 
a tapered pattern of sufficient lenglh and p m p r  ems-aedion. Thc end war fixcd 
in lhe drag near the exposed end of the born gate, it ?hen protruded above the 
mpe top. The mpe was then mmpleed amund the down apruc plug, which when 
r e m o d ,  left a clean hole right through the cope. 
A riser waa also provided at the hub which wm of sufficient capacity to mrure 
ad~quate flow into the mould during cmling. In some caaes, additional risers may 
need to be along the top edgn of the b i d e  if it is felt that due to the 
rclion dimendons and "hap, Bow will be inadequate from the hub dser alane. In 
general this ir not nwerrary when carting in aluminum or bronze if the hub rircr 
ir of adcquatc rim, but, it may be required if the caating is to be of steel or a rtrel 
alloy. 
Completian of t h e  mould 
When the cope wm completed and it saa again wparated from the drag, thomould 
was ekmed up along all joinla aod Iwthing e d p .  The hub cylinder block b 
r c m d  along with the awid c h u n k  pattern. Before removal of the runner it 
was neensary La cut r particle trap near the down apruc and connect it with a 
small runner to the gate by cutting it into the drag mould surfare. There should 
be wdl away fmm the edge of the propellm cavity itself. The gate pattern war 
then m o v e d  md all exposed edges were mundd slightly so that them waa no 
possibility of the edge crumbling when the mould was --bled in preparation 
for pouring. At this stage it waa alna o-essary to ensure that the blade root radii 
were farmed correctly; in thin caae, the wooden blade pattern farmed the hub also, 
it turned out that the pattern hub waa dightly oblong making it very difficult to 
remove. The mould waa opened alighlly at the blade mot" u, lhr pattern could he 
extracted. The mould war left open to dry aver an e l ~ t r i c  hcater over night. 
All foreign materials were removed prior to closing up thc mould. It ir also 
p o d  p r a ~ t i r ~  to keep all opening* covered with pi- of wcightcd cardboard or the 
like to ensure nolhing fallr into the cavity until immediately prior to paarisg. Any 
foreign matter will pmduce defects which could cause rejection 01 lhc cnrttsg. 
The =trickle gear is ainentiilly a jig lor building either p pmpellcr mould lor 
&ing an aluminum pattern (which will the. later be used for moulding a pro- 
pdler), or for carting a propeller directly if no pattern ir rcquirrd. I1 allows a 
'low-tech" appmarh M creating high precision propeller castings and avoids the 
inherent difficultiu and expenreof numerical machining techhniqucr or -den pat. 
terms; although the carting could be finished wing computer numerical controlled 
machining. The gear wmkr on the same principles used for very large pmpcllera. 
T h a e  are moulded dirrctly in their mould pit using a loam boud with a hclical 
y i d e  around its c i m u m f m c e  (Im rxsmple, Chaktawty 1961). Thc blade ahapca 
me i h m  built up and the mould completed for crating. 
Alunimum waa uaed t o  m A e  the csating bemuse the nude furnaa which wsr 
built for this experiment could not melt bronze . As the -ling war made from 
aluminum. PROCASTER wuld not be wnsul:ed lor information. Rul- of thvmh 
were uaed to dimension the riser (about 1.5-2 t i m a  the huh length and 2-2.5 times 
its diameter), horn gate (runner) and down rprue patterns were used from a bmnec 
prapcller of similar size. 
4.5.2 Casting a prototype 
To c u t  a propeller in a mould mnstiuded by using the %trickle gear and to show 
that lhe ryrtem developed h m  was uaclul lor the purpose intended, a mould ra. 
censttuctcd lrom plattcr; firstly, by using a single bladed -do, pattern; and 
secondly, by using the hrickb gar. P h o t ~  I and 2 ahoa the drng and cope part8 
of the mould. Aa the plviter mould material set very quickly, insufficient time 
wm avlilable la m p l l t e  Ls .trickle gear blade, sn it was completd by using the 
pattern such that the casting could be mmpieted. Photo 3 rhows the mould closed 
and mighted, ready for pouring. 
A small m n r k a l i o g  f u r o m  wur arnatmructd ta melt duminum to u a t  the 
pmpellns. Photo oumbn 4 shows the author inserting the torch into the Iowa 
section of the furnacl A naturally aapmtcd 400,WO Btu/hr propane torch was 
the heat murce. The torch was poritioned ao that the & m e  o l t d  the furnace 
tangentially to ensure a gwd swirl around the ladle m d  to msure maximum beat 
tnnsfm. It had a capacity of about 225 cubic in&= of metal in a fabricated 
steel ladle. The metal waa melted m d  heated until it woa mmpletcly melted and 
glowing slightly red. Nomeans of kmpndurememuremmt WUI avriIahIee hut fmm 
experienceit was about right for pouring. It was tben poured into the moald. \\'hen 
the mould was about 314 full, r r c e ~ ~ l v e  moisture in the mould duc ta incomplclr 
curing caused the metal to bubble and spatter violently. Pouring was continued ta 
subdue the spattering md fill the mould as much as possible. Thc exrcas metal ill 
the ladle was pi& into an ingot). 
Once cooled, the castings were ahaken.out. Photos 5 and 6 show tllc rnngll 
cmtings as removed from the mould. Photo 5 shows the face (undenide) of the 
casting. The gate has been removed. but the swirl chmhercan be wen clearly. The 
intricate detail possible with plaster casting is dcmonrtrated by the reproduction 
on a measuring scratch on the pattern which has been repmduced in the casting 
(this line is also visible in photo 1). Photo 5 shows the back8 of the blades and 
low= half of the riaer. A amall amaunt of l u h g e  a c c u d  fmm the upper cdge 
d the blade. This is viilblc in the form of d r i p  of solidified m&l. inspcclion 
of the castings w a l e d  that the mould conatmction itadf war successful. It bad 
leated a small m o u n t  at the parting line near the hub where the steam prcslure 
bad separated the halves slightly. Thla in ilsclf would be a minor defect, but would 
not have any bearing on the qualily of the casting itself as it muld simply be cut 
d. The u p p r  plrt of the propeller blades inmmpldely filled and porous due 
to the bubbling out of the hetern. The porosity could dm be readily awn st the 
break bet- the upper and lower part of the riser. 
The caating cxperirnent wm, in general, a success except for those items men. 
tioncd which depend directly on the type of moulding material used: the mould 
was constructed carmtly, the scrap alumioum war aucu~sfully smelted and thm 
remelted for casting. and the .trickle gear is expeted to work quite vell giwn a 
moadd,ng material u,hich all.& sufficient time to complete the mould properly. 
4.5.3 Finishing the propeller 
A h r  cooling, the propeller carting would he shaken out of the mould. The gating 
syrkm and r i m  would be a t  off for mycling. The mush carting hub must be 
faced off and the bore mashined for the required shaft taper. 
The blade faces wuld  he pound smooth using hand grindera in preparation for 
measuring. The hladea are then laid off with the .om& outline and the local pitch 
mearured a t  each of 'ie radii. If the pitch wnc not within specifieationa due to 
distortion (for example), t b m  a pitch adjnlilmmt w d d  he made by preheating and 
lwialing the blade. Once the pitch is determioed t o  he within tolerance, usually 
according to International Standard8 Organization standuda (IS0 1981) the blade 
mual he trimmed and gmund t o  ahape both an the fats and the bask. The better 
the carling, 1heie.r finishing would be required. Aftrrgrindingamaoth all theouter 
surf- of the propeller, il is balanced according t o  IS0 standards and sanded to 
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Smnll standard propellea are rcadily obtainable in Atlantic Canads from crtab- 
iirhed firms rhivh produce a wdety ol foundry productr for the  marine indurtrx. 
Iion,evcr, custom deigned propellerr are very difficult ta obtain and expensive lo 
intry because traditional pattern roils cannot ha written oRon several jobs. A 
qcl owner will pay rubrtanfially more far r cuslam propeller (as demonstrated by 
the omor  of the MY. BEAR COVE POINT), yet, the 3hility to acqusre a custom 
duign ir hampered by the lack of technical capability of existing maoufsrturers. 
They annor prodsce derignr beyond their pattern inventory. Themfore, the nccd 
to develop a capability to custom c a t  amall propellers was aecn to be the next step 
in providing s completepmfuaionsl and industrial propeller service. lotererl in 1 8  
work has been exp-d by several individualr and firma, including the Canada- 
ian Department of National Defence, and Cloada's hiseat mantllactura of large 
pmpellers, Canadian Stone Marine. 
The geometry d a propeller is complex io the mse that almost all ertemrl 
surfam are compound curves. The quetion ia how can them apeific shapes he 
rcproduccd in the mould ao that the propeller can be cast. 
To help reproduce the complex and variable propdlu blade geamelry in r 
mould. I =trickle gear waa designed and constructed. The steickle gear used the 
rwccping t ~ h n i q u e  far producing the helical blade l w e  in much the same way 
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that very large propellers are awepl-wt with s loam h r d  in the fot~ndr)' pit. Tlli. 
sttickle gear ran incorporate rake and variable pitch into the blade larc. l'ltrse are 
inprovementr aver previous dericu. The mould is thcn complelrd by lbaildinp r p  
lhcaection profile in r o m e a y .  For example by uaing lemplale~nt raclinl locatiota, 
along the span. In this r a y  the need lor a solid pattern is nvoidcvl, or i l  n , p ~  
orders are to be expeded, this methad can bc vaed t o  makr n solid ~pallrrn, brr 
q~icknmoulding in the future without then& lor a highly skilled pattern maker. 
To help with quality rontrol and mould d n i g ,  an expert ryrtcm war dcvcloped 
to make proper mould deaign earier. When a new <=ling ordn is rccicrcd, PRO. 
CASTER can be mnrultcd, u a mallerofmuline. lo ensure that expcrin~etilnlion 
is minimired. Feeding system dimemions may vary, but their mnfiguralions should 
be standardized to &mid recurrence of avoidable defects. This war percicvcd to be 
a major pmblem at another foundry. Other material specific information would 
also be availble to remind the foundryman of pwible  problem sources. Thecxpnt  
system will also be urdul for training new laundry personnel and otlrcrr.. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
5.1 Propeller design 
Thc design program WAOPTPROP, bucd on Lerbs' (1952) lifting line m~thod, 
war written md tested. It reproduces thepublirM multa oIcalculationexanplu 
in krba' paper. The program calculater the induced velocities at the hiadeacctions 
from a non.optimum circulation distribution and then the required pitch dirtribu- 
tion and lhr thrust and torquecwfficicntrfor thedesiga modition. Propeller d u i p  
using this program amounts Lo determining the hydrodynamic pitch distribution 
by mmprins the design point coefficient with the pitch distributionjpropeller cc- 
~ITdanl relationship calculsted. 
The derign pmpam war used to  design a new ptopeller for a 75ft steel stern 
trawler. Theresult x.a compared with two 0th- daign methods and follnd to ngme 
within the limitsof known propulsive data for the vessel. To verify thu slew duaign. 
the existing propeller for the vessel was extensive!, altered by A\.a!on Propulsion 
Ssdern%Limited: by adjusting the pitch to thenew raluc. P/D=0.84; hy incrmuing 
lllc expanded blade area by 20% to reduce the mean blade londitlg and to nvoicl 
pmmaluw cavitation: and by increaring the diameter lmm 68 lo 70 i!trhr.*. 'I'lto 
altered pmpeller was put bark into service. The veaaels's owncr reported that a 
2-2.5 k n a  increax in s p e d  a t  lull load had b- achieved. A new pmpcller was 
r u b q u m t l y  ordered bared on the new design. 
This caredemonstrated that by applying sound engineering principleto dknicult 
r:oblemr. gwd solutions can be lound. The wake a d q t e d  design capability of the 
program ba not yet been used on a real "-1, but it is expected to produa 
efficient deigns in cases where wake data is avsllable. 
5.2 Performance analysis 
The propeller pmlormancepmgrsm PPT2 was written by combining thin airfoil Lhc. 
ov and the Eckhardt and Morgan (1955) lifting line d n i w  method. PPT2 rcrulla 
for six B.reriea pmpalln analy- were compared with t b m r  measured experimcn. 
tally and with the maults of the lining surface .n&lyair program MIT-PSQ.2. It 
wrr s h w n  that the diRerence between the perlorminv curvea generated by PPT2 
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and thole from the exprimenlal muita were attributable to  diaercnrn hetw- 
lifting surface theory and lilting line thmy.  
Thin aidoil thmry war used to repre~cnt he blade sections of the propeller 
bladcr. T w  I\'ACA memiincs, a=0.8 and 1.0, m d  circular arc lertions were bui1t.i" 
a* porsible options lor analysis. The circular arc section l i f t  and drag experimental 
riala puhlishrd by Riigeis (1961) w~ re.maly-d and then formulated in standard 
thin airfoil formal. An idealired section l i f t  model was used in  conjunction with 
numerically calculated l i f t  to determine the angle of attack s t  which a section war 
operating. The actual 1% and drag muid then he estimated; hence, the aeclion 
thrust m d  torque contributions could be found. This war done at each section 
along the blade span; t h e  valuer wcw then iolegrated lo  gjve the total thrust and 
torque for the whole propeller. 
To a r r w  the accurwy of the program, mul ls  for B-series  propeller^ were pn. 
=rated. Thc approach gave consistent, smooth coefficient c u m ,  which uodemti- 
mated the experimental results by amounts r u y n g  fmm 5 to 50% for thrust and 
up to as much u 100% for toque. MIT-PSF-2 gave w u l t a  on the B-series ex- 
pcrimcntal data w~ves, this implied that the dill sen^ were due to  l i l t ing surface 
r k t r .  Lilting surface comctiooa for these dilierenceswre derived which depended 
an the pitchtdiameter ratio and the bladr loading (or advance coefficient) of the 
propeller. There mrrections were applied to the same six pmpellera within PPT2. 
The n m  pmform~nre results were plotted and shown to approxintatr thr rxpoi- 
mental curves more dosely: the erron in thrurt coefficients had been rcd~!ced ta 
less than 10% in all carer. The crmrs in torque cafficients werc also reducrd, but 
they still varied betwen 10 and 40%. Howevn, now the lorque roolfirienlr lct~cini 
Lo ovn-estimate the B.reries results. leading to conservative rerultl. 
Tagether, these two prcarams allowed the deign and analgair of cosrr.nliox~ni 
marinepmpellera for small pmpellerr. They m i d  be used for design o p l i ~ ~ ~ i z a t i i n ~ l  
wake adapted pmpellnr operating undn rubuvitating conditions. Lifting rurlace 
comctionl were derived for two pilch/diameler ratios which appmxirnateiy corrrrt 
for the diterencer between lifting line and lifting rurlacc theory. T h e  corrections 
shoui6 be extended over a much wider r a n g  of gcomebic vadations to  nlnkc lilcm 
more widely applicable. They were tested and bund to give mnristent enaineerin8 
estimates d the thrust, torque and pm~eller efficiency under deign and oCderign 
caoditionr. 
5.3 Full scale tests 
A transducer to  measure propeller thrust and torque by measuring the shalt ma. 
terid atraina wing atrdn gaugn was designed m d  built. The excitation of the 
Wheatstone bridge circuits and the  measurement signals were transmitted M the 
*train gauge conditioner via copper slip rings, carbon machine t w l  brurhe. and 
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5hieidcd cable. 
Sea trials were conducted on two 36'0' fishing -4 hulls: thc A l l ' .  SUGAR 
and the AfV. BECKY A , .  T h e  pmpdler thrust, torque and shaft RPM xvrc me=. 
7tnred at dillercnt boat overa mewured distance and timed. The results were 
nllalyrcd and plotled. Due to  equipment failure, thrust mcaJuremmtr were not ruc- 
ccrrful on the MI'. SUGAR, but  torque maa.uremenl were made throughout the 
rs trial. The torque coefficients calculated fmm the measured torque raluu were 
plotted as on the performance curve3 fmm PPTZ (figure 3.1). The pwfor- 
manw curves are not c a m t e d  1~ lifaiq rurfxr afestr; therefore, a shift upward 
01 thc torque coefficient curve emld be expected if cormlions wen applied which 
would have brought the msasured points nearex the predicted curve. T h e  trials of 
the MY. BECKY A. weve sucardul. The analyrd thruat a n d  torque mculure 
menta indicated propulsion efficiencies which did not exceed about 35% (aealter of 
the rcaultr was ahwt 30% of the meuured wlum). T h e  dues confirmed by di. 
rcct mewuments the  poor dfiairocies commonon thcw vcaaels. Ballard tu t r  wers 
also conducted on both wuelr ,  hut t h e e  mearumrents pmduced a large amount 
of w n t n  (about 100.l5OX of the measured value). A m j o r  sourceof sut ler  wa. 
e lect r id  noire due in part t o  dirt contamination of the slip rinp and in part to 
hish levels of propeller induced vibration in the bollard condition. T h e  e m  with 
which the slip rings wen contaminated was unexpected and not  mounted lor in 
the design d the slip rings and pick.ups resulting io high noise Icx.cls in lhr tburt 
readings. The torque rerdinge were ~elatively unafiected by noisa. h d  delemining 
zero thrust md torque war o. problem. At low ahaft bnnsh induced ""if 
w-also noticed. This noise could bcduc to  poar seating and chatter of titc br t~sh~s 
in their hoidm. 
The trial rcauitr reaffirmed the  poar propdsive efficiency of B5hinl ruxrrls. Tile 
higheat ~ l u e  measured war only about 35%. Throret i~al l~ ,  highcr vaiuu of a b u t  
SO.%% should be attainable, but diameter rertrictiona due to inadequate aperture 
rim may limit this to about 40%. Subrtaotial i n c m n  in ficiency should be 
parrible using good design practice in place 01 rules of thumb. 
S p e d  mewured during the trialof the  MV. SUGAR in protected and open ws- 
ter were -pared and found to  be substantially diflereot. The speeds were a b u t  
10% higher over the entire rmge in protected walera and varied from about 4 knots 
toover 8 hots. Theepeedo attained by the MV. BECKY A. in St.John'r harbour 
w e  slmiis lo thore attained by the other boat in pmtected walera. It could he 
a p n t e d  that a similar reduction iorpeed with RPM w u l d  occur when thevcarl 
leaven the confines 01 the harbour. T h a e  obr-lions indime a substantial in- 
c r e w  in power requlremmtfm a v ~ e l o ~ e r a t i n g  02 t h e p  Adquatexruice 
allowancer must be made when determining the available power for propulsion. 
The rn~arured thrust and torque c-fficimt values for the MV BECKY A.  
drmonstraie the rcrtrictd iange oladvanm c 4 d e o t .  J, within %hid, a yes- 
sel operatcr while fm sailin& A propeller deign must be optimized within this 
ratlge. If a propeller has itr highs1 efficiency outside this range, its performance 
will be very poor and the boil ma). not use all of the avsilablc powcr and may not 
allnin its h i g n  speed: alternately, the engcne will bccomeo>rloaded before full 
sped is achieved. 
I1 the  c a r  of a trawling propeller is considered, r sea trill would be u d u l  t o  
dctnmine the wider range of advance d c i e n t ,  J, over which the trawler must 
opcmtc dueto increased lardof thenet. Incffnt, theeel in-a themislaonof  
the vnsel, md the posaibleringe of J. The lover endof therange will be extended. 
A lowing propellm would then needto be  oplimizcdat romepoiot between the 1- 
.riling and Lowing speed. The weighting toward me or the other would depend 
on the apndional profile d t h e  -el. Fn this rwm, when owona have raveral 
licmrea, they may alm have different propellers optimized b t h e  specific fiahery 
which is pursued at the time, for example trawlingot alternately fixed gear where 
no towing ir done. 
Oplirnizalionuf this type can d i l y  be done by uaiog the performance andyais 
prwm PPT2. Competiqpropeller designs meindivduallyedurkd a n d  the best 
one chosen. 
5.4 Manufacture of propeilers 
To pmduce cudtom pmpcllers, the capability t o  makecastings must exist. This ini- 
tiated the work to develop aids to mouldingprope1l.r~ m d  to develop tcchniqtrs to  
cast these economicall?. TWO aids to moulding weredeveloped to  hdp in thc clwigs 
and dimensioning of a mould without requiring a aolid propeller lblade pattern. hs 
expert system. PROCASTER, was developed to  help define design criteria and di- 
mensioning of mould components, m d  astrickle gear was deigned m d  constructed 
that was used to eonatruct the  propeller blade shape. A m d e  reverberatory fur. 
"ace was built to melt aluminum to test the conrtucted mould by capling a amall 
pmpeiler. 
The mould in^ matnial shwn for tho experimmt wm plaster. I t  haa several 
attractive properties which iincludccxallent dimensional stability, very low shrink- 
ye during curing and very good detail reprodustion. Iiow-, it war found that 
the  plaster did not cum rufficirntly under shop conditim to cast aluminum. It 
war determined that plaster moulds required W i n g  for ux when carting above a 
h w  hundred d e ~ e e s .  For aluminum the mould must be bald at  400-SW°F and 
for copper d1q.s a t  t m p e r = t u r e r u d i n g  12WF are required (P.M.C.A. 1983). 
The hi& maiature content of the un-habd plater mould generated steam inside 
the cavity which caused pomsity in the upper portion of the casting. The steam 
r l m  rrparaled the m p  md drag slightly allowing mmeminor leabge d molten 
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metal la occur a1 the trailing edge parting line. Anolher unexpected problem arose 
wlzilc rtlcrnpling lo use the strickle gur lo s w q  out the helical blade surface. 
'The plrtcr 01 parin set ao quickly ths t  the rmepily could not be completed. The 
mould had to  k cornplctcd by using t h e  solid wooden pattern. The problems en- 
counlercd were I result o l  the choice of mouldio~ material. The mould conrtruction 
nrnd layout lunclioncd as dnired; the  mctsl w a  filled from the pouring cup and 
nowcd through sprue and gale filling t h e  cavity in a continuous undisturbed man- 
ner. When the cavily was about 314 full, the steam generated cauwd spattering 
and pomrity. A sand mould would not require curing and wwld allow ample time 
to rwep the  blade lace and construct themould. 
Chapter 6 
Recommendat ions 
6.1 ... for improvments of software 
- A mom comphen~ive set oi liiling surface comctions should be developed and 
applied to both the deign p m g m  and the performance rnaiyaia program. 
- Tbcprogram~abould be made more user friendly by sane Emibility in input data 
and  more error traps b avoid crwhea. 
- Eetailed dwumentation should be ~mdvced for both programs including sample 
run8 rrnd muhr.  
- Pmpdler rtrcnglh for detailed blade section design should be dd re rxd  in the 
design program a. the next step in development. 
- Smtion data should be modularized in data filer t o  avoid the n e d  lor extenrive 
data input unless it ir so deired. 
blnrc section data for common section t y p e  should be incorporated. For exam- 
ple the MACA 66 modified profiles have been used ntensiwiy for large marine 
pwpcllcr.. 
Detailed deign output should be available for input into lifting rvrface programs. 
6.2 ... for future full scale testing 
- lmprovemnts in the design of the stub ahaft ahould include a aealed brush hdder 
which in mounted integral and supported by the stub s h l .  Thia would avoid dirt 
contrminalian of the slip rings and brushes and make installation onboard simpler 
and less pmne to damage. A amdlcr and more compact brush iht w d d  enables 
ahorlmiag ol the stub shaft which would make i t  poaaible to inatdl it in a wider 
ihledioo of boats giwo that the tbruat r o d  torque limitstions are not exceeded. 
- Radio telmetry methods ahodd be inveatigakd for r i p 1  tranrmii.ion. 
Further full scale tating should be undertaken t o  gather data concerning pmpul- 
aive characlsiatica, mistance and wrkc. 
- A wider range ofdvanceu~ffirienttcouid h tested by towwing another boat with 
the k s t  b a t  t o  alter the Mistar.. This however will introduce other pmblms 
auch as towing instability due to s t r d l i ng  d the toling line. Thir approach waa 
d i a m r d ,  but since propellem do not operate under these conditions under normal 
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circumstances lie. not towing), it wa. not punned lurlher. 
6.3 ... for manufacturir~g 
-The strickle gear should be tested further for versatility. Several impmvenwntr ran 
suggested even st this stage. A smaller and lighter s w p  arm sl!nnid be dosigtrul 
lor elose.in work (model pmpllers). The centre shall ia too long and shoalcl hc 
shorter unlcor high pitch ratior require i t  lo be full length. Ex-rive length makes 
it awkward to uw. In addition, it must be rmooth and slightly t a p m d  at  ";e 
bottom ro that il can be c-ily removed from the mould. The current ohaft w u  
difficult lo extract. The outer edge of the  rlrickle pa r  should he calibrated lor 
eraier blade paitianiog (angular). Repeatability ol blade shapes and profilc. and 
blade treckiking (surface height relative t o  other blades) should also bc verified. A 
wried pilch pmpcllcr mould should be constructed using a x t  01 pitch plat-. 
- T h e  crude fumaa. operated beyond expectation. With impmvementol t h e  upper 
cylindrical cover by insulating and better sealing amund the base, this fumau! 
rhould be capable of melting small quantities of hronne. 
- Bonded sand rhould be used for casting. This will require some h i c  handling 
equipment including a storage hr,pper t o  keep i t  dean when no1 in un and a muller 
for breaking up lumps and mixing the sand, day. and wakr for moulding. 
- A sand mullershould he designed arid built. 
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- Yore rcrurrre carting and finishing requircr a more accurate and simpler mea- 
wnag facili!r, A digital mcauiing machine with scaie zeroing should he designed 
nrtcl bt,ill. 
Colnplltcr sol~nrerbould bo r r i t lcn to con~en dcslgn apecificalionn from dcrign 
(,rrxra#nr lo  otaoufarturing hladc or-rrtr for shop u z .  
- I)rn~lop n l o r  cost nwr n~ounted melting furnace. I t  rllould h a w  a arufliricnt 
capadty lor n two mcter diameter propeller (400 kg of bmnze). The melling time 
rl,ould rcaranahlc, but higher heat caparirier will require more expensive qu ip-  
mcnl. Nalurrllg aspirated burners should be investigated. 
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Appendix A 
Empirical propeller selection 
The first method of selectiag a rtoek propeller is moat often used v h m  very iittle 
infomation about a bolt is available. i t  is baaed on the comparison of the pro 
peller "horsepower curve", which is mughly the thrlut p a n r  developed by a .lock 
propeller, a d  the power curve of the engine. T h e  two a- should interant a t  
the madmum operatin8 rpm of the engine. Uaudly, the 70-85 %maximum rpm is 
used becauge m a t  engines have the lowed specific fuel ronaumption in this s p e d  
range. This aim makes d l w a o c u  far mms of the o t h e  unknowns involved. This 
melhod often givua propeller that will not overload theengiue but its performance 
remain8 quulionable. In most eaaer where this method is u r d ,  the iortalled power 
is datively low and performance is not a primary mnsidratioo, but engine loading 
is. The propeller thrust changer with boat speed and the propeller ,nay not neo 
ersuily abmrb all the pow- available at a given rpm, but, usually a fm mooing 
propdler is dnignd to abacrh aii the available p o w  at  maximum rpm. Hena, 
the achieved boat speed remains a function of the engine power inatdled. 
The second method which har b e n  i n  use i n  North America for man? ycnrt 
is the slip method or Crouch's method. I t  ia an empirical n ~ t h o d  whcrcbp lhc 
propdler pitch is matched to the boat aped at about 90 %of mnximunt rpnt. The 
pitch is calculated without taking into rrcount the slip '. Thr  pitch wilhoul dip 
is then increased by thr  amount of slip which is calculated empiricnlly or gucsn~cl 
at bared on experience. That is. i f  the slip ir approximately 40 70. lhcn lltr (lilrl8 
is incrcarcd approximately 10 I to give the r e q u i d  pitch of thc pmpelier. l'hc. 
installed engine powcr murt then be capable of producing thc amount of pnwo 
demanded by the propeller to avoid overload. This method gives a quick and ap- 
pmximate first estimate fm  rsck propellns u r d  in  applicationr where ficienry 
is of I ns  impoitance; these include, povcrboats, spedboatr and workboats. For 
workboats, moreexpailnre is required to make this method work and same knowl- 
edge 01 the type of operation (that is, is i t  ured for tmving, maneuuring, or simply 
self-propulsion sa in  a barge, say). The method is used widely by small crafl d r  
sipem and some propeller repmentativn for fir* estimates and replaccmlnt of 
old propeller8 (Cm 1989). Often a pitch adjustment may be necessary to  ensure 
the maximum engine rpm is reached i n  carer where overload or underlaad becomcr 
a problem. 
A lhirdlwelofsophirticalion can beintroduced into propeller matching by using 
the results from tests on modci pmpellera todetermine their performance. Although 
many systematic win of have bean tested wer thc yean. the murt 
comprehensive and widert range of tenting war carried out by thc Netherlands Slip 
IsI~p~..tnrn urd 10 vrouot lor ,be ~nduced r l o ~ t ~ ~ o r a p ~ o p d I e ~  Tho .lop II the difirenre 
bet- ,hr dumnce pmp1l.r would claw m ml~d medourn and tne dostance n travel. 3. 
A C D S S ~ ~  slop = Ihmn8c.l advanr. (ptarb X rpm) - mtual drsncc True slop ..I bc 
detmrnin;d Iwm a rnmured mile run at 8 known rpm and pmpeller pitch 
Model Bwin at Wageningen. the Netherlands (NSMB now MARIN). ThcNSUB B- 
scriea (also known m the TI-t B-Series) model propellem have heen extensively 
t e w d  in opcn rater (without the in6 rence of a hull) and the results plotted in 
tile form of charts (van hlanen and Troost 1952, van Lammeran and Oostcrvdd 
1869). Tile power factor, B., ia plotted ru a fvnctioo of advance mefficied. 6. 
br variations 01 pilch/diameter ratios. Hence, the method b called the Br6 chart 
method. So, bued on a power faclor, B,, calculated for thrcue under consideration 
and thc design s p e d  (advance coefficient) the pitch ratio and propeller opcn water 
cfficicncy can be read of. This method h a  b e o  used since the first =in  of tertr 
were completed. It is very useful for dr j ip iog propdlers whish are geometrically 
similar lo the B - w i n  propellen hut &aio corrections r u t  be made tn account 
lor operation bchind a hull. For example, it bm hem shown lhat a 3.4 % reduction 
Imm the optimumopen water diametcrpcrforms better on aaingle screw ship (Om 
1989, van Manen and nooat 1952). The experimental data is also "4 in d h n  
ways. The K-J and p - o durta are very vxful io perferfzmance analysis a t  off 
design conditions. Thmc are plots of the aune experimental data in forms whish 
lend themaelvn to  extracting prefmmance information such a thrurt and torque 
cafficienla and open w a k  efficiency a t  speeds other than the &sign s p e d  or to 
determine thcexlra thruat available for towing. Another very d u i  presentation of 
the data is in the form elpolynomials based on repe.rion analysis and curve fitting. 
These give thrust and torque coefficients by direct calculation and are written in 
terms of the pitch-diar;.der ratio, advance coefficient (speed) and rpm. Theae are 
especially attractive for computer applications. A pmgam, BKTKQ wui written 
by uaing thew polynomiah to calculate the performtnce of the B-seriea pmpeilerr 
over their entire operating range. This program was used to verify the output form 
the program PPT2. 
In some cases, dnignem use these results lor preliminary work with special 
propellen, such as auprcavitatiq by inlroduoing rmte cmpirtni cor. 
recrions. The B,.6 charls are however Ins  urelui near thcir liniits bccnar the 
roefficientr aa platted go OR the charts. A% in rill cnginmring work. results should 
he checked by other mcano. However, since very high spmd applications. 50-60 
knots, fall outride the useful range of subcavitating pmpellcra (convcntiannl pro- 
pellers), i t  is not recommended that the charts be uaed under these conditions. 
To summarize, B,-6 charts are very useful in preliminary duign calculationr, 
for determining propeller diameter. They can dm be used to evaluate alternative 
propulsion configuration* (at lemt qualitatively). Other methods auch as tho slip 
method can be very useful for checking d n i p  r m l t s  or sizing propellera when very 
little i. k n w n  about the --I. Many repairen m d  mmufacluren dso have ruler 
oI thumb which they can we to determine pitch changes or size p m p l l e n  knowing 
the operating conditions of similar vearda. 
Appendix B 
Fortran listing of WAOPTPROP 

C ADVANCE COEFFICIENT 
is-0.25 
C HUB MDIUS FRACTION 
!@.2 
C REQUIRED INPUT POWER COEFFICIDlT 
CPI=0.784 
OVULALL AND LOCAL WAKE 
PI-3.141592654 
PHIDl-PIICN-I) $ INITIALIZE ALL ARRAYS 
FRACTIONS 
DEFINE VORTEX REFUWCE ANGLES 
00 10 I 4 . N  
PHIO 1)-PHIOl*(I-1) 
10 6 o m 1 w ~  
DmINE RADIUS FRACTION REF-CE ANGLE 
DO 20 I-1.N 
P H I 0  ~H10lr(1-1) 
20 Ch%IWE 
E DEFINE RADIUS FRACTIONS 
$0 29 1-1.N 
xo(I).o.s*(l+x~)-o.s*(l-xH).cos(~~~o(~)) 
29 CONTIWE 
c x ~ t ) = o . o o o o l  
DO 0 I.1.N 
x(I).o.s*(l+m)-o.s*(l-m)*Cos(~I(I)) 
30 CONTINUE 
E WAKE ADAPTATION 
SO 35 1-1 N 
pg;@$~Af!;:i?]!!.-i:a~5 
DEFINE VORTEX PITCH ANCLES 
80 40 I-1,N 
IF (ID(I).EO.O.O) m~ll  
;;;~1&1.670796327 
EB(IJ-ATAN LSlX(T).(l-U(i))/YAmm(I)) Od04~0g!~6 
00 42 J - ~ : N  
X O X ~ I , J ~ - x o ~ J ~ l x ~ I ~  
42 CONTINUE 
Y;t:~m"'f PHI 
DO 43 1:l.N PHIO 
kRITE(9 *I PHI(I).PHIO(I),BIO(I) 
4 3  C C ~ ~ I ~ U E  
: a::(::;: =O X '  
s URITE(O *) XO(I),X(I) 
: as ay!pg 
c Db 45 J-1 I 
c YRITE(;~~;! ~ o x ( : , I . J , ~  ) - l . ~ ~ x ( ~ . ~ )  
C 45 2 44 CONTINUB 




80 10 I=L H 
C ~ L L  ~CINDU~(A.IT,N.I(.PHIO.I) ; W$Ig(;,;lN PHI- ,I.' UWSIDE FCINDUCT' 
C DO 68 K=l Nrl 
; A(J,I,J,K,' 1-',A(I,J,K) 
C 69 CONTINUE 
DO 60 J=l N 
DO 65 K-1 Nti 
A~(J,K)=A~I,J,K~ 
F YRITE(9,.) ' AZ(',J.K.' )=',A2(JIK) 
65 CONTINUE 60 CONTINUE 
CALL GAUSS(XI A? N NP) 
C YRITE(S..) : OI~IJIDE OAUSS' 
C YRITE(9 *) ' INDUCTION FACTOR FOURIER COEFFICIENTS' 
DO 66 K=I:N 
InI(I,K)=XT(K) 




OD BP @!lii!iN 
A3(j,k)=A(I,J.K) 
C YRITE(S.*) ' A3('.1,K,1 )='.A3(J.K) 
53 CONTINUE 
52 C A L L ~ B : ~ ~ ~ . A J . N . ~ )  





c YRITE(9.*) ' XOf INT 
c YRITE(9 *) ' PHI-',i,PHI(I) 
c YRfTE(9'.) ' ' 
~r~~&$xox(I,~),In(I,~),rNA(I,J) 
s 72 CONTINUE 
177 
2 BEGIN CALCULATIDN OF hm TWlS  
SININA' 
S I N I n '  
SUHSIT' 




DO 107 1-2 N 









DO 250 J-N-1.3,-1 
250 COKlINUE 




E FOR PHI BETYEM 0 AND '90 DEGREES ... 
DO 140 1=2,U-l, 
C write(o,*)i, phi-',phi(i) 
PISIN-PIISIN(PHI(1)) 
C YRITE(O,.) ' ' 
L~I.J~=PI~I~~~~I~HI~S~~~S~I,J+~~+COSPHI~S~~SINI, (J+?)))  
~ ( I , J ) - F I S I N . ( S ~ ~ H ~ * S U W C O T ( I , ~ ~ ~ ) + W S P H I I ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~  (+?))) 
C:18 COM!~ E CONDITION FOR PHI-180 DEGREES 
80 160 1-2 N-1 
~~~!~$;~.<;;,~;~;i"".' X-',X(I) 
g0y;;Ej-3i:b ' LIX-' .LIX 
C YRITE(9 .) 1 'HA-' HA(I J) 'HT-l.HT(I,J) 
O A ( I - ~ . J ) ~ J ~ ( W ~ E F C N ~ I ~ ~ H ~ ~ I ~ J ~ ~ L I S X * H T ~ I , J ~ ~  
C YRITE(9.r) ' OA('.I.J.' )-',OA(I.J) 
t i t  EBKiKE 
E CALL GAUSS m ~ ~ q , g j ~ ~ ~ ~  FOURIER C O I C I E N  g CIRCULATION DIS I 
FOR CI 
CALL GAUSS(OCIRC.OA,P.PP) 




OC 214 J:I.P 
CIRC2 I)-CIRC2(I)tGCIRC(J).SIN(J*FI(I)) 
214 fONT NUE 
213 CONT~NIJE 
YRITE(9.r) ' CIRCULATION V I M  1NTERWU)IATE POIUTS' 
YRITE(9.r) ' 
DO 215 I=l,NZ WRPJ:EA;k;jdk'RLDX-, ,RADX(I) ,' CIRC2-' ,CIRC?(I) 
E CALCULATE TMDENTIIL AHO AXIAL COHPONENTS OF INDUCED VELOCITY 
P CALCULATE POWER AND rXRUST COEFFICIENTS 
c pltchldlmeter ratio 
20 350 is1 n 
pd(l)-pl*;(i).tanbl(~) 
350 continue 
5 "WAGE race pitch 
-. . -..,-. 
URITE(O..l 'CI..,C(.'CP.'.CP 
URITE(9..) :EFF-,.&FF 
URITE(O..I PIYCHIDIIIEIER RATIO DISTRIBUTIOY~ 
DO , I ,  T.1 " 
YRI~E~O;.~';PO(~,I,~).,PD(I) 
361 CONTINUE 




, SUBROVIINE INDUCI TO CALOJLAlZ LENS INDUCTIOU FACTOR.$ 
DOUBLE PRECISION BI(N),IA(N.N) ,IT(N,N) ,XOX(N,N) .YO.Y.A2.82 
W L  W YOYO 
FEGER'C 
c URITE(9.r) ' NOW INSIDE INDUCT DATA 7RUISFE((, 
?F ((BI(I).CT.t.S70) .AND.(BI(I) .LT.1.571)) MEll 
C VRITE(O,*)' 1ST 81-90 CONDITION CDWLETED' 
L T O I ~ O  
?F (XOX(I.I).LT.O.OOO1) THEN 
IT(1,J)-0 
IA(1 J)=0.00000 
C YR~TE(~,.) ' WUPLFTE LOOP I - NULL CONDITION' 





IF ((XOX(1 J).GT.O.9999).MD.(XOX(I,l).LT.l.oool)) THEN 
XT(I.J)~SIN(B~(J)) 
IA(I J)-CQS(BI(1)) 
c URiT€(9.*) COUPLETE LOOP 2 - UNITY CONDITION' 
GOT0 20 
- END IF 
IF (XOX(I,J) .GT.l.OOOO) MU1 
IF ((BI(I).GT.1.57O).AND.(BI(I).LT.1.571)) THEN 
IA(I.J).O.O 
IT(1.J)-0.0 
c YRITE(9..)' ?NO 01-90 CONDITION C(IRPLE1ED' 
GOT0 20 END IF 
IF (XOX(I,J).GT.1000.0) THW 
~~~~:~~~~~~XOX(I.J)-l.O)l~XDX(I.J)~T~(0I(J))) 












c 31 COMI 
c 30 c o r n 1 3  bv 
5 I?!%&% SklIYkJII~ROml" 
C NP-Ntl NUMBER OF COLlRMS IN AVOnWlED HATRIX 
c A-MAmIx OF C O E F F I C I ~ S  *NO RHS (N x NP) E X.SOLUTION VECTOR 
~ O W B L E  PRECISION A(N.NP) ,x(N) .LUG 
Nn1.N-1 
!2P&Ta(9 *) . INSIDE GAUSS' 
c viltd9:*) N-' N ' NPml,NP 
c YRITE(O A(I'I~- 
C YRITE(9::; *(I I! A(2 2) A(3 3) 
c vnIn(o.*) A(~:~);A(~:S):A(S:S) 
C WRITE($,.) A(7,7),A(7,8) 
E FOR EACH C D L W  I D 0  M E  FOLLOWINO 
DO l o  I=l .NIIl  $Fl.I+l 
C FIND M E  LARGEST COEFFICIOrr BENEAM A(1.I) IN COLUF. I 
LARG = ABS( A(I.1)  ) 
bzls J - I P ~  N 
IF (LARG.L+.ABS( A(J.I)  )) THUI 
L.1 ARG=ABS( A(J.I))  
END I F  
c ~ I ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ I N T U L C H A N O E  NECESSARY 
I F  (L.NE.1) THW 
gDIP$EH#E I AND L 
TDW-A(I:J) ;$:;;:;&) 
E BEGIN ELIIQIATION PROCESS, ALL X(1) B W E l M  A ( I . 1 )  ELIHINITED 
C (I( II) XPRESENTS AN ELDENl  IN THE K M  ROY AND Irm C O L M  g TO'THE RIGHT OF ME IM COLW 
h ( a . r ) = o . o  
9 COMINUE l o  COMINUE E FIND SOLVTIOH BY BACK SUBSTITVTIOI 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(W,N.N+l).II(H,N).PHID~N) 
INTEGER N.NP1.M.K 
: gs : ::::fl 
C WRITE(D,.I ' II('.I.I.' )*'.II(I.J) 
C 2 CONTINUE 
C 1 CONTIN'lE 
DO 11 ]=l.N 





DO 12 I.! N 
A(K.I,NPI)-II~K i) 
C1&ITE(F'M1~~Am~K A INSIDE FCINDUCI~ 
c YRITE(S::! ' mx- .K 
C DO 20 I.1.N 
E &B&~"%.,K,I,J,~ )-,,A(K,I,J) 
C 30 CONTINUE 
Appendix C 
Fortran listing of FPT2 
c-------------------------------------------------------- 
F ;E;E&kTd%$Y!cE 
WRIITEN BY:  THOMAS HOPMANN ((C)) 1991 
------------..----.----------.--.------------------------- 
E DEFINITIONS: 
v n t e ( 5  *) ' 
.nt.(6'*) 
srxt.(5'.) ' ' 
WRITE (5 .4  
PPT2 (YERSIOU 2 .0 ) '  
PROPELLW P E F S O W C E  P R O G r n ~  
Tnorus H O V '  
(( c 1) 1991 
USE OF TUIS P R O O m  IS R E S T R I ~ '  
WRITE(5 *) ' ' 
WTE(S:*) , 
A C K U O W L E D D E W E U T '  
muTE (5.*) ' ' 
WRITE G,.) ' ' 
WRITE 5 * ) , '  
WRITE Is '*) ' TEE AUTUOR WOULD LIKE TO THAW. DR.IIEIL BOSE2 
WRITE (1 *) OF TEE UAVAL AWRIrrCmRIL QGIlEERI*O OEPT;' 
WRITE (6.;) ' m O R I A L  UXIVWSITY OF EEUFOUUDLAUD, SI.JOKll S 
I:.:)) ' lWF'OUMDLUID FOR HIS TECEBIFAL DUIDaWCE oURIuGs 
YRm (6,,) ; WRITIUO OF THIS PRODWI. 
U R I R  (6 . r )  ' 
WRITE ( s a t )  ' ' 
Y R I m  (6:*) ' 
IF (Z.Eq.1) THEN 
31 YR% f :  *) ' ' 
c CALL'SCLEA? , 
URITE (5,') 
c unI;ITT5~;;,; P L U S  ENSURE PRINT" " 
C 40 READ (5,s) Z PRESS "1" TO CONTINUE 
C IF (T.EQ.1) TKEN 
E GO TO 41 ELSE GO TO 40 
C END IF 
SYITCHEO "ON-LINE"' 








(IUlUUL PROPELLER DATA' 
CK42:I ?m.a ,D 
URITE (5 *) ' ENTER TIE I(IRIBFR OF PROPELLER BLADES.' 
11 WRITE (5:s) ' (POSSIBLE CHOICES: 3.4.5 or 6 BLADES), 
READ (5  *) NB 
E YRITE(B,*) a NB-,,NB 
8 BLADE WER VERIFICATION LOOP 
I F  ((NB.Eq.3!.I)R.(NB.Eq.4).OR.(NB.Eq.S).OR.(NB.Eq.6)) 
g o t 0  12 
%??E (5,*) , PLEASE RE-ENTQ! NUHBER OF BLADES' 
COT0 11 
END IF 
~ r l t e ( 5  t) ' FVTER EXPANDEO BLADE AREA FATID, 
READG,:) EAR,-' 
c VRITE(2.t) UR='.EAR 
;gF(k6;;)N;I W E R  SHAFT RPII' 
s WRITE (2.t) ' SHAFT RPH NN-'.NN 
NSNN160 .0 
WRIF (5.*) ' ENTER OVERALL WAKE YCTION' 
WRITE (5 *I (FOR UNIFORM FLOW ENTER ZERD) 
h r o  (5.e) H 
c WRITE (2.r) ' w - ~ , Y  
hITE (5 ,s )  ' Do you requi re  wake adapted analye is? '  
WRITE (5 . t )  ' I f  yea typ. "1". zf not type HRiR:5t5j*L; (dmfault asctlons are NACA a-1.0 mean lznes), 
l f  (ms .eq .1)  than 
goto  44 
as* g o t 0  45 
end i f  
44 YRIlE (5;*) ' Fate= tha l o c a l  *.La f rac t ion .  3.t 
I 




YRITE (5.r) ' A11 correct? I f  yes t y p e  1 .  elss type 
rsad(5.r) me 
l f  (ans.eq.0) then  
goto 44 
sash 
0 . '  
C $zj*& ' FJITER PITCH RATIO AT EACH SECTION' 
writeis,*) X ( , , I , ~  ), 
Rue CS,.) PD(1) 
97 CONIINUE 
s YRITE(2,*) ' PID UNIFORW -'.PD(6) 
THEN 
"I. '  
26 urite(5.r) ' Do you vieh to speclfy the type of a r r f a i l '  
"rlte(5,r) ' sections to b. used? If ye. typs 1, i f  not ,  
urlta(5.t) ' typs 0. (Default i s  NACL a-1.0 mean l i n e . ) '  
.oma,& ., a"- 
---- ~ - ,   -- 
~f (ans.eq.0) then 
) than 
Section tvnes currmntlv avallabla 
prapelle;6naly~ia are;' 
NACA a-1.0 mean l i n e  - 1' 
NACA a-0.8 maan llne - 2' 
Circular backlf lat  face  sections 
Type the  appropriate number to sp 
of section rsqulred for each radi 





IF (2.~6.0) M W  
00 TO 26 
ELSE &ppTO 27 
27 mITE (5.r) ; : 
WnITE (S.) 
t CALL SCLU 
WRITE (5,.f : CALNLATINO - PLUSE YAIT,FOR PRINT-OW1 
mITE (5,.) OF RESULTS. 
F INITIALIZATION OF CONSTANTS 
C BEOIN ADVANCE COEPFICIQlI STEP UP TO UAXIMUU -12 
S m  -16 DOTO 5-1,sns. 
C DESIGN POINT ADVANCE UATIO. ADVANCE COWFICIEKT AND REPUIRW 5 THRUST COEFFICIENT. 
s vrite(l,*) I alph.1-'.alphal.' dag. and alpha-'. alpha.' rad.' 
s write(?,*) I 
k VRITE(2 .) 'NB=',NB ' before TRULR.' 
c write(?'*) , uakefnti)-, ueefn(1) 
s urits(2:*) ' phi- ,phi(ij .' tanb-',tanb(i) 
s rrits(l,*) ' alphal-',alphaI.' deg. and alpha-', alpha, f rad. 8 
c rrite(2.t) ' 
: ::i;:!:Z:j : troslift results outlldn trulft' 
c vrits(2,.) l,j,slt(~,:) ' 'It' 
c vnts(2..) ' *~#.##~#****~#*.1#It#~*#**,*~*#","###a#aa#**#*#**' 
5 d e t s m m e  ~ntersection af theoretical and mods1 lift curves. 
he~t~=cl(l,l)-c~t(l.j) 
~f (drltcl.n.0.) then 
c urtte(l..) ' Have intersaction between points:' 
alphaa-(alpha!-I. ).pl/lBO 
c rrita(2.r) ' alphaa-'.alpha.,' apha=,,alpha 
5 Data transfer check 
CALL AnACK(CLTA,UFM,alphaa.K,L, 
*ph~,tanb,ob,sZ,~.pi.s&efn.ms,s~c,i.~l 





c t ( 2  9)  ' i batta landa 
s .apr:. etta 
::si!?;,:il<ttta<l~,~=*a(i) ,dta(i),tprim(f~ 
c 1081 continue 
C C A W  SUBROVTINE DRAG TO CALCULATE DRAG COEEPICIEHTS CM(1) AT 
E EACH BLADE SECIION. 
Sr 1 9  s9 1=i K 
i~sr~~(~)-~dt(l)/sita(l) 
1069 CONTINUE 
I I CDT CLTA EPSILN' 
c W;;;~~O'I,CDT(I) .CLTA(I) ,EPSILN(I) 
s 1071 WRITE(2.r) ' LANDA BETIA' 
: m1rn29n)~Zio:i:jlsilTA(I) 
1072 CONTINUE 
DO 108 I-1.K 
Call sobrontine for single subrcripted Gold8tern eoefficiants. 
CkLL GOLSTl(I(IP1 LANDA NB i) 
KIIPRI(I)~PI**~*~(I)*~~~K~I~I)~APRI~(I)~(~ .O-APR H(1)) 
s VRITE (2,.) ' KTIPRI-',KTIPRI(I) 
'" ESA 6 R - i  K 
K~IPRI(~)=x(I)*KT~P~(I)*TAN(B~A(I))I~.o 
YRITE (2,*) ' KQIPRI('.I.s -3.KqIPRI(I) 
log EB?:F'!=i K 
~~~{!!:~!!!~{$l:t!:!;?&!~itii~!~?~kii33)) 
WRITE (2.r) KTPRI',I,' -'. KTPRI(I), ' KOPRI='.KIPRI(I) 
Cl10 CONTINUE 
C CALL SUBROUTINE SIHSOII 50 IUTEGRLTE lHROST ANT) TORQUE E COEFQICIMS. 
write(? .) mte rate thrust soeffi~%.nt' 
C~LL s~nsoxflcrsn,sri-RI,K) 
s writs(? t) 'ktsm-' ktn 
K ~ - K T s H . ~ . ~ ~ ~ .  0 
5 VRITE (2,s) KT-',KT 
; liftlng rurfsss correctinns applied for pId(6)-0.7 5 thrust coefficxant 
f$!s~f:li~?;:~!3'-~,,.j,*,4.,236, ,-0. ,558 
end if if (pd(b).eq.l.O) then 
fkt.12.1919~ja~~r3-12.0786.jay**2t4.OI9S*jay-O.2838 
e~id >f c rtt-irt*kt+kt 
C s write(?,-) ' inte rate torque coefficient, 
CALL SIHSON$KOSM,KQPR~ .K) 
KO-KQ5U10.1/3.0 
C WRITE (2.t) ' KO-',KQ 






CALCULATION OF TOTAL THRUST bHD TORQUE DEVELOPED. 




c *rxtd2,*) ktc(s).kqc(a),effc(s).ja~c(e),v~c(~~) 
TO CONTINVE 
WRITE (2 .) I 1:;:: {::{ ' PROPElLEi PERFROWCE DATA:, (2;*) ; ;------------------*-------, 
E 
PROPELLER OUTPUT 






BIJ~ROUIINE N ~ ~ ~ ~ C L . P H I , T A N B . N B , O , X ~ P I , K , L , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ , ~ ~  
SEAL sl(8 80),phi(8).taob~8).cd(8).x(8),pi,alpha.u&efn(8) 
real beta[8).tmbi(8),atal(8),ti,lprime(8),k&ppa(8) 
real lmdal(8) t2 
INTEGER NB.K.L:~.~ 
c rrite(2.r) ' tanb-',tanb(i) % b ~ g i n  calculatron 
E CALL SUBROWIIE FOR OOLDSTEIN COEFFICIEUIS 
CALL GDLSTI(KIPR.Lamdai.NB.i) 
E 
YRITE(2.r) ' XAPPA',I, kappdi) 




E ::::$::; : Iheor.tlcai l i f t  soef f ic ien t ,  
F w r i t . ( ?  *) ' 
c X~ITE(Z,.) , c L ( ~ , i , j , s ) = e , c l ( ~ , j )  
RETURN END 
: C C C C C C C C C C C C L L C C C C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ < ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
f SUBROWTIWE TO CALCULATE ACNAL SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT CLT. 
EoPtlons z.a=1oo,s=~oo1q 
SUBROmINEma~(CLT,IIC.PI,K.L,ALfA.SEC,I,j) Leal d , l ~ ~ l ; ; ~ ~ : ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ 1 f ~ I ~ s ~ ( 8 ) , 6 1 ~ t ~ l l . a l f a ~ ~  
!ntsgsr K.L,I,] 
E WRITE (2 a) 'NOW INSIDE,TRUELFI' 




c c a l l  subroutine STKlYP for lift # l o p e  d s l d a  and zero l i f t  
c -@a alfaov. 
: a l l  atntyp(llfataov,dslda,~li,sec,~~,i,pi,k) 
:1istal-slstfi1/2/pi+diaov 
a l f  a06.18.43Srpi/180 
c YRITE(Z..) ' 
c v r i t d l . . )  ' IUSIDE T?aIR. U t l - ' . l l f a  
c wrlts(Z.*) ' a l fPa l -  . n l f n t a l ,  alf.06-' .alfaOB 
E . . . to r  angles npto a t a l l  a t  m u .  cl-1.2 
:f (a l fa . l t . l l f . t e l )  then 
c v r l t d 2 . r )  ' CLT-1.2 sale. loops  
' CLT(I,l)-d~l&.(alfa+dfaov) 
and i f  
... in  s t a l l  reg ion  u p t o  angle 18.435 degrees  
I f  (a1fa.p.df.t . l)  the. 
c wri ta (Z ,*)  ' CLT b e t r e e n  10.94 and 18,435 deg.' 
.lo e. (alf*tal- . l f&)l( l l fO6-~fstd) 
c write(z..! ,-alape-, .slops 
c1tCi.j)-clatallr(clvtal1-O.B)*slope 
a n d  l f  
f 
if (alfa.ge.dfaO8) then 
r s r l t e ( 2 . r )  ' c l t  mR ANGLE BEYOND 18 DEO. c a l s .  loop' 
% t ( i ,  j)=z.o*s~n(afa)*cos(alfa) 
:nd i f  
Eccccc~c~cc~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~~ccc~ccc~c~cccccc~ccc~cc~c~ 
subrout ine  f o r  d s t e n i n i n g  t h e  l l f t  curve c h a r a c t e r ~ s t l c s  f o r  
s d i f f e r e n t  section types. 
iubroutine S m ( a i a o v , d c l d a , s l i , ~ e c . m c , i , p i . k )  
:eal a l faos .dcldl .a~c(8)  ,rnc(B) .pi.cli.mu(8),muu,sliai.1m 
i n t e w r  r .k 
. . ... . 
f o r  sections with NACA a.1.0 mean l i n e s :  
i f  (ses( i )  .aq.l.) then 






: f o r  asctions with NACA a-0.8 mean l i n e s :  








: fo r  smctiono v i t h  c i r c u l a r  profzlea ,  rounded at leadmg edge 
c and sharp t r a l l l q  sdge sxm=lar t o  t h e  Gottxngen Go XI K ser1.a. 
if (ses(i>.eq.a.) then 
s f o r  h sect ion 
~t ( ~ c f l ~ l t . 0 : 0 5 s !  then 
sli=9.7942tnc(1)+0.0017 
c for thxk sections 
else ~ir-s.  sars*mc(i)+a.z292 




~ C C C C C ~ ~ S S ~ S C S C F S C C ~ C ~ ~ ~ C C ~ E E C C F F C C C C C C C C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  [ ~ ~ ; g $ ; ; , ; ~ ~ f ~ C ; b g ~ H F ~ E  ANGLE OF ATTACK AND THE 
keal clta(6) .c(B) .alphal,uakcfn(8) 
real c1(8,60),~1t(8.60) .phi(al,tsnb(B) .cd(B) ,x(8) ,pi.mc(8) 
rnai ~ras(a) ,cii1.ciiz.sitti.sittz+if1,~f2,1tep 
mtegsr k,l.nb.l,j.jj 
: vrits(z,.) ' inside ATTACK.',' alphal-' alpha1 1 ' ' 
c vrite(2.r) ' cd-',cd(i).' pi-',pi.' ms-:,ms(i).: ;:='.asc(i) 
c urite(Z,.) ' phi=',phi(l) ' tanb='.tanb(i).' nh-'.ah 
p wrxte(2,l) ' vaLefn.'.sak;tn(~); x.,.r(l) 
: Starting vith a1 hal, step np an 10 of attask in steps of 0.05. 
5 cllcullts 51 and <ft. .gain find t f ~  intanaction angle. then 
: ti% !b::i::'!t'E:f I=tt.c* . 
; YRITE(2 *) 'nB='.W6.1 befor. IRULPI' 
c rrif.(z:.) phi-l,pp(i),> tanb='.tanb(i) 
s write(?,*) ' alphal- .alphal., dsg. and alpha-', alpha.' =ad.' 
c "llt.(Z,.) ' ' 
c sr i te(Z.*)  ' t r u a l z f t  r a r u l t s  outs ide  t r u a l f l t '  
c w*it.(2.*) ' slt 
c vri te(2 ,*)  i,j.slt(i.:) j 
c r r i t a ( 2 . * )  ' k t t k & k t k ~ U k U k t t U k ~ U ~ U L U L U e k k ~ k ~ L & k k 4  
re-evaluate crossing point, ca lcola ta  correapond~ng l i f t  coeff .  
~ e ~ c l - c l ( i , j ) - c l t ( ~ , j )  
If (delc1. l t  .O) tb.. 
r l f  I-alpbal-(step.pi1180) 
alf ave=(alf  l+atphal)/Z. 
c a l l  Trulft(clt,mc,pi,k,l,~'.fave.res,i,j) 
c l t a ( ~ ) = c l t ( ~ . j )  
c(z)=alfave 
c o t 0  99 
~cCSSCCSCCCCCcccCCCcccCcCCCCCCCCCC6CcCCCCc~c~55ccccccccccc~~c~cccc~ 
c subrout ine  to  calcula te  the d r a g  coefficient at each 
c sect ion.  
: r n ~ r o n t ~ n s  DRlG(cdt,~fa,mc,tc.d,pi.n.aprin,cd.betta,x.UR,NB, 
.K.sec.i.slta,rakefn) 
: YRIX(Z.*) ' NOW INSIDE SUBROUTINE CD' 
c YRIYE 2 *) 1 'ALPA.' ALPA~I).~ne~,HC~I).'TC-l.TC(I) : URITEtZ:*) ~IPRII(=~,~PRIM(I) .  'o ' .CD(I),'BETIL-'.BEITA(I) ,x(I) 
c a l l  S ~ P ( a l f a o ~ , d c l d a , c l i , s ~ c , m c , i , p ~ , k )  
:1stal1-1.2 
a l f  8t.l-slatall/2/pi-alfaov 
a l f  06.18.435tpi1180 
c r e l a t i v e  velocity a t  section 
: unlIc(n.., , W ' , I . '  .'.YR(I) 
: Reynold's nnmber 
;i~(i)lrr(i)rcd(i).~/0.000~1141 
c RE(I)-D.S72*E*R*1000000/NB 
: flat plate iristian coefficient 
B CF~I)-O.O~~/(L~~IO(RE(I ) 2 0) 
cf(~)-o.4SS/(log10(Re(I))j*~2:58.12 
c URITE(2..) I.' Re-',RE(I),, Cf-'.CF(I) 
pre-stall drag ;oeff~clent up to angle or attack alfrtal 
; f.2 round - t,ask section, 







c stall region d r q  betvsen angler of attask alfl2 and 18.435 
s derrees. 





iF ALFA(I).Gt.dfOb) THEN 
~ $ ~ & ' ~ . O ~ ( S I N ( & F I * ~ ) ) ) . . ~  
END IF 
c rr,ta(2,. ' ......... .................* : YRITE(2..{ ' D r q  RESULTS INSIDE drag' 
c YRITP(2..) ' CDT . I .  -'.CDT(I) 
c YRITE(2.a) ' FINISH SPRT. Drac' 
~ C C C C C C C C C C C C C S C C C C ~ C ~ C C C C - C ~ C E C C ~ C C ~ ~ C C C C ~ C ~ C S C C ~ C C C C ~ ~ C C C ~ C ~ C C C  
c single variable goldstein soefficient subroutine. 
SUBROUTINE GDLSTl(KAP.LI,HB.i) 
E b COLDSTEIN FACTOR CURVES. MPOUENIlN CVRVE FIT F M M  g T.U.B. PAPERCHARTS. 
REAL KAP(8) LI(8) 
I ~ E R  NU.: 
s WRITE (2,r)z',HOY INSIDE GOLSTNl' 
C FOR 3-BLADE PROPELLER 
IF (NB.eq.3) THUi 
5 (i.eq.1) then 
KAP(?)-l.729212-0.25?711LI 1 +0 022196/LI(i)*r2 
s rrlte (2.*) , kapl . kaptll . 
end if 
If (1.eq.2) then 
xf (1.sq.3) then 
KAP(i)-0.854127+0.029162/L1(1)-0.00143/li(~)tr2 
c urits (2.r) ' kap3' .krp(i) 
end is 
li (i.eq.4) th. 
KAP(+)~O.630606+0.lln12/LI(i)-0.OW24lLI(i)r~2 
= write (2.r) ' kp4' ,kap(i) 
snd if if ( .eq.5) thm 
KAP(+)-0.461454+0.17~16lL1 (1)-0.01462ILI(i)rr? 
s vrlte (2,*) ' Lap5 .kap(i) 
:d(f.q6) thm 
KAP(i)=O .328090+0.19?939hI (i)-O.O1636ILI(i)rr2 
s write (2.r) ' kap6 .kap(i) 
Bddiq.7, t h a  
KAP(il-O.Sni8i+O.12~204/LI(i)-0.00180/L1(i)r~2 
c write (2.r) ' kap7 .kap(i) 
:f (ffeq.,) t, 
KbP(i)~O.120909*0.17p56O/LI(i)-0.0119~1LI(i)r~2 
s vrlts (2,t) ' Lap8 .kap(i) 
and if . om IF 
E FOR 4-BLADE PROPELLER 
IF (NB.EQ.4) THEN 
E (i.eq.1) th.a 
KAP(i)=1.636636-0.227~0/LI(i)+0.020303ILI(i)r~2 
C WRITE (2,*) ' KAP41 .81P(i) 
?;d(ifeq.2) tbea. 
KAP(1)~1.23500-0.099MlLI(i)+0.009545/LI(i).r2 
C WRITE (2.n) ' KAP42' .KAP(I) 
end if if ( .ep.3) then 
KIP(i)-0.989018-0.011~8~1(i)+0.001611/~1(i)~~2 
C WRITE (2.t) ' KAP43 ,MP(i) 
end if if ( .eq.4) th, 
KAP(i)-0.7832Y1+0.012?21ILI 1 0 006671LI(i)*.2 
C WRITE (2.r) ' KIP44 .KAP{;]- ' 
end If 
,f (1.eq.5) then 
KAP(~)-0.596545+0.158~3O/LI 1 0 015901LI(i)**2 
C VRITE (2.e) ' KAP45 ,KIP{>]' ' 
end If 
lf (l.aq.6) then 
KAP(~)=o.464145+o.l80~66ILI ) 0 01507/LI(1)*.2 
C WRITE (2,.) ' CAP46 ,KIP!;)- ' 
end If 19 (l.eq.7) then 
K A P ( I ) ~ o . ~ ~ ~ o o + ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / L I ( ~ ) - ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ T I L I ( ~ ) ~ ~ ~  
C WRITE (2,s) ' KAP47 .KIP(>) 
end If ~f (l.eq.8) then 
KAP(1)=0.193363M,176~/LI 1 0 01287/LI(i)rr2 
C VRiTE (2,s) , KIP48 ,KAvIJ- ' 
end ~f 
UID IF 
E FOR 5-BWDE  PROPEL^ 
IF (NB.EP.5) THEN 
~f (l.eq,l) then 
KAP(i)=1.516454-0.190?7/LI(i)+0.017424lLI(i)t~2 
C WRITE (2,s) ' KIP51 .KAP(i) 
end if ~f (b.eq.2) then 
KAP(i)-l.ll69O9-O.098~01LI(i)+0.010076/LI(i)*r2 
C VRITE (2.r) ' KAP52 .MP(i) 
end if lf (z.eq.3) than 
KAP(i)-l.o527o9-o.o32000/LI I to OO3727/LI(i)r*2 
C YRITE (2,*) KIP53 ,KIP{=] ' 
end if ~f ( .aq.4) than 
KAP(i)-O.87~54+0.045~65ILI 1 0 OW6/LI(i)r.2 
C YRITE (2,.) ' KIPS4 .KIP!;]- ' 
end if ~f ( .aq.5) then 
KAP~i~-0.724090+0.107~07/L1 I 0 01068/LI(i)**2 
c WRITE (2,t) K m s  .KAPIJ- . 
end if ~f ( .eq.5) then 
KAP(l)=O.S60636tO.l77227/LI 1 0 01803/LI(i)rr2 
C WRITE (2.r) , KAP66' ,KIP{;]- ' 
:fd(ffeq.r) than 
~~~(i)=o.42~ele+o.1e3272/~1 1 0 01575/u(i)r.2 
C WRITE (1,s) ' KAP57' .KAPU* ' 
sad if ~f ( .sq.8) then 
K~P(~)-0.161454+0.175?42ILI 1 0 OiSJ3o/LI(i)r*2 
C YRITE (2.a) ' KIP58 .KIP[;]- ' 
end if 
END IF 
C TOR @-BLADE PROPELLER 
. IF (NB.EQ.6) THM 
C lf  (1.aq.1) then 
XIIP(1)~1.408727-0.152?7/LI(i)+O.014166/LI(1)~r2 End mITE (:,*I KAP61 ,KIP(>) 
lf (i.aq.2) then 
KAP(I)=I .223618-0.099?2/L1(~)*0.010227/LI(i)*r2 
c WRITE (2,r) KAPSZ ,KAP(I) 
Ed(ilfeq.3) than 
KAP(r)~1.070363-0.037~1/LI(~)+O.O04166lLI(~)*.~ 
C m1TE (2,*) a KAP63 .KAP(i) 
3d(f!.q.r) the. 
KAP(i)r0.952S27+0.008606/LI(~)-0.0003~/LI (i)r.? 
:ns if vRITE (2.*) ' KAP64' .KAP(i) 
I€ (i.eq.5) then 
KAP(i)~O.82800*0.0640~7/LI(i)-O.o0628/~1(i)..2 
C WRITE <2,*) KAPPS .KAP(z) 
Zd(ifeq.6) then 
KAP(i)-0.685545+0.119?46/LI t 0 01174/LI(i)..2 
C WRITE (2.) KAP66 .KAPIi? ' 
ad(ir.q.r) then 
K*P(i)-O.499818+0.1755WLI i 0 016280/LI(1)*.2 C YRITE (2.0) ' KAPB7' ,~&P13- ' 
Bd(tlq.a) then 
K * P ( ~ ) - O . ~ O O ~ S ~ + ~ . ~ ~ ~ ? B ~ I L I  1 0 010301L1(i).r2 La m I E  (2,*) KIP68 ,KAP11{- ' 
MD IF 
Appendix D 










Description of vessels 
Table E 1 Pnnaprl p&~culan of MV SUGAR 
Pmpeay ~ p t l o p l  
Ie&h -& 35'-1375" 
I& waterltne 33 33' 
moulded bndth 10 92' 
moulded draught 3 5' 
Lsplacment volume 200 53 it3 
mdah~p area 18 96' 
wataplaoe area 150 76 ft' 
draught forward 3 25' 
drausht .dl 3 25' - 
half m& Or matlow 45 degees 
P ~ n s  
m u  mnnc KUBOTA S28M-B 
no o f ~ l m ~  6 mnhc 
fmv rtmln 
k p o a e r  45 5 
RPM 2MlOmu 
d a d -  gear m t ~ o  1 96 1 
aw rpm 1325 5 
no d b k i e s  3 
dl-ta 22 m 
'mEh 10 m 
arp.ndsd blrde a raho 0 55 
Ahbody ddulr 
l q h t  of shaft abve b d n e  1917' 
angle of Ih& tnlnatton 1 5 k  
e!Le t h h  8 ln 6 of mt.s a b m  shaft c m t d n c  17.5 in 
Bull &t&: 
wted surf- ML 272.22 A' 
mdder aru 10.0 A' 
block Eafsdtnt 0.1671 
prismatic &"at 0.3171 
midahip an. caffic*nt 0.4953 
wbtapl~nc area d e n t  0.4141 

lhble E2: Principal particularr of MV BECK)' A. 
I'ropcrly Derrription 
lutlglh orcrall 35'-0" 
mouldd brrdll! 12'4" 
moulded draught 4'6" 
cargo capacity 25,OW Iba 
draught forward 4'.0"' 
draught afl 5'0" 
mater;al wood 
builder Hcnrs Vokey, lkinity, Newfoundland 
Powering: 
main ~ngine  Ford Smator model 254 
no. alcylinder. l inlinc 
four stroke 
horn pomr 80 hp 
RPM 2500 max. 
reduclian gear ratio 2:l 
ahaft rpm 1250 
Propeller: 
no, of blades 3 
diameter 20 in 
a pitch I6 in 
expanded blade area ratio n/a 
Appendix F 
Existing propeller data 
Tablc F.1: Existing propeller eelion charactcriatia: MI'SUCAR. 
R e/D t / D  m/c P/D 
0.3 0.0960 0,103 0.0540 0.624 
0.4 0.0850 0.073 0.W30 0.510 
0.5 0.0138 0.051 0.0340 0.495 
0.6 0.0628 0.038 0.0300 0.470 
0.1 0.0518 0.029 0.0216 0.447 
0.8 0.0401 0.022 0.0265 0,443 
0.9 0.0285 0 016 0.0280 0.410 
Tltc lollowing pager contain the bladcacrtion outliner drawn from measurcmcnts 




*a on* 101' 825' 
chord h $ h  IC); 141 
rmx filckm5 ITII 8 
m m k  [Mi: 4 
Appendix G 
Assembly drawing strickle gear 

Appendix H 
B-series propeller analysis results 
advance mcffidcnt 1 
Pmplkr ptrlomrc NnU: 55.60, PR) - 1.0 
Proplkr performance swes: B4US PID - 0.8 
O . ' 7  
PfDps!kI prf0- C U K E  w.% P/D = 1.0 




